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don't have time.
Internships have be-
come one ofthe important
items that recruiters look
for when they review re-
sumes. Theyprovideprac-
tical experience for stu-
dents and oftentimes lead
to full-time positions. As
MarkChadwin,directorof'
the Weissman Center for
International Business
describes, an internship is
a "lineon a resume, a foot
in the door, and a trial
marriage," giving the stu-
dent an opportunitY to gain hands-on
experience onthejobandtheemployer
a chance to see theperfonnance ofthe
student.
Many of these internship positions
contitwed on]XJ6e 9
-
Reannah Ramsingb (BEST·-(.arty>,Lennox'Henry (STBparty>
itioD andotherexpenses,full-time stu-
dents have to work part-time. And
oftentimes, these jobs are not related
to their DU\iors. Many cannot afford
to takenon-payingintemshipsjust for
work~ while others just
"-' ..
By EJaineWu
John Hunting (not his real name)
walked throughthedoors ofthe golden
arches selling hash browns 'and eggs
in the morning and strolled through
the revolving doors of'Baruch College
at nights. EveIy da~ he commuted
from home to work hoping to obtain a
collegedegreewhilehesupportedhim-
self with money he made at
McDonald·s.
A few years later,he finallyobtained
the degree but was not able to Start
the career that he had wanted. He
lacked thepracticaljobexperienceand
internships he needed, which most
companies required. Even though he
had a grade point average in good
standing, be was not oonsidered to be
qualified for the job ofhis choice,
This.is a problem thatmanyBaruch
students face, In orderto pay tor tu- .:
:"01:73:"N .' Mr· .'.' .. ,
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Thisyear's.Day Session Student
Government (DSSG) election is a
choice between the BEST party,
which emphasizes campus issues
such as the quality ofstudents' so-
cial lives, and the STAR party,
which has a more activist stance
on issues such as Open Admis-
sions.
The Bringing Every Student To-
gether party has members from
current DSSG staff, and the Stu-
dents Together Achieve Reform
party heavily criticizes the current
DSSG for not being active enough
in working for students.
. Reannah Ramsingh, BEST presi-
dential candidate, is currently the
executive treasurer of DSSG and
brings the experience of having Romana Ali, secretary. . hensive Action Plan. He had said
worked in the student government The STAR party candidates are that he would only take part if the
for an academic year. . Lennox Henry, president,Omar majority of the student· body
Lennox' Henry, STAR presiden- Morales, vice president; Anthon wanted him to, and then cited a ~U~11
tial candidate; says that he will Grant, treasurer; and Simone. De. DSSG..SurYey, which s.hQ~~ that.~~~;;
change the way' DSSG works. He Suze, secretary. . only 8 per cent of the participants ltl~mt
has directly taken part in protests Ramsingh said that she did not wanted DSSG to take a parlin it.
against the Comprehensive Action participate in the protests at 80 "We areconcemed with Baruch
Plan and states that under his street, despite stating a concern for as part of a larger spectrum of
leadership, DSSG will be active in Open Admissions on her platform, things, of course, but we're more
promoting students' rights,both on because "you have to get a consen- . concerned with the issues that' sf- .....iiIiiiiiiiliiIIiIii.iiIII....... . .
~--_~~~IIS apRC~wjd~(.~__.._~u§." This is ~hes~~~~!i_~~~tl?:at .-fe:~B~c:~ ~t~~~~~_~ir~!ly,~_~~_id. Intern Makes Do
. ~i-::~:::::~ BES'fLparty candidates:-are·· -ZeshaB-·Hamid,-Qla"~nt.p~dent_.__ Ramsmgh _._ ..~_....._. . .. ' . . .. ' . ._-_._ _..- _, ~._- ..
. Reannah Ramsingh, president; of DSSG, has given as his reason Ramsingh has stated that Baruch By Vanessa Singh . . .
Jamie Berguido, vice president; for not actively participating in lacks a school spirit, a "sense of Like many graduating students,
Joshua Kurtz, treasurer; and student protests of the Compre- continued on page 5 Julie Christie imagined that her
. . last semester would be rather lei-Job S.earch Hindered by Reality surely. However, things have
turned out ditTerently from what
she had expected. She is taking
on a full course load this semes-
ter, an internship, and is working
part-time as well.
It has been along and winding
academic road for her to obtain her
degree. She started at the Bor-
ough of Manhattan Community
College (BMCC), where she was a
cheerleader for the Men's basket-
ball team for a briefperiod oftime
before quitting because it inter-
fered with her studies. After
graduating from BMCC in 1993,
she transferred to Baruch and at-
tended part-time while working..
This is the only semester which
she is attending full-time. Shehas
an internship atAmerican Health
for Women magazine, which she
loves. "It's a nice and supportive
ing skills constantly updated.
"We looked over 500 resumes
this semester," said Hiba
Shariet, a student counselor.
Student counselors who have
successfully 'completed the In-
'terview Training program con-
duct videotaped mock inter-
views to help students hone
their interviewing skills. These
interviews are held four nights
a week and interview-practicing
students must bring their own
videotape. At the end of the in-
terview, student counse lors pro-
vide feedback, suggestions and
referrals. If the peer counselor
deems it necessary to do more
than two follow up interviews
with the same student, that stu-
dent will be referred to a pro-
fessional career counselor.
.-- - ..-- ---- -- --.-. --- .. -:.._-.::::::::-======
mately 5 hours per week; along
with a 1 to 2 ltour supervisory
consultation with a coordinator,
according to Adelman.
The minimum-working-hour
requirement may be short but
it isn't easy for a student to join
Peers for Careers. First, the
student must complete Fresh-
man Leadership Training of-
fered through the Student Life
Office's TEAM Baruch Program.
After completion of the first
training program, the student
is given the choice of working
for Helpline or CDC. If the stu-
dentchooses QDC, that student
receives 10 weeks of further
training in career exploration,
resume wri ting and business
correspondence. Only then,
upon satisfactory performance
for a semester, can the peer
counselor_ finish her training
through an additional 10 weeks
of Interview Training where the
- student learns the basics of an
interview and how to conduct
various types of interviews.'
Baruch Celebrates Israel's 5
A student at the poster exhibition commemorating Israel's
50th anniversary at 15th fioor of the 360 PAS buiIdiJig
Sophomores and- juniors
should consult with student
counselors regarding intern-
ships, part-time jobs and ac-
quiring career specific knowl-
edge. Internships are encour-
aged b-ecause relevant experi-
ence in the student's field of
study weigh heavily on whether
the student lands a job after
gradua tion, according to
Imbimbo. However, since in-
terns perform entry-level tasks,
she said that internships are
more sui ted to sophomores and
junrors.
Resumes, cover letters and
thank you notes are reviewed in
20 minute first come first serve
basis four times a week, Mon-
day through Wednesday 11AM-
2PM and Thursdays 3PM- 6PM
through the Walk-in Resume
Review Service. Student coun-
selors keep their resume writ-
informa-
tion. Ac-
eordingto
Imbimbo,
the staff
at CDC
are trying
to build
an auto-
matedda-
tabase of
company
, and stu-
dent in-
forma-
tion. She
hopes to
have- an
on-line
system
one day
where students can load their re-
sumes onto the database via
internet and have the informa-
tion sent to various companies
systematically.
Studen t counselors assist
staff members of CDC in prac-
tically all office activities. They
are required to work approxi-
r----~-- .Or_
"Our mission is to
provide comprehen-
sive services for un-
dergraduate stu-
dents"
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cific" experience. "Seniors
should haunt this place,"
Imbimbo said.
Nancy Leighton, the Intern-
ship Coordinator of CDC, ad-
vises students to inform them-
selves about career possibilities
and then research companies
that they are interested in.
"Looking for an in t ernship. is a
learning experience in itself,"
said Leighton.
Many of the services provided
by CDC are conducted by Peers
for Careers, who are under-
graduate studen ts trained to
serve as peer counselors to as-
sist fellow students on all mat-
ters related to career develop-
ment, according to Ellen B.
Adelman, Career Advisor and
Coordinator of Peers for Ca-
reers in CDC. Peers for Careers
was modeled after other peer
programs to do studen t out-
reach, according to Adelman.
can shake their hands and give
h "t em my resume.
Proximity to the latest intern-
ship and job postings affords a stu-
dent counselor the_ first crack at
coveted employment opportunities,
according to Imbimbo.
The CDC maintains a library on
career-related topics and company
Peers- for Careers out on a retreat
These studen t counselors
visit freshmen classes to speak
about choosing a major and ex-
ploring career options. One ses-
sion in Freshmen Orientation is
··~~~r-~~ior.an infi-.odiictiori~t.o-_. -
career development topics. All
students are advised to attend
a Choosing a Major workshop
before declaring a major. The
counselors also assist students
in using DISCOVER, a career
guidance computer program in
the office of CDC, according to
Adelman.
Three Cheers for Peers for Careers
By Hwan-joo Moon
It takes a well-motivated stu-
dent with a commitment to
serve Baruch community to be-
come a member of the Peers for
Careers but the perks of getting.
involved is impressive also.
These student counselors, by
the time they are about to
graduate and seek professional
employment, have no trouble
writing a resume or preparing
for an interview. " I know what's
in the interviewer's mind," said
Hiba Shariet. She said that
working for CDC is a great ex-
perience because she can learn
to be a professional at the office
and still be a student at the
same time.
Shariet said that Peers for
Careers members are the first
students to meet the recruiters
who come to Baruch because
CDC is in charge of coordinat-
ing and accommodating the re-
cruiters. "Before any students
show up, I can go up to the re-
cruiters and ask if they need
anything," she said. "Then I
eluded in the studies, the scores
were lower. When you remove
these students, Nina said, the
number went up significantly.
Professor Jeff Golland, Chair-
person for the Department of
Education, said studies showed
that when students who were
enrolled in a matriculated
teacher education program took
the test, they did better than
non-matriculated students.
N ina and Galland echoed a
CUNY press release, which
stated that college affiliation is
self-reported by students taking
the exam at the time of regis-
tration. Past experience has
shown, according to the press
release, that actual college per-
formance is higher than that
indicated by State Education
Department reports, because
they include results of test-tak-
ers who are not matriculated
students and/or graduates of
the college they have identified.
Nina said for students to be-
come certified teachers, they
need to have an undergraduate
degree in teacher education,
take the LAST, ATS-W, CSTS,
LPAs, and take a course in child
abuse and become certified af-
ter taking that course.
"tohen students who
were not matricu-
lated at Baruch were
included in the stud-
ies, the scores were
lower. When you re-
move these students,
... the number went
up significantly."
College, 80; and Brooklyn Col-
lege, 78.
Four out of nine colleges
achieved a pass rate equal to or
above the state-wide average of
83 on the Assessment of Teach-
ing Skills Tests. They are Baruch
College, 94; Queens College, 93;
Hunter College, 91; and the Col-
lege of Staten Island, 83.
Michael Nina, counselor at
the Office of Curricular Guid-
ance at the Weissman School of
Arts and Sciences, found that
whe~ students who were not
matrIculated at Baruch were in-
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City University of New York
(CUNY) Teacher Education stu-
dents improved their pass rate
on certification examinations,
according to a report by the
State Education Department,
The scores at CUNY were 7 per
cent higher overall in the 1998
examinations th an they were
last year.
The low scores on the teacher
certification exams had been
cited by critics of CUNY, who
say that they are exemplary of
a low academic achievemen t at
CUNY.
"We are very pleased to see
that intensive efforts to im-
prove the success rate of our
teacher education students are
beginning to show results,"
Chancellor Christoph M.
Kimmich said. "The colleges
are working to continue that
progress and further strengthen
teacher preparation."
Five out of nine colleges offer-
ing teacher education achieved
a pass rate that exceeds the
state-wide average of 76 on the
Liberal Arts and Science Test.
They are Queens College, 87;
Hunter College and the College
... .. of Staten Island, 83; Baruch
"•.I
government" written on it and
on the bottom has the names of
the STAR party in fluorescent
highlights. The sample ballot
has a picture of exactly what
the voting machine will have -
the health care referendum and
the names of both parties.
Ramsingh'said that she ob-
tained these flyers from the vot-
ing booth. The STAR party only
gave out their own flyers.
"We can. make student
.life more than a se-
ries ofparties"
-Rams,ngh
Lennox Henry, STAR
presidentialcandi-
date ..• has directly
taken pari in protests
.. .-
against the Compre-
hensive Action Plan
are held so that they will appeal
to everyone.
''We can make student life
more than a series of parties,"
she has stated.
The BEST party will work to
reduce the cost of books by tr/y-
continued from front
belonging to something bigger
than the individual," because
Baruch is a commuter school
and students just take classes
and then go home, missing the
experienc.e that students in dor-
mit-ories at private schools
have. She plans to diversify the
kinds of social activities that
DSSG Elections: Social Life Vs.SmdentActivism
ing to hold on to older editions approximately 1,500 student sig- in t~e f~ont, an? on the back had
if a new edition does not have natures. their platform In what appeared
any significant changes. They The STAR party will work on to be about 6 point font.
will try to bring a greater expanding the child care facilities "You have to ~ave good eyes
awareness of the many scholar- and in making healthcare avail- to read. that," said a student.
ships and internships at able. They will work to provide The BEST party also gave out
Baruch wh.ich are 'not being eitiaensbip and immigrants' copies of a.eample college bal-
fully utilized because students rights drives and they promise to lot which has "DSSG student
are not aware that they exist or have a more "proactive" voice on.
do not know that they can or campus security to stop security
ahould participate. They will personnel from harassing stu-
also try to publicize the repu- dents.
tation of Baruch in the business The STAR party also plans to
eornmuni ty vso that graduating make alliances with student
seniors will have a better groups in the other CUNY schools
chance of getting a job. for CUNY-wide issues.
Henry has stated that students As the candidates campaigned
need to be more proactive. inside the 23 street building
Among his supporters is Orlando (where the elections are held) on
Green, who has been banned from Monday, the difference in financ-
campus for his activism. Both ing was immediately noticeable.
Green and Henry were present at The BEST party freely handed
the protest in front of CUNY out copies of their platform on a
headquarters on April 27. Henry full sized paper, along with a
has also been directly involved in small insert that contained the
getting the health care referen- names of all the candidates, while
dum on the ballot cf this year's the STAR party sparingly gave
elections. He and five other out a quarter page flyer, which
Health Marshals gathered the had the names oftheir candidates'
..._-_.- --- -_._--_ ..-.--_._- _....... _-_._- .
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Working Women in the New Century: At Home and Out
CDC Holds Conference on Women's Roles
By Elizabeth Villegas
Women's month was in March, sors. They have four children this. Rivera said that if she had
smart, hard working and are role-
and Baruch College, although a models that they want to emulate and the system at their house is, to do it again, she would do it the
month late, held a conference on when they grow up. if the baby-sitter does not show same way because her daughter
April 30 concerning women in the Culbreth said that the 70s was up, his wife stays at home. If is at the top ofher class and wants
workplace in the 90s. The. meet- the introduction of mothers into they have conflicting meetings or to be just like her mother. "My
ing, originally intended to be held the workplace. A survey by Work- schedules with their jobs, his daughter tells me she wants to go
during Women's month, was de- ing Mother showed that 80 per wife also stays at home. ''But I to college and have a career be-
layed until April because of the cent of college educated working do a lot more of the house work," fore she gets married," 0 Rivera
difficulty in scheduling Judsen mothers were ambitious, well- Ducoffe said. said.
Culbreth, an accomplished rounded and happier with their At this point in the meeting, Rivera asked whether corporate
woman in the field of journa.lism many of the students began to America will address the needs of
marriages. These working moth-
and corporate America. Culbreth ers volunteer in their communi- raise their hands to make com- working families and provide day
is Editorial Director of tiesandareveryinvolvedintheir mentsoraskquestions, because care.
. MacDonald Communications churches. The working woman the meeting so far addressed the Culbreth said that Nike has a
Corporation, publishers ofWork- also travels more and tends to issue for working professionals. state-of-the-art day care center,
ing Woman and Working Mother The students described their own and Smith Barney Inc. has an
exercise more.
magazines. She is also editor-in- situations and said that their emergency child care program.
In the past ten years, more main concern was with child She said that if workers have an
chief of Working Mother and the women have graduated from col- .
first-ever WorklFamily Contrib- lege than men, and these factors care, and that Baruch did not emergency, they can bring their
uting Editor for the NBC News 11 h b have child care for any children children to work. Overall, how-work we toget er ecause men
''TODAY'' show. over the age of five. Also', many ever, Culbreth did not see corpo-
are now helping out more in the
The meeting took place in the home. other day care centers in the city rate America creating any day
Administrative building and was di C lb h h have long waiting lists or do not care centers because companies
Accor mg to u ret, t ese take the children of women who do not have anyspace to do so.
organized by the Career Develop- are the "signs of the times." In
ment Center (CDC), with Nancy f fi ~ 1 are on welfare because the city Ligia Rosario, a single parentone out 0 rve fami ies, women
K. Leighton, the Internship Co- d takes too long to pay the fees of and a Baruch student, said thatare earning more an men no d h
ordinator, heading the event. h h M welfare recipients. she feels guilty about sen ing er
longer see t is as a treat. en ."That is all fine and dandy if four year-old daughter to a day
Near ly all of the seats were and women are changing roles .
taken. one parent can afford to stay at care center. She said she is try-within the family structure and
The mee t in g began with h ld home but some of us do not have ingto better herselfbut also feelscreating happier house 0 s,
Culbreth speaking about new Culbreth stated. that luxury because we are going that her daughter will suffer in
studies surveying working moth- Culbreth said that the big dif- to college and working full or the process. A professor from
ers and stay-at-home mothers. ficulty for working parents with part-time jobs, or are on public Baruch, who attended the meet-
Culbreth cited a study by Whirl- f di assistance," said one atudent. ing, said that his wife was one ofchildren under 3, is in mg
pool , an appliances company, d She said h Lynne Boisrond, a single par- those guilt- ridden parents; sheproper ay care. e sal t at
where a thousand women were our society is not doing the right ent and a sophomore at Baruch, elected to put her career on hold
interviewed. thi . t f idi said that her son is 4 years-old to raise their children.cer;~f:~1~e~~~;:f~~~::a:~..~iJE~4i%~;E~i:::;:==c:~~~~::-~~~e:~~; .. =r~~:~e ~:=~~o1i~te; ;;~i;~: .
ing money to support their rami- r d '- d - . - 1.':~ _Of'· about -to change because I,· Beeti' '- M<7tftel8 who 8tay-~h9Dle said .huge un ergroun worzroree 0 nd ch f hrld h .. .lies was as important as the time· . t th t t k ofchil- to fi as 001 or my c I w 0 that they felt guIlty because It
they spent with them. However, d1m m lf an s lla a e eau; I d is entering kindergarten and posed a hardship on the familyr~n or ~ma wages. e nee [also] an after-care program," economically. The working
some 87 per cent of parents found t t t here we are plac
that children still go to their .0 mves ~~dew "c lb th .d. Boisrond said. "My family tells mother's guilt stems from the
mothers for help in solving prob- :,ng our c 11 .ren, uh re ~~l. me that I need a man to help me feeling that her child will sufferOne so u tron to t e pro em with my child." in an emotional way.
lems. would. b.e.for m.others ~o trade re- Carmen Rivera, a single parent Both stay-at-home mothers and
Culbreth said that children of bit th hb hsponsl. 1 1 Y ~l a neig or w 0 and a Baruch student, said that career-mothers said that even
working mothers still do just fine, has children. . she stayed at home and bonded though they felt a lot of stress,
and understand that their moth- R b t H D ff d t f
ers are working for them. oer. ~co£e, :e~ ~ 0 1 with herehild until she found the they would not change theirCulbreth said that children in the GfrBadu~te StudBles orht e.dct~Ot proper day care for her daughter. lifestyles.
h
o uSdlnh~ss a~~ arucb 'tSh
a1 ~ a It took her six months to achieve90s say that their mothers are e an IS wire are 0 prores-
Hispanic Week
May 11 - Opening Ceremony at
360 PAS, 15th fl, I-3:30pm
May 12 - Food Festival at 360
PAS, rm 1422, 1-3pm
May 13 - Play to be held at 360
PAS, rm 1422, 1-3pm
May 14 - Music Festival to be
held at 360 PAS, rm 1422, 1-
4pm
May 15 - Pary at 360 PAS, rm
1422,5-10pm
We can do it! Lose weight with
a friend. Group meets every
Monday 12-1pm, at 360 PAS/
room1543
High School. ''I thought I was 'great'
in English, being that it is my native
language. But I realized that I had
some grammar problems and taking
the College Now program helped me
prepare for my writing courses here
at Baruch."
~
English Writing Center is
now offering FREE TUTOR·
ING for courses ENG 2100,
2150, 2800, 2850 and more. On
Mon. 9-5, Wed. 10-5, Thurs. 11-
2 during the semester. For
appts call 387-1410 or sign up
in room 1804, 18th St. Bldg.
Student Life will be offering
FREE TUTORING for sev-
eral subjects. Offered Mon-
days-Thursdays 5-9pm, Satur-
days Ll.am-dpm during the se-
mester. To schedule appoint-
ments call Richard (212) 802-
6770 bet. 4-8:30pm OR sign up
at 360 PAS, room 1512.
a smoother transition between high
school and college."
~s~eyofCollegeNowAlumni, con-
taming statements from students who
we~t to college, was also handed out
dunng the meeting.
"In retrospect, most of my friends
thought I was stupid to enroll in Col-
lege Now,"statedTroy Govn, a student
whocameto Baruch fromSouth Shore
Career Development will be offering Career Workshops
All workshops are held at 151 E. 25th St.
For further info. call: 212-802-6710
Topic-Winning Resumes: May 11, 12-2pm, room 251
Topic-Effective Job Search: May 13, 12-2pm, room 251
Topic-Interviewing: May 12, 12-2pm, room 724
Watch for our SUMMER Workshops.
Seniors! Haven't taken your
GRADUATION PORTRAIT
YET? This is your last opportu-
nity. May 18 thru 20. No ap-
pointment necessary. Pictures
will be taken at 360 PAS, rm
1539, lOam -7pm.
Comic Strip Live: tickets are
$7.00 and admits two people. Pur-
chase tickets at the Student Cen-
ter 360 PAS, rm 1512 Monday-
Friday from 9am-9pm Cash Only.
Available all semester.
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"Managed Medicaid: The
Privatization ofHelath Care
for the Indigent" discussion
sponsored by the school ofPub-
lic Affairs. To be held on May
7, 151 E. 25th St., 8th fl., 8:30-
lOam. To RSVP, call 802-5900
US Marines will be recruiting
on May 7 &12, at 17 Lex. Ave,
lOam -3pm.
Jerome Liebling: Photo-
graphs of New York City
1947-1997 Exhibition will run
from May 8 to June 4 at the
Sidney Mishkin Gallery (135 E.
22nd),5-7pm
"Is Global Ethic Possible?"
Workshop & Luncheon spon-
sored by the Zicklin school of
Business. To be held 9: 15am.,
luncheon 12:15pm 17 Lex.
Ave,3fl/Skylight lounge. To
RSVP 802-6550.
City Council.Reviews
College Prep
continued from front Skills Assessment Test that CUNY
to enter college. administers and, basedon the results
CUNY administrators, including ofthose tests, are offeredcourseswhich
Chancellor Christoph M. Kimmich will help them to prepare to meet
and CUNY Trustee Nilda Soto Ruiz, CUNY standards.· .
explainedtheprogramsandrequested Committee member Annette M.
additional funding of approximately Robinson asked whether individual
$1 million to expand them. high schools can approach CUNY to
The Committee, which has vehe- participate in any of these programs.
mently criticized the recent moves by ''Ithashappened," saidLouise Mirrer:
CUNYto raise academicstandards for CUNYViceChancellor. '
igno~g t~e ~al conditions of~r Mirrer described many teacher edu-
and mmon~~elghborhoods,praised cation programs, some of which, she
CUNYadministratorsfor theirefforts said., grew out of the heated debate
in developing these programs. over the Comprehensive Action Plan
''We consider ourselves team-mates (CAP), the proposal which seeks to
with CUNY in this program," said raise academic standards in CUNYas
Helen .Marshall, ~rson of.the a whole. The programs are particu-
Committee, She particularly praised larly directed at recruiting minority
the programs for making efforts to teachers in the fields ofMath, Science
reach out to the parents of students. and Technology
The d~~ti~n of the C?<>llege Prepa- Miner said CUNY will try to hire
ratory Initiative (CPI) IS now sent to its own students because they already
homes in four languages. ''understand the culture."
''Reaching out to parents is key be- For English as a Second Language
cause every parent wants their child students (ESL) the Summer ESL
to go to college,"she said. Immersion~ for High School
Deborah C. Parulo, CUNY director Students was begun in 1997 with 186
of Admission Services, testified that students who were entering high
participation in CPI has been shown school. It has been funded by the
to improve the performance of stu- Governor's Office.
dents in college. CPI is still in the pro- The Gateway to Higher Education
cess of being phased in, with comple- program is ron between the CUNY
tion scheduled for the year 2000. Medical School and five public high
~ to these ~rogramswas the schools, to prepare mostly minority
major concern WhICh Marshall ex- students in the fields ofmedicine sci-
pressed. She said that successful pro- ence, engineering and technology A
~~uch as College.Now are only 1997 evaluation showed that its par-
in 20 high ~hools whil~ there~ a ticipants scored more than 200 points
total of 108 high schools m the CIt)'. higher on the SAT than comparative ...-----..;.----..:.::::....:::..::.:.:=~ ...__---J
CollegeNowbegan in 1983 under the students who had not entered the pro-
direction ofKingsborough Community gram.
College (KCC) President Leon The requests for funding to expand
Goldstein. It is ron mostly in Brook- the collegepreparatory programs was
lyn, where KCC is located, and is ex- made by the CUNYBoard ofTru.stees
pected to enroll about 5,000 students Ad Hoc Committee onSeamlessTran-
in college this fall. sition,whichwas created inApril 1997,
Through the program, students in according to Trustee Ruiz, to "explore
their upper junior and senior years ways that the City University and
have a chance to take the Freshmen mOE] might work together to ensure
,
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This is the 1998 Tiburon FX. Sport-tuned suspension. Tinted window~. Halogen headlamps. AMlFM stereo. And a standard
warranty package that rocks the industry. Get into the car Road & Track says, ..... fears no winding mountain road..;"
And for a limited time receive $1,250 cash back. Use the cash for something fun. Or, finally payoff that book
you've had since freshman English. Get to your Hyundai dealer today. And see why Driving is Believing.
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Up
CAP
schools of CUNY, the
criticism charging that
raising academic stan-
dards will mostly af-
fect minority groups
from poor areas.
The Interna tional
Socialist Organization
also joined the protest.
"This is an attempt by
people on Wall Street
with pockets bulging
to get more money,"
said one of the speak-
ers."People who make
money here have no
commitment to the
city, to democracy."
. Student reporters
were not allowed into
the CUNY Trustees'
meeting. According to
the New York Times,
the Trustees only dis-
cussed "mundane mat-
ters." At one point,
however, according to
.the article, Trustee
Edith Everett ex-
pressed frustration
with Governor George
P ataki's vetoes of
money earmark-ed for
CUNY from the State
budge"t.
After the end of the
Board of Trustees meeting, over
a hundred protesters marched
to Hunter College on 68 street
and Lexington Avenue.
ized undergraduate courses and
receive tuition stipends and career
mentoring at State University of
New York and CUNY schools
" This is a wise investment be-
cause it's an investment in our fu-
ture, our children, and in those
who we entrust with their care,"
Pataki said.
Reaching Up provides an annual
$1,000 scholarship. So far, about
350 men and women have ben-
efited from this program.
Continued on page 10
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Graduate School and University
.Center. John F_ Kennedy Jr., presi-
dent of Reaching Up, was one of
the featured speakers for the
event. More than 100 Kennedy
Fellows also participated. CUNY
representatives: Chancellor
Christoph M. Kimmich, Trustee
James P. Murphy and Graduate
School President Frances Degen
Horowitz, served as hosts.
The grant wi 11 be used to cover a
new area of Reaching Up that fo-
cuses on the education ofchild care
workers. They will take special-
is war, this is bigger than
CUNY." It reflected the major
criticism of the Comprehensive
Action Plan (CAP), the proposal
to limit remediation in the
c
~
g
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Protesting'Vith Hip Hop music in background
DSSG Presidential candidate Lennox.Heilry .
(center) keeping protest in order with Orlando
.Grteen(1eft)
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training, high turn-over and little
career opportunities, according to
a City University of New York
(CUNY) press release.
The press release states that the
U.S. Congress has authorized
funding for five national projects
based on the Reaching Up model
as part of the Individuals with Dis-
abilitiesAct and the Rehabilitation
Act.
The announcement of the grant
was made on April 15 at the an-
nual Reaching U p/Kennedy Fel-
lows Convocation at the CUNY
the end of the canver-
sation." The only pe-
destrians who were al-
lowed to enter were
those who either lived
or had business in one
of the buildings inside
the cordoned off area.
From inside the bar-
ricades, the protesters
m arched in a circle
and sometimes danced
to the music. A plat-
form was set up in the
front for speakers to
address the crowd.
"The Students,
United, Will Never Be
Defeated," chanted
the protesters, alter-
nating it with "Money
For Schools, Not For
Jails," "Hey Hey Hey,
Gi uliani's Got To Go,"
and the classic, "Edu-
cation Is A Right,
Fight Fight Fight
Fight. "
They held up signs
su ch as "Money for
schools not stadiums,"
which refers to Mayor
Rudolf Giuliani's pro-
poaal to .build a new
stadium for the Yan-
kees in Manhattan.
"This is about more than
CUNY, it's about fear," shouted
one of the protesters. "Because
you're people of color and you're
here to get an education. This
6
Mass Protest Against CU
Restricted access to CUNY Headquarters-
PatakiAnnounces $300K Grant for Reac..~....
By Andreia Lee
Governor George E. Pataki an-
nounced a grant of $300,000 for
Reaching Up, a program created by
John F. Kennedy, Jr. in 1989, with
the goal to improve the training
and education of direct care work-
ers related to human services such
as special education, psychology
and social workers.
The majority of these workers
are immigrants, women, minori-
ties, single parents and former
welfare recipients who have been
neglected with low wages, minimal
DSSG Candidate Lennox Henry Present
By Chan-joo Moon
Hundreds of people protested
the limiting of remediation at
City University of New York
(CUNY), shouting and chanting
to the beat of hip hop music, in
front of CUNY headquarters at
80 street on April 27, the day
the board of Trustees had been
scheduled to vote on the issue
although they decided to delay
the vote further.
Lennox Henry, a candidate for
the Day Session Student Gov-
ernment (DSSG) presidency, at-
tended the protest as one of the
volunteer student security
staff. The New York Times esti-
mated the crowd to number
about 500.
"Where's the second chance
for people from screwed up. high
schools?" asked Henry. "If I was
[DSSG] president, I would get
some buses to get people from
Baruch."
Police set up barricades on
both si des of the street, block-
ing both cars and pedestrians
from en tering the block where
the protesters had assembled.
In front of CUNY headquarters,
the protesters themselves were
locked inside barricades and
were kept from coming out by
police officers armed with guns
standing along the length of the
barricades.
"My instruction is no-one is to
enter here," said Sergeant
Foust (badge # 2360). "That's
9in the interim won many
awards and has gained
a reputation as the best
undergraduate students'
business journal in the
nation.
This "year's issue
carries on the tradition
of excellence in· raising
the issues of social jus-
tice and responsibility
that underlie economic
systems.
Everyone in the
Baruch community is in-
vited to attend this spe-
cial celebration and to
take part in the broadening of
awareness which Dollars & Sense
seeks to achieve.
Live music will be provided
by Dulces Pesadillas and there
will be free food.
.'- .....
.....-.-..-._ .. - - _-._._.__ .
established thisyear to provide fund-
ingfor the travel expenses ofstudents
with international internships, if it
is not covered by the hiringcompany,
according to Dr. Marie Manea, deputy
director at the center.
Internship recruitment is a year-
round process butstudents should al-
ways start looking the semester they
before they want the position,
Leighton advised. Students should
start looking for an internship as
early as possible, she said, adding
that even freshmen should seriously
consider it.
Some things that employers look at
when recruiting for interns are grade
point average, and computer and
communication skills, according to
Manca. Applicants should also at-
tend information workshops con-
ducted by the Career Development
Center which provides assistance on
resume writing and interview prepa-
ration.
own age; this year marks the 20th
anniversary of Dollars & _§ense.
First typed out from the tTtchen
table of Professor Roslyn Bernstein .
20 years ago, it now gets designed
by a team of graphic artists. It has
Controversy at Times ·Square by 43rd Street
work experiences and a reputation for
being hard-working, said Leighton.
Many employers often call her before
contacting other schools for intern-
ships because they liked the Baruch
students who previously worked for
them.
With internships that do not pay sala- .
ries, credits can sometimes be granted
to students, depending on the depart-
ment. Somedepartments thatcurrently
give students credits for internships in-
elude journalism, marketing, history;
computer information systems, and the
fine and performing arts department.
Eachdepartmenthas different require-
ments for obtaining credits for intern-
. ships. While some require a class in
addition to the internship, othersdo not.
The Weissman Center, which has
been a middleman for students and
international companies in the area,
also arrange international internships
for students. The Weissman Center
Travel Grant for Internships has been
•
•
\
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As they leave,
the unique charac-
ter of the neighbor-
hood, seedy as it may
have been, is getting
replaced by the ho-
mogenous images of
the mega-corpora-
tions. .
Speakers from
the community
board, 42nd Street De-
veloprnent Corpora-
tion, New York Uni-
versity and The Vil- ConstroctionAtMicl-town·
lage Voice will discuss
the economic dynam-
ics of the redevelopment of
Times Square and their cultural
ramifications.
While they will discuss
the "new" Times Squs.re, Dol-
lars & Sense will celebrate its
temship. The Weissman Center
for International Business finds
it necessary to inform students in .
advance ofwhether an internship
pays or does not pay: This may
be less of an issue in private
schools, where students are less
likely to depend on money from a
part-time job:
The Weissman Center has been
helpingstudents find internships
oftheir choice whether paying or
non-paying by keeping students'
resumes on file and sendingthem
out if they fit both the require-
ments of the student and the
employer.
What students like Hunting
bring, however, is a greater sense
of responsibility because of the
difficult financial situations that
they are in. Most employers like
Baruch students as interns bet-
ter than students from other
schools because they .have more
BARUCH COLLEGE REVIEW OF BUSI NESS &. SOCIETY
PLATED
Job Search Hindered by Reality
•
.," ••.: ..... .•
~ . -,"'
DOLlARS AND SENSE
FROM * X-RATED * TO
GOLD
TRANSFORMING 4 2 n d STR·E ET
...
Dollars & Sense Press Release
The transformation of Times
Square from seedy pornography
shops and peep-shows to a fam-
ily oriented entertainment center
is the topic of this year's Dollars
& Sense publication party, to be
held on May 14, at 5:30, in the
Journalism Lounge on the 11 t h
floor of the 360 Park Avenue
South building.
Although tourists and visi-
tors may see a cleaned up 42nd
street, some critics are callingthe
changes low, down and dirty.
Sex-shops are not all that corpo-
rations such as Disney are replac-
ing. As major corporations go in,
the real estate and rent prices are
rising to ever higher climaxes,
thereby ousting many small busi-
nesses and long-time residents
from what had been their homes.
Publication Party and Panel Discussion
Thursday, 14 May 1998
. Reception, 5 :30 pm
Panel Discussion, 6:00 to 7:30
Music by Dulces Pesadillas. 7:30...
Journalism Program, 11floor lounge, 360 Park Avenue South
. -~
Kevin Finnegan, land use expert, Community Boord #5
Rebecca Robertson, former president, 42nd Street Development Projed, Inc.
Emanuel Tobier, prolessoremerilus of Economics and Planning, Robert F. Wegner Sc:hooI of Public Service, NYU
Guy Trebay, senior editor, The Vii/age Voice
continued from front
pay nowadays and sometimes at
very competitive rates. Although the
salarydepends on the industry; some
of the more lucrative fields include
finance, accounting, and computer
information technology, accordingto
Nancy Leighton; internship coordi-
nator at Career Development Cen-
ter. These rates can sometimes be
equivalent to the hourly wage offull-
time employees.
.Some students think that it is the
experience that's important and not
the salary ·of the internship.
''Whether paid or not paid, it should
not matter because it provides you
with the experience you need." said
Marlon Layton, a Computer Infor-
mation Systems major and a junior
who has found an internship at
Goldman Sachs through the Career
Development Center. ''You see how
technology is used in the workplace."
Students like Hunting, however,
simply cannot take a non-paying in-
•
Aid to Part-time Study (APTS)
P~{).KEE);]~·~- . ... . . .'. .
On the scate-Ievel, Pataki ve-
toed a $33.85 million increase
in spending for State University
.of New York, $5 million for
Bundy Aid, and $2.5 for STEP/
CSTEP.
These vetoes are only a frac-
tion of the approximately 1,000
spending items that the gover-
nor vetoed in the state budget,
cutting a total of $760 million
in spending and $800 million in
borrowing for future programs.
Pataki's vetoes will probably
conclude the final steps in the
budget-making process, since it
is unlikely that the Legislature
will be able to summon the two-
thirds vote needed in both
houses to override the veto, ac-
cording to an article in The New
York Times.·
The governor's move has been
highly criticized by both repub-
licans and democrats. Accord-
ing to The New York Times, they
are planning to launch a mail
campaign to reach all of the vot-
ers in the state. This may, ac-
cording to the article, bring
back the .harsh image he ac-
quired in 1995 when he relent-
lessly reduced the state budget.
However, Mayor Rudolf
Giuliani, who has not agreed
with Pataki on other issues af-
fecting the city, praised him for
his fiscal conservatism and said
that Pataki has actua.llv been
generous to the city.
"I think that what the Gover-
nor did here was responsible,"
said Giuliani in a New York
Times article.
casionally going out to the mov-
ies or bowling with them when
she has free time. Most of the
time, she hangs out at Starbucks
with her friends and chats over a
cup ofcoffee. She never had time
to join a club or engage in other
school activities - "always been
too busy," she explains. .
Only recently she discovered
the student center in the 360
Park Avenue South building. She
wishes she had more time to get
involved with school activities
but feels that "to get an educa-
tion, you have to make certai n
sacrifices."
After graduation, which is
scheduled for August, she plans
to take a year to either launch her
career in journalism or to try hc:r
hand at modeling. She would
really love to write fiction, espe-
cially romance. Although she
:.2.! may not be absolutely certain of
!.] what direction she should take
e her journalism degree in, she
2.! knows that she doesn't want to
::s
::; work for a newspaper. Instead,
~ she may try to do some freelance
! work for a magazine and said
s..~ that she would like to stay on at
C,.) the magazine where she is pres-
ently doing her internship.
Governor Pataki
Vetoes CUNY Budget
By Elaine Wu
.... In a move. that has upset
many education officials, Gov-
ernor George Pataki vetoed, on
April 26, the $27 million in-
crease in the City University of
New York (CUNY) budget made
by the Legislature.
The $27 million that was ve-
toed consist of $13.4 million in-
crease for senior colleges and
$13.6 million for comm unity
colleges. Now the appropria-
tions for them will remain at
$924 million and $114.5 million
respectively, according to a pre-
liminary budget analysis by
CUNY on April 27.
The analysis shows that the
increases in CUNY budget were
intended for new faculty posi-
tions, an expansion of child
care, SEEK, College Discovery,
contract courses and aid for
full-time students' book pur-
chases.
Specifically, in senior col-
leges, the items vetoed are: $4.5
million for faculty positions,
$1.2 million to expand child
care, $2.9 million for SEEK and
$4.8 million for students book
purchases ($65 per student).
In addition, the Governor ve-
toed three other items worth
over $10 million for CUNY. He
cut money for the City Univer-
sity Tuition Reimbursable Ac-
count (CUTRA), which allows
revenue collections in excess of
the university's need to be put
asi~e fo~ the future, the City
UnIverSIty Stabilization Ac-
count, providing for the roll
over of unexpected funds from
the current fiscal year; and the
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Intern Makes Do
Julie as a model
•
share Cronholm's positive outlook
on the new policies and the termi-
nation of remediation programs.
"1 believe that these changes will
improve the overall quality of stu-
dent life," said Hamid, as he de-
scribed what he believed students'
reactions to this would be. "Some
students may be disappointed but
I think that the majority will ap-
preciate what this will do for their
school's reputation in the real
world."
Hamid said that the survey of
students who participated in
DSSG DAY last March revealed
that only eight percent of the stu-
dents cared about the termination
ofremediation programs. The sur-
vey was a questionnaire given to
students to jot down what they
wanted from student government.
"Most students here want to go
to a school that is well reputed,"
he said. "Students want to get good
jobs."
Other students disagreed. "We
need to realize that this is a public
institution and that everyone
should be given an equal chance to
be admitted," said Fernando
Villanueva, a business major at the
Zicklirt School of Business. "When
I came here my math was awful
but I worked hard and I am gradu-
ating next semester."
Cronholm said that a lot of stu-
dents "have been cheated by no-
quality high schools and [that] if
colleges toughen up on academic
standards, high schools will follow
through."
• "I think this is having an extraor-
dinary effect. Not just on CUNY
but on the entire educational en-
vironment in New York," she said.
8
continued from front
environment," she said, where
she is able to learn how a maga-
zine runs and has the opportu-
nity to write a few articles. She
also works at St.Vincent's Hos-
pital as an unit clerk part-time
during the week. "I've learned
a lot, I do practically every-
thing," she says of her job which
involves a lot of phonework and
floating around, helping every-
one else out.
During the course of a typical
day, she attends classes at
Baruch in the morning. Some-
times she would grab something
to eat before class. Sometimes
she doesn't. In the afternoon, she
runs to her internship across
town on the West Side. In the
evening she goes downtown to her
job at the hospital.
"Who knows what's waiting for
me!" she exclaims about what she
expects when she arrives at work.
Her schedule is chaotic but she
says she "works best under pres-
sure." Time is precious to her and
she spends it sparingly. So far,
she seems to be faring pretty well
despite her hectic schedule. She
still manages to find time to keep
in touch with her friends, oc-
Provost and DSSG
United for CUNY CAP
By Ivan Castano
. ProvostLois S. Cronholm in an
interview on April 27 expressed
her support for the raise' in aca-
demic standards for Fall 1998.
As of next semester, entering
freshmen will need to have com-
pleted three units ofEnglish, three
of Math and to have scored higher
than the current requirement of
1,100 on the SAT although the ex-
act number has not been deter-
mined yet. Transfer students will
also face similar requirements if
they have not completed 24 cred-
its from their respective 2-year col-
leges or accredited institutions.
"We need to admit students that
are ready for college level courses,"
said Cronholm. "This is the first
giant step toward a new and im-
proved Baruch."
The new policy is the next step
in the long-term negotiations for
the raising of academic standards
at Baruch, which has been the first
college in the City University of
New York system to press for the
closing of remediation programs.
"We have been working on these
changes for some time but it is only
in recent weeks that we have put
everything together," explained
Cronholm. She said that she
started working on these changes
in June 1995, after New York State
authorized CUNY to adopt its own
admissions policies.
"There will be higher expecta-
tions and grade inflation will be
reduced significantly," said
Cronholm. "The faculty will now
be emboldened to give honest
grades to students."
Zeshan Hamid, president of Day
Session Student Government,
11
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10 Year Record
CUNY Job
Fair Excels
. ---
---
By Chan-joo Moon
The Big Apple Job Fair at the
Jacob K. Javits Convention Cen-
ter on April 24 was a tremendous
success, with a total of 117 em-
ployers - the most in the 10 years
that City university of New York
held this annual job fair- show-
ing up to recruit City University
of New York students and recent
alumni, according to a CUNY
press release.
"CUNY students are the future
of the American workplace," said
Chancellor Christoph M.
Kimmich. "More than half of
CUNY's enteringstudents are for-
eign-born, and bring additional
languages and increased cultural
sensitivity to the workplace.
CUNY students are better-pre-
pared to face the challenges that
come with full-time employment.
Like their predecessors, they are
deeply committed to their profes-
sional aspirations and driven to
succeed."
Employers from companies such
as Bell Atlantic, Bloomberg LP,
Deloitte & Touche, DuPont, Me-
morial Sloan-Kettering Cancer
Center, MTA Metro-North,
PaineWebber and McGraw Hill
participated in this all day event.
Four employers who have par-
ticipated in this job fair since its
. .fowidlDg'were lionoredTheyare
the New York State Department
of Labor, Simon & Schuster, the
Ford Foundation and the YAI
National Institute for People with
Disabilities.
Edith Everett, a member of the
CUNY Board of Trustees, was
honored for her contributions in
founding this job fair ten years
ago.
This job fair is administered by
CUNY's Office of Student Affairs
and the CUNY Career Counseling
and Placement Association.
is the one next to the cafeteria in
the 25 street building where there
are 112 lockers. Across the hall ,
there are another 80 lockers in the
ID center. The lockers in both of
these areas are for daily use, mean-
ing that locks which are left over-
night will be clipped.
A daily count of the usage re-
vealed that only 35 per cent of the
lockers were being used and some
20 per cent were still occupied near
closing time.
Henry McLaughlin, Director or
Security, said that these rules have
been in place since the buildin c-o
opened. He did not have specific
knowledge about what factors the
administration considered in devel-
oping this policy: He said, however.
the reason may have been to give all
students an opportunity to use the
lockers since the school cannot as-
sign a locker to each student.
"In the' last semester we clipped
the lockers twice," he said. "Then
the students realized that we are
serious."
McLaughlin said that the contents
are placed in a bag and can be
claimed the next day in the Public
Safety office in the lobby of the 23
street building.
The area with the most underused
lockers is in the 6 floor ofthe Online
Computing Center. These lockers
can only be used by the lab person-
nel and only about 38 of them are
currently in use. Tashkent said that
using these lockers is "part of the
benefits ofworking [at the lab.]" She
said the.Iab.administratien.does not
feel that these rules need to be
changed.
(1-888-464-6358)
There are four main
lockers' areas in
Baruch. In two of
them students can get
lockers for one semes-
ter. The largest
locker area spreads
over the sixth and
seventh floors at the
23 street building
where there are about
700 lockers for men
and about 470 for
women.
Adam Matta, the Art
Department's Administrative Of-
fice Supervisor, oversees the usage
of these lockers. He said that he
did not have many instances in
which he had to place a note stat-
ing that a locker needs to be emp-
tied because an Art student needs
it. Next semester, he said he will
put up a sign up sheet so that he
will know who is using which
locker.
The most prominent locker area
the 10 floor of the 360 Park Avenue
South building. Similar to the
gym, lockers that are not used by
theArt Department can be used by
other Baruch students. Walking
around the floor revealed that
about 30 of the lockers were not
being used.
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Students Unable to Use Lockers
regarding the usage of lockers
should be revised.
There are four main lockers' ar-
eas in Baruch. In two of them stu-
dents can get lockers for one se-
mester. The largest locker area
spreads over the sixth and seventh
floors at the 23 street building
where there are about 700 lockers
for men and about 470 for women.
The primary purpose of these
lockers is for the use of students
who take physical education
classes or participate in one of
Baruch's athletic teams, according
to Ralph Sirianni,- athletic equip-
ment manager, who supervises the
use of these lockers. He said that
many lockers are available for stu-
dents' use because of a drop in the
number of students who take
physical education classes.
Students who wish to use a
locker can visit Sirianni on the
gym's balcony in the 7 floor of the
23 street buildingwith a valid stu-
dent identification card. Those
who use a locker without permis-
sion will find a note on their locker
stating that they have committed
an illegal act. After a period of
time, the lock will be clipped and
the contents stored in a back office
of the sixth floor.
"It is important that we clear
these lockers because sometimes
they contain food or dirty laundry
and simply start to smell," said
Sirianni. He emphasized that the
use of these lockers is only for a
semester. He said that he ends up
clipping a few locks after the end
of each semester.
Some 200 lockers are located on
10
Governor
Pataki
Grants
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Out
Continued from page 6
Along with 11 CUNY and SUNY
chools, the program has estab-
ished tne Consortium for the
tudy of Disabilities, that has the
bjective of creating undergradu-
te degrees that could provide
ore educational opportunities for
irect care workers. The program
as shown itself to be sustainable;
very year, 1,000 workers who are
mployed as teacher aides, child
are workers, group residence
orkers, nurse aides, home health
orkers, mental health aides and
outh counselors, enroll in more
han 60 new courses through this
rogram. More than 600 have
ompleted these courses with cred-
ted certificates.
By Shay Tzack
''They already clipped my lock-
ers twice," said Fabio Fornaro, a
senior majoring in Finance, while
standing in the lockers area next
to the cafeteria in the 25 street
building. 'The lockers should be
assigned on a first come first serve
basis. If I had to, I would come and
wait on the sidewalk [from] early
morning to get one."
A few steps away, sitting in the
cafeteria, Gavin Maglantay, a se-
nior majoring in Computer Infor-
mation Systems, seemed bored
about the whole matter. "I never
use the lockers," he said. "The 25
street building is not on my way
and my books are not heavy
enough to trouble with that."
While many Baruch students feel
that they do not need a locker, oth-
ers feel that having one would tre-
mendously improve their studying
convenience. Freshmen quickly
learn that lockers are scarce. The
lockers which are available are ei-
ther out of the way or restricted to
daily use.
Nigara Tashkent, head of Users
Services in the computer lab on 26
street, said the usage of lockers is
limited because "space is a scarce
and expensive commodity in Man-
hattan." Many administrative per-
sonnel gave similar responses.
Phyllis Zadra, head of Adminis-
trative Services, said that admin-
istrators "had the guidelines in
writing and [these guidelines] are
planned to be published soon in a
student handbook." She saidthe
Dean ofStudents had requested on
behalf of students that the rules
-Zeshan Hamid
to begin with, but has also given
the students of Baruch College
the opportunity to make it even
more diverse. So please step up
to the plate, we want you here.
My. request to all of the
Baruch student body is to live
in harmony and peace amongst
each other. There are activists
even in this school, who at times
break the bonds that we have. I
would like everyone to go be-
yond different races and to look
at each other in terms of one
race and that is the human
race, As the student body we
should stand united, I would
like to see the day when a presi-
dent or government is not ex-
pected to do something only be-
cause of their ethnic back-
ground but because of their cre-
dentials. LOVE FOR ALL HA-
TRED FOR NONE.
-Chan-joo Moon
News Editor
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sonal reasons; I do so when
there is a greater issue beyond
the person. Because The Ticker
is a bi-weekly, I usually have
time to think matters through
and make sensible decisions,
even in issues which do affect
me personally.
GET
~y request to
allofthe
Baruch student
body' is to live in
harmony and
peace amongst
ea£h uther."
you guys just wake up? It is one
thing to criticize but another to
be completely ignorant about
facts. I am still giving an invi-
tation to those students who
think their groups .are not rep-
resented to come and join
I invited all students to come
and join DSSG. Where was ev-
eryone who are now complain-
ing that DSSG does not repre-
sent the student body along the
lines of race and gender? Did
speak on record and then trying
to retract it. He never knew
that he was speaking on the
record.
I then told him that this was
the sole reason for printing his
name in such a context. There
was no personal· motive in-
volved. It is always a difficult
decision when I need to portray
anyone negatively. I have al-
ways avoided doing so for per-
"There was no'
-personal.motive
involved."
tion of his statements or his
name. I then told. him that I
was interested in the opinions
of the regular business faculty,
such as he, and the reasons for
those opinions.
I felt that it was wrong to
agree to speak to a newspaper
and then retract it because of
the way the interview turned
out. This is the reason that I
directly stated what happened
in the article. I felt it was an
unfair restricting access to
what should be public informa-
tion. This was the area of mis-
understanding.
Professor Hwang explained to
me that he was not aware that
agreeing to speak to a newspa-
per reporter meant that his
statements were for the public
record and quotable. Had he
realized it, he would either have
declined to comment or pre-
ceded his agreement to speak
with an "off the record."
At the time of the interview, I
was very disturbed by what hadhappene([-lt"was thefirsfIlme""'-"-"~~~~~~~~~~~
that anyone made such de-
mands to me after agreeing to
speak. But given that it was a
misunderstanding, I was mis-
taken in thinking that this was
an issue of an unfair restriction
to public information.
I portrayed him as agreeing to
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DSSG, in the course of the
year, has taken many steps in
trying to improve the student
life at Baruch college. Our pur-
pose as student leaders is to
help the student body, DSSG,
after reviewing the CAP pro-
gram, came to the conclusion
that CAP has been introduced
to help the student body and to
raise the standards of Baruch
college. In the first case Baruch
college never had open admis-
sions, secondly a substitute pro-
gram is being implemented to
replace the remedial program.
This new program takes the
load off the remedial student
and- helps the student gain
skills necessary to suc~~sfully
complete a college education. Of
course the CAP programs has
some points which have to be
looked at in closer context and
possibly changed, but on. the
whole, the DSSG feels that it is
A misunderstanding occurred
between Accounting Professor
Lee Seok Hwang and I during
an interview I conducted with
him for an article which ran in
the April 22 issue of The Ticker.
In the article, I stated: "Profes-
sor Hwang initially supported
the raising of [admissions]
standards. However, after ad-
mitting that he did not see
counter-arguments ...refused to
let this reporter hang up the
telephone until he procured a
promise that none of what he
had said would: be quoted."
After the issue was published,
Professor Hwang called me into
his office to ask me why I por-
trayed him in that manner. We
agreed that what the article
stated was true. However, Pro-
fessor Hwang felt that if I
promised not to "quote him" or
to print his name, then I should
not have mentioned him at all.
What happened was that I
called him up and identified
myself as a reporter from "The
Ticker, the student. riewspaper."
He agreed to speak. During the
middle of the interview, I ques-
tioned the number of facts he
had seen. It was after this that
he started to demand that I not
use anything that he had said
or even his name. At the time,
• _0 ._ ._.~ ... __ .~ ~ _.~ •••
when he demanded that I not
use any of his statements, I ex-
plained to him that if he was a
source for a story which did not
personally concern him, then he
had the option of staying anony-
mous. If he was the topic of the
story, however, I told him that
he could not restrict the men-
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As an entity, students at Baruch
College have the means to battle the
preconceived notion that urban youth
cannot succeed. The negative
stereotypes of urban youth are just
that, stereotypes. Face it, the
achievements our graduates have
made are recognized throughout this
nation. CUNY has been a road to
success for countless disadvantaged
youth. Despite what many people
think, our students are making a
conscious struggle on a daily basis to
achieve, accomplish, and attain the
finer things in life. We work hard, we
study hard and we strive to maintain
the tradition of success that Baruch
College is noted for.
Baruch College, as of today,
exemplifies an institution with high
standards and high acheivements.
The idea that disadvantaged youth
are incapable of, or unwilling to
attain, academic excellence is a
~
concept that should be eliminated.
PEACE, LOVE AND BLESSINGS
r
nity by denying entry to Baruch
student's with their children
while granting entry to neighbor-
ing resident's children. You are
not providing a sense of
communtiy by injecting fear in
the hearts of the Baruch students
who have benefited from the
policy of open admissions by fa-
voring its elimination. You are
. also not providing a sense of com-
munity for your facultyby speak-
ing on their behalf as you did in
the March 14, 1998 issue of The
Ticker.
"But I understand, President
Goldstein feels he has included
all involved in Baruch's success
and has helped "mold an institu-
tion with high standards and a
sense of community."
Regardless, this shouldn't con-
cern President Matthew Goldstein
anyhow because he has planned
to move up to a "more finer,
more affluent, and a more uni-
formed" institution". However,
the more splendid, more bril-
liant and more active intellectu-
als at Baruch College will just
leave the issues that Matthew
Goldstein left behind for the
next president. I hope she-or he
is ready to answer: Just what
sense of community are you
moldin-g to create?
tution with high standards and a
sense of community. To be in fa-
vor of the dismantling of a policy
"that effectively helps many ofthe
brilliant minds at this institution
is not aiding in the development
of a sense of community. To be in
favor ofsuch a policy would none-
. theless disrupt a community re-
suIting in a disrupting of intellec-
tual minds. To suggest that
Baruch's faculty is also in favor
of the dismantling of such a
policy, when well aware of their
opposing stance, is notacknowl-
edging nor· including faculty's
true nature or leadership at
Baruch.
Such an issue is however lead-
ing one to speculate, "Just what
sense of community have you es-
tablished, President Goldstein?"
Is it that you, as well as your ad-
ministrative staff, have created a
"safe" relationship with your
wealthy Gramercy Park neigh-
bors. I ask, in your reasoning
have you created a sense of com-
munity by allowing these
resident's children into the 23rd
street building while urging se-
curity to prohibit Baruch
student's children from entering.
What type of arrangement is
that?
There exists a clear and obvi-
ous comprehension that you are
not providing a sense of eommu-
'~Such an
• •ISSue IS,
however,
leading one to
speculate,
"Just what
sense of
commurcity
have you es-
tablished,
President
Goldstein?
to 'wholeness, the faculty leading
those intellectual minds, and the
administrative staff striving to
support all, are to be considered
as the Baruch community. To ne-
glect or exclude anyone involved
in Baruch's success would be a
faulty thing to do. As in the case
with President Goldstein theex-
pression ofwho is responsible and
who should be acknowledged for
Baruch's success needs to be ad-
dressed.
President Goldstein has stated
that he has helped mold an insti-
open.!\(3'~~~~~~_~_·.._l~l.Q~se;:!JQBx···~!I·· ..~" bU~ fo!.~-~~n-~~_·"
stituted in 1969. The end of remediation stUdies. HoweveI; these' StricteradmissionpoHcies8:lsotrans-
remediation courses coupled with the proposed changes is just where the lates intoa decrease inpeople ofcolor
Comprehensive Action Plan will re- outrageousness begins. The Compre- enrollingatCUNYschools. This isnot
verse the OpenAdmissionsPolicyand hensiveAction Plan' will supposedly mere speculation, but fact. CUNY is
violatethe CUNYCharter inspiritand make ittougher for high schoolgradu- a school predominantly composed of
indeed. Recent actionsbyour''former'' ates to enroll in CUNYby instituting people of color. With tighter admis-
school president, Matthew Goldstein, higher admission standards. Thus, sion policies the school may be at-
are contrary to what CUNY is all Baruch's policy will be to enroll stu- .tempting to lure out-of-state whites
about. Thisexperiment in social engi- dents who will not need remediation- and thus collect double the tuition
neeringwilltak~place startingin the there goes the equalaccess portion of amount. Make the school look nice,
Fall of 1998. The key word here is our NYState Education Law and give it a name and hopefully
"Fall"; we are heading for a fall, ifwe Others have it at dismantling the Baruchwill lureout-of-state individu-
continue on this OOUl'Se. OpenAdmissionspolicyin its entiret}r. alswhoaremorethanwillingandable
fmsuremanyofyouareawarethat The problem here is no one actually topaytheir tuition costs. Theproblem
there has been recent talk ofraising knows what CAP is orwhat it will be. here is that this intention violates the
academic standards at Baruch, Ac- But no one can argue that it will re- CUNY eha:rter,and implications are
cording to our'administration, these duee the sizeand change the makeup racist. And CUNY above all else was
policies are intended to do just that. '" .-&._~_4- supposed to bea ~l~~. ..
Theonlyproblem is, it will neverwork, LA::l!Rj l!I"~f,NJ What happens ifadmission policies
however, our administration is trying enro'l':... d become so strict, that itbeeomeseven
toconvinoeus otherwise. In themean- .,.,.,-&' tougher for people of color to enroll,
time intheroverofdarknessandapa- translo:tes into perbapsthat'swhatBan1chwants. It~ their experimentation is beeom- is this elitist attitude that will be the ~
ing school policy; While the Board of h!ss reoenue:' fall ofthe CUNY system as we know
Trustees for CUNY has yet to pass or it.Baruch College doesnotneed these
fonnaJire these policies, our admini&- ofthe Baruch studentbod,y: With this ~wehave an~~Jrepu-
tration has found itwithin themselves we face another problem. tation, BarochCollege 18consistently
to give it the go ahead-Do these poli- In a time where funding is ever so ranked~ thf: top-tenby~busi-
cies make sense? The last time I needed for Baruch, our School Will nesspublicationsasa businessschool,
checked we were still part of~ adoPt Policies that will at first eom- and the only accredited business 001-
Splittingaway from the rest ofCUNY promise the amount ofrevenueit col- 1egeinNewYorkCity;weareprogress-
- by institutingthese policy changes go lects froin tuition payments and the. ing nice1~ ~e solution .tothe, ~
onoincl the NYState.. Education Law. funding it accepts from the SUite and call..ed,.academlc~problem J:S~~n why these changes, rais- FederalgOvermrientin the fonn ofli- elitist.and une.uu~The.problem, if
ing academic standard, will. never nancialaid, (read: less students trans- thereisone,~~ourbigh~ools­
work as intended is simple. The vast lates into less aid). So, for" financial ~ I~ a ~ctim ~ administra-
majority, roughly 70% of the total reasons, the end of remediation and tive and ~ct;Ionalmcompetence,
CUNYstudent body and roughly half CAP is an ill-conceived notion. Less myself. Social refonn has always be-
ofthe Baruch student bodyhas taken studentsenrollingtrans1ates into less ~ as. a single drop!e~ eme~
at leastone remedial course, These fig- revenue, I stated that our school will m~a~wave. .ActivitiesatTheCity
ures are taken straight out of the adopt policies which will at first com- University campuses must be under-
CUNYbudget request for 98-99.There promise the amount ofrevenue it col- ~ken in the spirit that.~d~­
are well over 200,000 students in the lects. In the long term, the school will mze and respond to this imperative
CUNY system. There should not bea probably make as much or more need.
By Octorvia CaldweD
When I think about the igno-
rance that overflowed within me
two years ago, I shiver with
shame. I can not believe that I
spoke' badly of, and even cried
myself to sleep many nights be-
'cause I didn't want to enroll at
Baruch College. In spite of the
good things spoken about Baruch
College, I didn't think I deserved
to attend a "city school." I was
two .steps in the door to my
"dream school," a choice of two re-
nowned institutions, Cornell Uni-
versity and Howard University.
Unfortunately, the two scholar-
ships I was awarded, in addition
to financial aid, did not cover the
tuition. With my father being de-
ceased and my mother having to
care for two younger children, a
mortgage, her own education,
and a job, I was left alone to pro-
vide the light for my educational
roadmap.
Today as I ponder on the suc-
cess, the progress, and the bril-
liant individuals I have encoun-
tered while at Baruch College, I
am elated that I have joined the
Baruch community. When I
speak of the- Baruch community
I speak of all who are involved
in the functions needed to make
Baruch the success that it is. The
intellectual minds in class striv-
ing daily to achieve their journey
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SPECULATION WITH SENSE
- -·-'-·a- -_."-~~.".._-_.- _ '.. -_ _._--".-J¥h~I~~~ City University·
ofNewYorkasdescribed in NewYork
State Education Law, Section 6201
ofArticle 125, is as follows:The legis-
lature intends that The City Univer-
sity of New York...must remain re-
sponsive to the needsofitsurban set-
ting and maintain its close articula-
tion between senior and community
~'Weare
headingfbr a
fall, ifwe
continue on
this course."
college units. The legislature's intent
is that The City University be sup-
ported as an independent and inte-
grated system ofhigher educationon
theassumption that theuniversitywill
continue to maintain and expand its
commitment to academic excellence
andtotheprovisionofequal~and
opportunity for students, faculty and
stafffrombothsexesandallethnicand
racial groups. Onlythe strongestcom-
mitment to the special needs ofall; ur-
ban constituency justifies the
legislaturessupportofan independent
and unique structure f()r the univer-
sity:
So much for that notion because
while the mission statement justifY-
ing CUNY's existence remains noble,
our school, Baruch College, has de-
cided to go the opposite route. Bynext
semester, remediation courses at
Baruch College will cease to exist.
Sweeping policy changes, namely the
Comprehensive Action Plan, or CAP,
will serve to eliminate the policy of
q L
--
Or
•
"Lean only
determine ""y
future actions
based upon~t
lla.tl~••J
don/t haoe
much..•butI can
damn sure control
11ly black dollar."
\
I am a short, innocent looking
black woman that this mer-
chant felt he could disrespect
me in the manner that he chose
and get away with it?
Needless to say I was very
hurt and insulted that. night.
Being that I can not turn. back
time, I can only determine my
future actions based upon my
past experiences. I don't have
much money, and I do not a
business, but I can damn sure
control my black dollar. I know
that I won't be stepping into
that store as long as people who
have my skin color are treated
in a disrespectful manner. Will
you? See you next time! Peace...
sage that I was not going to
whip out a hand grenade and
hold the said nuts for hostage?
Or was ·he just hell bent on
proving a theory that every per-
son who is heavily melanated
will steal given the chance?
Let's take it from my perspec-
tive. Excuse me for being naive,
I thought there was some sort
of unity among people of color
in this country.CDoes he know
he is a person of color?) Work-
ing intimately with Asian orga-
nizations such as the Commit-
tee Against Anti-Asian Violence
(CAAV) on issues like police
brutality, I was thinking that
there were common experiences
that we share in this very race
conscious society. (Yes, there
exists police brutality among
the Asian community.) Before
I stepped into his store I
thought of him as a fellow
brother. The question is did he
ever perceive me as his sister?
I have heard that there has
been tension between Korean
grocers and African-Americans
who buy from them; but living
. in the Latino section of East NY;
I did not have the fortune or
misfortune of meeting any mer-
chants from Korea, Perhaps it
was for the best.
I also thought about the gen-
der dynamics of the situation.
If I was a big, black, Haitian
man would he have dared to say
those things to me. Is it because
Croatia and realized I wasn't so
hungry after all.
In the perfect world I would
not have to deal with people's
fears and stereotypes because I
just happened to have a darker
complexion. I, also, would not
have the explosive, irrational
temper that lead to my actions.
Fast forward the tape, back to
the scene in the store ....
I sl ammed the change and
the nuts on the counter and de-
manded d my money back.Re-
fusing, he turned his back on
me and walked away from me
in an attempt to ignore me. I
caught up with him and with
''Livid, irate,
trembling with
angen.Jspat at
him..•while
shouting.••.IAM.
SOMEONE TO BE
RESPECTED."
my small frame I physically
blocked him while demanding
my money. Seeing that I was
not giving up, he" made his way
to the cashier and threw the two
dollars in my direction.
Livid, irate, trembling with
anger and totally awake by now·
, I spat at him while shouting
at the top of my lungs that I AM
SOMEONE TO BE RE-
SPECTED. As I made my way
to the exit, I noticed a pile of
milk cartons and proceed to
kick them down. I then re-
marked that if he wanted to
con tact the "authori ties" it was
best to do so now.(*Note: fortu-
nately or unfortunately depend-
ing on your point of view, there
was no merchandise destroyed
in his store that fateful
evening.)
There, I said it. At the risk of
looking the least, "unladylike,"
as I was called by a fellow col-
league or at worst, an "animal,"
as the media often fondly calls
African-Americans, I feel this
incident must be revealed. I
have discussed this with nu-
merous people and I realize that
in life there are always options.
Some options aren't as clear as
others in certain situations but
they are always there. .
.So fo: awhile I tried to per-
cerve t hings from the viewpoint
of ~h~ Kor~an ~erchant. Okay,
let S Just grve h irn the benefit of
the doubt, there has indeed
been a string of Afrikans who
con t.in liou.sly do nothing but
run Into hIS store stealing vari-
ous packages of nut mixtures.
Didn't my obvious display of the
two dollars send a clear mes-
"the Korean
merchant was
walking within
the closeperim-
eters ofm,yperson,
all the while giv-
ing me filthy looks,
making me feel as
ifI was a pileof
excrement."
my good humor the last time it
happened to me. Peep the sce-
nario, check it!
I slowly made my way off of
the 15th floor, at the 26th street
building, after burning the mid-
night oil with the overly dedi-
cated staff of this publication,
trying to get the previous issue
out to pasture. With my eyes
barely open I let the Almighty
Creator, guide my tired feet to
the #6 train when I suddenly
decided that I could no longer
ignore the persistent hunger
pangs that reverberated
throughout my tiny Haitian
stomach. With Golden Krust,
and all the cancer causing pro-
cessed food chains closed, I was
left with very few options.
When I was just about to give
By Sergy Tabuteau
Ever since it happened, L've up, it seemed to appear out of
been replaying the incident over nowhere. There it was gleaming
and over again in my mind. It's in the night like a bastion of
like a horror movie that you freedom for enslaved and op-
have seen before but no matter pressed Afrikans. The awning
how much you replay the tape, was a golden yellow and the
the ending still shocks you. Af- store was brightly lit, a clear
ter the disappearance of my ini- sign that it was indeed open for
tial feelings of anger and satis- business. I happily marched in-
faction, I was left with a hor- side when 1 noticed a brother, a
rible feeling deep in the pit of Latino employee (who I guessed
my stomach. It wasn't guilt to be Mexican), sittingon a milk
mind you, 'cause I feel that if he carton eating a very late supper.
had kept his trap shut in the With so much to choose from,
first place, then none of this and while being sort of picky, I
would have happened. Perhaps slowly eyeballed my choices.
I am the one to blame. I had While I was wondering whether
heard complaints about the deli the La tino brother was being
on 24th and Park Avenue South paid the minim urn wage, or
from Baruch students before, even if he knew what it was, out
but I figured I would take my popped an Asian man (who I
chances. Needless to say, my later ascertained was Korean)
luck had run out. in a true, AH HA! fashion.
Unfortunately, what I experi- Half asleep, I ignored him and
enced that night is not uncom- consciously de c i d e d that I
man. In fact, if you have ever needed to speed up this trans-
gone to a store for the sole pur- action between buyer and mer-
pose of purchasing an item and chant. Sensing that he was un-
you happen to be a person of der the impression that I was
color, then most likely you may there to steal something (and
have experienced something being not in the mood to argue),
similar. As a matter of fact this I made a prominent gesture of
experience was humorously removing my money from my
shown in the movie "Don't Be a pocket in the hopes that he
Menace To South Central While ..would relax.' F'Ina Ily, r maderny
Drinking Your Juice In The way to the nut stand where I
'Hood." Too bad I didn't retain stood for a moment trying to
decide between the raisin nut
mix or the equally exciting trail
blazers mix. Having made my
decision, I reached for the rai-
sin nut mix; I couldn't help but
notice that the Korean mer-
chant was walking within the
close perimeters of my person,
all the while giving me filthy
looks making me feel as if I was
a pile of excrement. Trying very
hard to con trol my temper, I
made my way to the coun ter and
placed two dollars on the top.
"Why were you looking at me
that way?" I asked calmly.
"Well, you know some people
come in here, and they steal, so
I have to look" he replied. Well,
that is somewhat valid I
thought, and it would have been
the end to that, if he didn't say
what he said next. As I was
turning on my heels to exit he
then sa i d "And if I wasn't
watching you, you would have
stolen something too." He said
what ?!!!! I know he wasn't talk-
ing to me .. Let's rewind the
tape ...
In the perfect world I would
have left The Ticker office and
realizing that I was hungry, I
would have been disciplined
enough to make my way home
to eat some down home Haitian
cooking, refusing to contribute
to the capitalistic system at
that very late hour. I would
have envisioned all the starving
children in Herzegovina and
- - ,, .,
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'Ilns is the opportunity ofa life time to travel Then when you return to
and make mone~ Qualify as a Daewoo Campus college as a Daewoo Campus
.·--AdYiseF-iHltiget el!llBBIi.-","ai_Then , _ _ '_. _you"rroe -a:fi1iecemeiOTauriiqtIe marIre5Iig'--' -- -- -tumt.Y to' earn'1IIiInq' -. p . - - .
program that will launch Daewoo into the US a new Daewoo car at a substantial discount.
market during 1998.** Help build a new car company by helping us
From the momentyou arrive in Seoul, Korea market Daewoo cars during your spare time.
this summeryour days will be crammed full of CompletedetaiJswillbeprovidedatal4terdate..
rod * Rules of this program may vary to comply with carious state regulations.exciting, new experiences. You'll see Daewoo P - -Subjes:ttoelWibiJityandquaJi/il:;atiD&
uets, visit Daewoo production facilities and enjoy
Korean culture. The "Discover Daewoo" program
is an experience you'll never forget.
Conceptualize
the Cause and
the Co
Excerpt by Henry Lesnick, _
Hostos, CUNY
The City University of New
York s democratic mission of
providing quality higher educa-
tion to those who would not re-
ceive it elsewhere is under at-
tack. An important victory of
the Civil Rights Movement, the
policy of Open Admissions was
adopted in 1970 in order that
students who went to segre-
gated, inferior public schools
that denied them the educa-
tional ski lIs needed for college
work would have the opportu-
nity to acquire those skills and
a quality higher education in
CUNY. The CUNY Chancellor
and the Trustees are voting
April 27th on a "Comprehensive
Action Plan" (CAP) that is the
CUNY Administration s oblig-
ing response to the Mayor who
declared, "Open Admissions is a
mistake. n If the CAP is adopted,
it will end the policy of Open
Admissions, which has enabled
more minority students to
graduate from CUNY than from
any other university in the his-
tory of this country. This policy
is not a mistake, but a triumph
of democracy which we must d~­
fend.
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THE REAL DEAL
·ON
REMEDIATION
• REMEDIATIONIS UNIVERsAL
AT COMMUNITY COI,I.FGES.
IfCUNYeliminatedreriledial courses
at the community oolleges and ended
open admissions, wewouldbe theonly
community colleges in the country to
do so. In addition, 81 percent ofpublic
four-year institutions nationwide offer
remediation.
• REMEDIAL STUDENTS ARE
NOT LESS LIKELY THAN OTH-
ERS TO GRADUATE.
The claims made by the Mayor's of-
fiee and the media have centered on
how long it takes-students to gradu-
ate and thelarge numbers ofstudents
who fail the skills assessment tests.
The actual success of students in re-
medial courses, which isconsiderable,
is rarely mentioned in the media. The
increasing length of time needed for
students tograduate comes primarily
from increased tuition, combined with
the students' work schedulesand fam-
ily responsibilities. The high rate of
placement in remediation results from
the inability of the public school sys-
tem to prepare students adequately in
reading, writing, and mathematics.
• REMEDIATION IS NOT DE-
VOURING MOST OF 'I'HE BUD-
GETATTHECrIYiJNIvERs~
IN FACT, ONLY 12.4 PERCENT
OFALLlNSTRUCI10NATCUNY
IS IN BASIC SKII,IS.
By comparison, in 1991, 30 percent
ofall English courses and 16 percent
of math courses at two-years
throughout the country were reme-
diaL It is a myth to believe that
money can be taken away from
remediation and redirected to "real"
college courses. Ifremedial students
were excluded, the College would
lose the tuition and TAP money for
their college-level courses, falling
into a downward financial spiral
that would drain resources from the
entire curriculum.
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• FAR FROM LOWERINGSTAN-
DARDS, REMEDIATION ISA
WAY OF MAINTAINING STAN-
DARDS WHIlE STILL OFFER-
ING STUDENTS ACCESS. Some
state universities used to practice "re-
volvingdoor"admissioris, aceeptingall
students, placingthem incollege-level
courses and expelling most of them
quickly when they failed. The oppo-
site method, passing nearly everyone
without remediation, would mean low-
ering standards precipitously; CUNY
has chose instead the third and better
way of offering a real chance to the
maximum number of students while
maintainingstandards.
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• PIUVATlZATION-ISN0T1'HE
ANSWER.
No magical technique has been de-
vised by private learningsystems to
''fIX'' remedial students in a hurry
and alo~~. ifthe city were priva-
tize remediation-at Cl1NY; private
concems:would~IYendtip'hir;
ing ~Ur aqjun4iJ'to d9-wl\at th~:
have teituaed to·:.uo -at cuNY~t
at even'(o.we~rates than·.~-~·-
nowpaidk. ·-'-T:;,,:,:-··~· .-.-:,-' : '.
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. again. Politicians creating a eli-
mate then offering a solution to
the problem which they fabri-
cated in the first place, which ul-
timately diverts attention from
the real problems. Giuliani and
Badillo are the ''Howard Sterns "of
politics and education, harping
on issues for shock value, and not
for realistic reasons. If they really
wanted to help CUNY, instead of
trimming the browning leaves of
this educational tree, they would
water the roots.
April 27 saw 500 protestors
speaking up for this institution.
In return, the Board of Trustees
has postponed the vote on CAP.
CAP won't come up for vote again
until after the semester ends. I
~onder how the activists are go-
mg to mobilize now, cut off from
their power base of students at-
tending classes. I can't help but
to feel a sense of deja-vu. '
Keep your third eye open.
TICKER OP-EDS
leave that one to Jerry Fletcher.
At the head of this bogus call
for "raising the bar" at CUNY is
Herman Badillo; Mr. I-went-to-
CUNY-for -free- and -got -rich-
Badillo. Imagine if all these- CUNY
alumni who attended CUNY FOR
FREE and went on to become mil-
lionaires were to give back just
half of what we now pay for tu-
ition. That would put a lot of
money in the pot. Enough to
make the majority of the adjunct
faculty into full time tenured pro-
fessors. For supplemental educa-
tion , and support services that
would up the ante more than
some piece of crap CAP. I applaud
George Weissman and alumni like
him who know the true meaning
of "giving back" and "not forget-
ting where you come from". I wish
that more of these CUNY million-
aires would follow his lead instead
of Badillo's. If more of CUNY's
alumni put their money where
their mouth is, instead of using
their clout to cut funding, and
tried to build CUNY up instead of
destroying it, I bet this University
would acheive even higher levels
of success than it already has. I
emphasize than it already has be-
cause contrary to political propa-
ganda, CUNYIS ANOVERWHELM-
ING SUCCESS STORY! As the slo-
gan says: CUNY WORKS! So while
alumni like Badillo search for
Achilles Heels, distinguished
alumni such as Mr. Weissman are
those individuals who stick their
fingers in the hole to plug up the
proverbial dam.
We all should see this scam for
what it is, the' same thing all over
By David Blanks_
By knowing yourself, your his-
tory, and your culture, one ulti-
mately gains power. By knowing
where you came from, you learn
where you should be, and often
enough, the right and exact path
to follow to your destination. In-
deed, there is nothing new under
the sun, for every trial and tribu-
la tion that one can possibly en-
counter, there are probably a mil-
lion other people shouting: ''Been
there, Done that!" The problem
is no matter how much we are
warned as to the danger of the
flame, the lesson is never learned.
No matter how much we get
burned.
What we fail to see nowaday is
that a lot of issues that concern
us, issues that we are trying to
.address, are merely continua of
the same issues we have been ad-
dressing for generations. Let's
take this Comprehensive Action
Plan (CAP) thing for instance. Pr0-
ponents of CAP will like you to
believe that it's about standards,
that CUNY has to return to the
"good ole days" of academic ex-
cellence that they claim is miss-
ing from CUNY today. Good
rhetoric, but when we factor in
the fact that in those "good ole
days," High Schools did their jobs,
it doesn't hold water. If we want
higher education to be on par
with back in the days, then High
Schools should operate as they
did back in the days, and that isn't
going to happen with all this edu-
cation budget slashing. All of this
talk of standards is a
smokescreen, for what? We'll
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'~They say there is
no reason for me to
have a job I hate in
a job market like
this. "
plore the market, and it was
never her intention to have a ca-
"But T'm still try-
ing to find out what
I really want
to do with my life."
Do You Really Need A
Degree In Physics?
Students Say It's O.K. To Major In Field
Unrelated To Future Career
By Jennifer Parise
Phones are practically attached
to the ears of the employees of a
small collection agency in
Stonybrook, Long Island. It is 4
o'clock on a Friday afternoon, and
the collections representatives
are ending their day of calls to
people who owe green. Andrea
Peters sits at her cubicle in the
left corner of the plainly deco-
rated office. She keeps calm even
though the person on the other reer directly related to literature.
end of the phone sounds frantic. "I think I'm learning a lot at my
"1 don't like this job all the time," job, how to deal with people, how
says the 22-year-old collections to plan," she says. "I'm sure I'll
representative from Brooklyn, be- use these things in whatever field
tween calls. "But I'm still trying 1 go into next."
to find out what I really want to Steven Licari, a 26 year-old from
do with my life." Staten Island, shares Peters'
Peters earned a degree in E~- opinion. While Licari earned a de-
glish literature from Stonybrook gree in history at Staten IsI~nd
. University in 1997. She says that College, he works ~s ~ marketI~g
literature was what she enjoyed assistant at a publishing house In
.in .college.P-eier-s-i,s amemher·~·. Manhattan. He is-atraf~~ke-r;t?e
the' fast' growfng' group- of college . pers~il i~ charge ofplacIn~ads In
graduates who get a degree in one publ ications and arranging for
field and pursue a totally unre- their layout with printers. "I was
lated one. planning to go to law school when
"I didn't know what I wanted to I decided to major in history,"
says Licari. "But then 1 took a few
law courses and found out I re-
ally hated it. But by then it was
too late to change my major, I
would have had to stay in school
longer."
Licari says he decided the only
way he would really find what he
wanted to do would be to gain
experience in different fields. In
addition to working in the field
of marketing, Licari has worked
at a law and an accounting firm.
"I feel like it's okay to look
around for a while," says Licari.
"The job market is so good now. I
think if you have a degree, and
get an interview, companies will
hire you if they like you. If YOQr
education isn't the traditional one
for that job, they'll train you."
Vanessa Troise, a 22-year-old
with a degree in nutritional sci-
ence, is' an assistant store man-
ager at The Limited, a clothing
retailer. "I still don't know what
I want to do," says Troise. "I hon-
estly thought I would go into a
field involving nutrition, but that
all changed in my senior year,"
Troise says she did not like the
field after studying it more com-
pletely in her senior year.
"Even my parents encouraged
me to look around for what I
liked,"' says Troise. "They say
there is no reason for me to have
a job I hate in a job market like
this."
•
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House Republican leaders
have rejected tobacco legisla-
tion negotiated primarily by
Democra.ts. The bill was to im-
poseno new tax on cigarettes,
butwould impose stiff penalties
on tobacco companies, up to $1
per pack sold, if certain goals
were not met. These goals in-
cluded-a major reduction in
teenage smokers.
European Union leaders are
expected to meet this weekend
in order to phase out existing
European Currencies and re-
place them with the euro.The
EU nations that are initially ac-
cepting the euro and doing away
with their own currency are;
Belgium, Germany, Spain,
France, Ireland, Italy, Luxem-
bourg, Netherlands, Austria,
Portugal, and Finland.
According to the Investment
Company Institute (ICI), inves-
tors put $31.6 billion into mu-
tual funds for the month of
March. $23.2 billion went into
stock mutual funds, with the
remainder going to bond and
money market funds. However,
this figure is considerably less
than the I cr forecast of $27.5
billion earmarked for stock
funds..
Pepsicp.·ln¢., -the..soft drink
.ma~~r;~nR()tl~ce.dtbat.its chief
ofmarketiIlg,·niianSwette, re-
signed from his position at the
conipany.T'his comes after
PepsiCo's Pepsi-Cola brand 'has
....had.:.it-s,·$hareplun.gein"the soft
drink market. According to a
stuciyby the Be.verage Digest
alld:'Maxwell, for the period of
1988-1997,·Coca-Cola. Classic
maintained its share of'about
22~rcent·ofthe.sott·drinkmar­
keL·.However, Pepsi-Cola's
share of' the market-declmed
fr6trl19percent in 1988, to less
than 15>percent today.
do back then either, so I went
with something I liked," she says.
"My friends were coming out of
school and doing the same thing;
they majored in something they
liked and looked for ajob in what-
ever field attracted them."
At a time when the unemploy-
ment rate is at an all time low, it
seems that college graduates are
taking advantage ofajob market
that can absorb all kinds of bach-
elors degrees.
According to the Bureau of La-
bor Statistics, the unemployment .
rate was only 4.7% for March,
and has been below 5% for the
last year. The National Associa-
tion of Colleges' and Employers'
Lego AG, the .D~nis~ toy Annual "Job Outlook" reports
makervannouncednhat it has that 60% of employers plan to
begun producing a "Star Wars" , hire more graduates than last
_Iine.ofproducts. Legoestimate.s year.
that the "Star Wars" line can More graduates seem to be ma-
generate$lbiHion in revenue. joring in fields they truly enjoy,
Under Lege's licensing agree- with the confidence that employ-
mei'lt,_thecomp.anywill produce ers are willing to hire them with-
1.75 Inch figures that will go· out the degree usually earned for
with construction sets and the particular job.
continued on page 20 Peters says she is happy to ex-
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Source: The WallStreet Journal
After years .of sizzling growth
in Midwestern states,economic
growth is sl()Wi~g.M~ny,.eC()Ilo­
mists attribute this slowdown
not to Federal Reserve.tighten-·
ing orindustrialovercapaeity,
but.t(f·a·lackofworkers. Unem-
ployment in the region .jsap~
proximately2~8%-far below the
national r'ate.
The Japanese government, .in.
an effort toresus~itatetheir
economyoutlirred a,$127'billion
economic .stfmulua-plan . Key
points in the plan call for a $30
billion cut in income taxes,an
increase in public investment
by $59 'billion,' ·a·fiolicYfo 'im-
prove liquidity by $17.6 billion,
an increase in lending by $15
billion, and tax credits for hous-
ingworth$2 billion.
Belkin Ltd., a stock mar-ket
forecasting firm, predicts that
major European stock ex-
changes will have much of their
recent gains wiped out. Accord-
ing to Michael Belkin, president
of Belkin Ltd., continental Eu-
ropean exchanges could lose up
to 40% or 50%, and the London
exchange can lose up to 30%.
FMC Corp., a defense contrac-
tor for the US Army, was told to
pay Henry Boisvert over $100
million. The award was given to
Boisvert for telling the govern-
ment that FMC's Bradley troop
carrier was flawed. FMC fired
Boisvert for his action, and the
$100 million is to serve as com-·
pensation.
The Commerce Department
announced that the US economy
grew at a 4.2· percent annual
rate for the first quarter. This
blistetingpace.was'surprisingly.
accompanied .by: thelowe~~j:n­
flation .rate since the> 1950's.
Manyanalystsbelieve:th~Fed­
eral Reserve 'has.nochoice but
to raise rates in light ofsuch a
strong economy.. However, .the
rate hike is expeeted··:to':bel1eld
off for a few monthsaince-Infla-
tion numbers are so Iow.. .
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. . . CA''STICK TO ITS Gl)N~'
nists. Also the colonists were forced to goals it has and the goals of its clien~s th~semeasures IS something which I
provide housing for the British mili- and will then donate money to their think all 50~~:~houldC;;~~
tary; against their will. To my under- campaign. Most PACs functio? by known as ccess e~en Ion
standing thesetwoveryobjectionable themselves and are their own entities, laws (CAPs). ~ese laws punish t~e
. ' th b . f th d However the NRA is the only non- parents of children who get theiractions were e asis or e secon y' , d harshly if
and third amendments. The confisca- profit organization that this author handson~,an more so
. th f th right to bear knows of that has its own PAC. PACs theyare misused, There are currentlybon was e reason or e . ha ch la Th
d th s: reed ti are currently an incredible force in 15 states that ve su ws, enarms an e LO occupa Ion was , . ~ k hi
the reason behind the assurance that today's electoral process and are not there are states like New or w .ch
. 0 militarypersonnel would behoused easily defeatable. Yet it can be done. bring down the legal age for which
? . te h Look at what happened during the children can be prosecuted as adults.in pnva omes. .. h
But and the point havingwritten all 1996electionInNewYork'sf~urth~ New York likes to prosec.ute t ~m
ofthis is that the.necessity to protect trict, the incumbent was DanielFrisa, young: the legalage for w~ch a child
ourselves for the sake ofour rights is an NRAbacked politician who in 1995 can be charged as an adult mNewYork
almost non existent today; This is due voted to repeal the Long Island as- is 7. In,most states ~hat have. such a
to the fact that the world has changed sault-weapon ban. Hischallenger~ law ~or youngadult' prosecution, the
in the last200 years. Weare no longer current 4th district representative, age IS 14 to be charged as an adult.
threatenedofhavinguninvitedtroops CarolynMcCarth~awidowduetothe !here are 2~ states t~at have no
staying in ourhouse. Thatiswhymili- Long Island Rail Road Train Massa- young adult' prosecution laws and
tary bases exist. We no longer have a ere, where Colin Ferguson killed. her thereare 35 statesthat haveno CAPs.
threat where international forces will husband and left her son a quadriple- In ~taI there are~ states that do
wage a war on our soil.The closest we gic, nothing to control children who have
came in the modern world to fighting That brings us to what happened to easy areess to guns. So to the NRA,
a war on our own twfwere in two in- the nasty tum ofevents in Jonesboro, theBradyBill andotherFederal Laws
stances and even then theyaredebat- Arkansas. It is therethat 2 youngboys are needed. And weloomed!
able. ages, 11 and 13, decided to play God. Also blame needs tobeplaced where
During WWll, the attack on Pearl They murdered 4 female students, a blameisfoundAnimportantinfluenre
Harbor was the ONLY battle fought teacher and wounded 10 with over 9 is parent responsibilitj; or lack there
on American soil, and that was with different types of guns and rifles be- of In my French class, the professor
our ground troops fighting the Japa- tween them. Adding insult to injury brought up something that I had not
nese Air Force. IfHitler had won the they shot over 22 rounds in less than thought ofand when lookingat situa-
war: then this statement might have 4 minutes. MitchellJohnson, 13,came tions like this, it rings true, As a na-bee~ different; maybe not even writ- from a family that had been recently tion we tend to letchildren raise them-
ten. The second one, and the one I am divorced and Andrew Golden was selves. Older generations look down
sure the NRA uses in defending itself, given a shotgun at age 6 for Christ- on US and those that will come after
was the World Trade Center bombing mas. It was that Christmas picture us, as children who have raised them-
on February 23, 1993. Picture this. that graced the cover of the April 6, selves. I am thinking ofthe comment
Let's say everyone in the buildings at '98 issue ofTIME Magazine. ''Children have such a grownup men-
that time of the explosion was pack- This random act ofviolence, along tality these days," which I hear to fre-
ing a gun. Ifgiven the opportunity; to with the LIRR incident, are good rea- quently In that light, we are "mini-
collectively open fire on Mohammed sons for gun control laws. For those adults". In public places, when a child
A Salameh and Sheik Omar Abdel- who continue to doubt look at the fol- has lousy manners or is rowdy and
Rahmen, how effective would it have lowing numbers. Look at the years in "disturbingthe peace", the child i.s the~? between '93 andtoday There have' one who is lOokirigbad and not the
Let us also be realistic. In terms of been 27 dead and 17 wounded at the style in which the parent is rearing
fighting a war, no one will beat an ar- hands of 18 children (under legal that child
mored tankwith a semiautomatic rifle. terms: under the age of 18). One inci- From an international point ofview,
Also remember that we are no longer dent had 8 guys shooting. The victims in other nations a child being disrup-
enemies with the British. In this cen- included one of the shooters' mother tive and annoying it reflects badly on
tury they have been our allies in ev- and two oftheir classmates. Lastyear the parents and how they are raising
ery war we entered: WWI,WWII, Ko- alone, included in the above numbers, the child. This case ofchildren taking
rea, Vietnam, and the Gulf. Lastly; let saw 10 dead and 12 wounded at the gunsintotheirownhandsistheworst
us remember the basic principle that hands of 12 shooters (the 8 boy inci- case scenario. How come the parents
ifyou run this nation as president,you dent was in Octoberoflast year.)Also, did not teach theirchildren the safety
run the world We are the most pow- keep in mind that these numbersdon't procedures as described at the NRA.
erful nation in the world, in part due include the figures from major cities, web site?Theseparentswerenot there
to ourmilitarystrength. So as a people and random acts of violence that we to tell them what is right and what is
we are protected by our military consistently hear about and don't see wrong. The decay of the role of par-o>
In fact, the NRArealizes thischange here. ents in the lives ofchildren is mount-
in the world. When the NRA was Yet gun control laws, are not anti- ing and the outcome are disastrous
founded it was founded, under differ- gun laws. Gunoontrollaws simplypro- events like this one. The more com-
ent principles. 5 Union soldiers pose simple concepts as waiting 10 mon argument used today is self-de-
founded the NRAbecause oftheirdis- days before beingable putyour hands fense. True that this is what I stated
may with then: colleagues of the ~ivil on th~ gun.you have just purchased. earlier when presenting Mr.. Heston's
War. They believ~ that the soldiers Like applymg for a government ap- argument. However it is a more com-
had not been trained properly and provedpermission to own a gun. Think mon type of self-defense that 1 am
neededto know~owto ann, shoot, and of what Dr. Hanniballecter from Si- speakingof. I am speakingofthe kind
fire. That was in 1871. In 1~9, the lenceofthe Lambscoulddo with a gun. that you useyour gun to protect your-
goals changed A strong national re- In fact, when visiting the NRAhome self against a thief who has entered
sentment had grown towards arms page, www.nra.org, they very clearly the house at 3 in the morning. In a
due ,to the '63 .~ination of JFK, ~~cate to ~nts that the responsi- case like this, 1 advocate the right to
the 65 assassination of Malcolm X, bility of keeping guns out of a child's have easy a.cooss to a gun.
and the '68 assassinations ofMLK,Jr. reach "rests squarely on the parents So in the end ofit all the NRA and
thatApril and RFK in June.G~con- of the child". Yet we all have noticed Mr. Heston may have a point in say-
trollaws were the latest craze~ Con- that the majorityofthe people that the ing the 2nd amendment is the most
gress and the urgency by constituents NRA are like the lady McBride from important amendment to the Consti-~ hav~ them passed was at a satura- MAD TV's spoof. This is a spoof that tution. However, the.last.200 years
tion point, Low m~mberson the NRA ~ows a Southern woman who sings have seen enough changes that the
totem. pol~ felt ali~~ated and ~ked :n a high ~i~hed :roi~ of all those reason behind its implementation in
those in higher POSItIOns to get a little 'wonderful right WIng Ideas of racial the Bill of Rights is now obsolete. We
bit more active on a politi~ level. superiority, military supremacy and, are in an era where our rights as citi- .
Tbday;theNRAh~a lob~gro~p ofcourse rampant deregulation ofgun zens in this nation are guaranteedkn~wnas~eInstItu~ for~slatlve control laws. from birth. With that in mind, we need
Action and Its own political action com- Therefore, to keep people like her more protection laws and ways in
mittee(PAC). The.impressive thing is from having access to guns, more which guns can be kept offthe streetstha~ t~eNRAhasltso~PAC.AP~C needs to be ?on: because state legis- andout ofourfuture's hands. 'Ibmakebaslcall~ looks for ca.~~dates during la:ures aren t.doing enough to enforce sure that it is not a threat to the com-
an election year that will support the child regulatIon safety laws. One of mon citizen.
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SHOULD
ByDaniel Meija.
On a recent episode ofPolitically in-
correct with Bill Maher, Charlton
Heston, better known as Moses in The
10 Commandments and for an Oscar
winningperfonnance inBen-Hur, was
asked to be part of the panel. He in
fact has been in so many biblical ep-
ics, that he said, "I have often been
referred to as the only Christian who
is better known as a Jew." Part ofthe
new aspects ofPolitically Incorrect, is
that the producers choose their panel-
ists like they are choosing prey; The
newwayofinvitingguests isbychoos-
ing someone who is famous within
their circle and/or career, not to men-
tion that there is a very good chance
of there being a member of Congress
on the show. One, two at most, ofthe
four guests have said something that
was printed in the press and the pro-
ducers of the show found the state-
ment to be "questionable". These ce-
lebrities are unsuspectingvictims and
no one knows until the taping which
is the guest that will have to defend
what statement. Often in the case of
Congressional Representatives, they
will have to justify why they voted a
certain way on a certain piece oflegis-
lation.
Mr. Heston was a victim of these
producers and thought he was being
invited as an actor and a six-term
president of the Screen Actors Guild.
However he is also the Public Rela-
tions Vice-President of the NRA and
it turned out he was asked to defend
his position and an inflammatorycom-
ment with respect to the second
amendment to the Constitution ofthe
United States. Hiscomment was, 'The
second amendment is the mostimpor-
tant amendment the Constitution
has.". Second amendment is the right
to bear arms by all citizens. "A well
regulated Militia, being necessary to
the security of a free State, the right
of the people to keep and bear Arms,
shall not be infringed." Needless to say
that this riled people and there began
a serious discussion about this nation's
anus control legislative history, it's
impact on people, and the 'Constitu-
tionality of some of our nation's cur-
rent laws.
Mr. Heston's defense was a simple
one, but made people even angrier
than before. However, none of the en-
suingarguments wereconvincing. Mr.
Heston had me convinced. He stated
that the second amendment is the
most important because, it is needed
to protect ourselves and other basic
freedoms. He stated that if one does
not have the opportunity to defend
one's life, then defending one's rights
as an individual is besides the point
and useless. In other words a corpse
has no need for any rights. This is a
very legitimate argument, however,
like manygood arguments, it does not
mean that it should go unregulated.
With that in mind, I believe that Mr.
Heston was in tune with what our
founding fathers had in mind when
they instituted the second amend-
ment. We all have to admit, despite
how much we may disagree with it,
that the second amendment was in-
serted into the Bill ofRights for a rea-
son. After the Boston Tha Party and
Boston Massacre, the British faced an
urgent need to know what was hap-
pening in their colonies and therefore
thwartany kind ofmaliciousplans.All
arms were confiscated from the colo-
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that range in topics from the
Yoruba religion and the Orishas
(saints), to holistic health and
herbal remedies. Other popular
items are fragrant oils that can
be used for rituals or that can be
worn as a perfume. ''The candles,
books, and oils are our three big-
gest sellers," said Mizrahi.
Over the years there has been a
moderate introduction of new
products. "New things will come
in, and other things phase out."
Mizrahi said. One example of this
is the fall in popularity of crys-
tals. "Stones were popular at one
time," said Gres. "Their sales
slowed down, but they still sell."
What's popular now? "Holistic
healing, herbs, vitamins, and
spiritual healing, " said Gres.
The store has expanded during
the years it has been in business.
At first there were two small
stores on Bathgate Avenue. Origi-
nal Products has been at the cur-
rent Webster Avenue location for
20 years. The owners are in the
planning stages of yet another ex-
pansion. Although there won't be
any new construction, "we're
making the store area wider so
we can add more merchandise,"
said Gres.
As in any business, however,
'~This store services there are a few problems. "Prima-
.... • .,~ rily, dealing with the employeesdifferent--fa"ths.-····__··~ ···~1S-tb~---ml)"St-sensiti eve isstle---WS-t-he·
. .... .. .... '
least cut and dry, "'Mizrahi said.
Dealing with people is a little
more touchy, because you're deal-
ingwith lives and emotions." But
as a whole, witchcraft can turn
magical profits.
"This store services different
faiths," said Nancy, who declined
to give her last name. "People
who believe in Jesus, people who
are witches, and people who fol-
low Santeria, can find whatever
they want here. The other store I
go to is more commercial. It's
small and there is not a wide va-
riety."
Nancy is a young woman whose
religion is very important to her,
and she feels that the other store
is frequented by "wannabes" who
are playing with something they
don't understand in order to im-
press their friends. According to
Nancy, Original Products has a
greater selection of the oils,
candles, and other items she
needs. "The store is big and open,
and no one bothers you," she said,
"Everyone keeps to themselves,
buys what they have to, and
that's it."
The people do seem to be satis-
fied with Original's products. Ac-
cording to a customer service rep-
resentative at the Better Busi-
ness Bureau, Original has a sat-
isfactory rating, and there have
been no complaints.
As for any special or unusual re-
quests from customers, Mizrahi
said, "Anything relating to this
business is unusual, but in the
context of this business, nothing
too ridiculous."
According to Mizrahi, their most
popular items are candles that
are used for prayers and books
from an ad in the Yellow Pages
under "religious items." "Mostly,
we rely on word of mouth and our
products," said Mizrahi. ''There
have been no media advertise-
ments."
There are plans, however, to do
.more advertising. ''We're going to
start doing ads in penny savers
and we're going to be on the
internet," said George Gres, the
head manager. " A friend of ours
is helping us with the website."
Like most companies, Original
Products feels that the internet
is the way the marketplace is go-
ing. "Everyone is shopping
through the web," said Gres. "It's
like Home Shopping."
Mostly, Original Products relies
on its reputation to keep the
regular customers and to attract
new customers. "The customers
like the way we try to go out of
our way," said Mizrahi. "If there's
a particular item they're looking
for, we go out of our way to get it.
It's a refreshing attitude for most
people."
A customer who says she favors
Original Products over the store
she frequents in Manhattan,
likes the variety Original offers.
Santeria Candles Are A Hot Item
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The Business Of Witchcraft
"Mostly, we rely on
uord ofmouth and
our products."
By Renee Booth
capital for the business, rent or
supplies; but, the business is do-
ing well, they say. ''The company
has been pretty successful in re-
cent years," said Jason Mizrahi,
assistant manager. 'I'he manag-
ers don't usually keep track of the
number of customers that come
into their store on a regular ba-
sis, he says. But "after a while,
you get a set idea of the number
of customers you have," said
Mizrahi. ''You see many of the
same people. For a small busi-
ness, we have more customers
than most, but not a lot of brows-
ers. Most people already know
what they're looking for."
So far, Original Products hasn't
relied much on advertising, aside
continued from page 20
Profit...
Hoechst case showed. lAS and
GAAP aren't even closely re-
lated, with FASB finding an as-
tounding 255 differences be-
tween the two accounting
methods.
So where does this all leave
us? Will we never see a global
standard for accounting? "I ab-
solutely believe we wiIl have
a common [accounting] stan-
dard, but not within the next
five years," said Mueller. Today
Original Products Company, lo-
cated at 2486 Webster Avenue in
the Bronx, is a large store that
sells what might be referred to as
religious items. But these are not
the types of religious items that
one might associate with Chris-
tianity, al though bibles and
prayer booklets are sold there as
well. The store is abotanica, and
the majority of the items are used
in the Yoruba religion ofSanteria
- the worship of saints.
Upon entering the store, there
is the strong aroma of incense. On
the shelves in the middle of the
store, is a large selection of dif-
ferent colored candles. There are
also different types of oils such as
"Follow Me" and "Money Draw-
ing," along with floral and herbal
scents such as rose and eucalyp-
tus oils. Against one wall are
shelves filled with the ceramic
figures of saints and on the oppo-
site side are dried herbs that are
used as remedies.
The pea green walls and fluores-
there is m ovem en t to adopt cent lighting make the store seem
GAAP in Canada, since many a little drab, but on a recent af-
Canadian companies have vol- ternoon, there was some dance
untary adopted it anyhow. music playing, and that, along
Planners now are considering with the items that are displayed,
adopting GAAP for all 0 helps give the shop some atmo-
N·AFTA~ M-any·.bel-ieve· tb-at·..-i . ..- .sphere...'I'hereiare__(;;l ..riurnber .Qf.....
all the nations in 'NAFTA adopt' customers shopping, and the
GAAP, there is hope for it be- sales people are very busy.
coming the wor ld standard. One customer is shopping here
Another idea is to not force for the first time. "I always saw
anybody to adopt GAAP, and the store, and I also heard about
let the market d.ecide which it through a friend," said John,
s caridard should be used. Ide- who didn't warrt his last name
ally, the companies with the used. "I've been in other stores,
clearest disclosure, or the ones and this store is very good; it has
that adopt GAAP, will be able a bigger selection."
to raise capital at a lower ex- Original Products has been in
pense than companies with business for 35 years. Store offi-
little disclosure. This will con- cials declined to give any infor-
vince any company with some mation about finances such as
brains to jump on the GAAP employees' salaries, start-up
bandwagon.
However, most people are
skeptical that accounting har-
monization will happen any-
time soon. One huge obstacle to
harmonization is financial and
accounting institutions that
reap huge fees from clients
who want foreign companies,
that don't accept GAAP, to be
audited or analyzed. If there
was one common standard, all
these high paid analysts and
auditors would be out of a job.
Accounting professor Yoshi
Tsurumi of Baruch College's
Zicklin School of Business best
summarizes the idea of com-
mon accounting practices: "I al- '
ways felt that the harmoniza-
tion of accounting standards is
like harmonizing world human
rights and morality standards,
but I was wrong. Mora.lity an,?
human ri hts are a lot eaSIer.
Write For Ticker
Business!
"I always felt that
the harmonization
of accounting stan-
dards is like harmo-
nizing world human
rights and morality
standards, but I was
wrong. Morality and
human rights are a
lot eaeier."
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Mueller, who is a member of the
board at FASB (pronounced
Fasbee), which is the organiza-
tion that decides on US account-
ing policy and determines cur-
rent GAAP regulations. Accord-
ing to M ueller, a harmonization
of global accounting standards
is unrealistic anytime is in the
near future.
"The key argument [against
harmonization] is that financial
markets operate well, and inter-
national markets seem to be
getting along, thank you, with-
out harmonized standards",
said Mueller. Mueller adds that
"law is so different [between
countries], in both common law
and code, that harmonization
would be impossible." Accord-
ing to Mueller, another strike
against harmonization is the
absence of an agency to enforce
international accounting law.
Mueller also points out that
past attempts to harmonize ac-
counting standards have ended
in disaster. One of the first or-
ganizations that tried to set up
a global accounting standard
was the UN in the 1970's. A
group of distinguished account-
ing academics gathered in the
UN to draw-up uniform stan- .
dards, but their effort fizzled af-
ter not being accepted by a sig-
nificant amount of countries.
Then came the European Com-
munity (ECL now European
Union (EU), which tried to in-
stitute central standards for all
of Europe, and failed, after EU
mem bers couldn't agree on a
common standard. A similar ef-
fort by Asian nations failed as
well, since while they drafted
many accounting rules, if you
took a trip to Malaysia and
asked to see a company's books,
they would reply: "What books?"
For that matter, many feel that
if Asia would have adopted
GAAP, much of the "Asian sick-
ness" that is plaguing the
region's economy could have
been avoided.
Why is there so much dis-
agreement over accounting
standards? Because concerning
business, the US and other
countries are completely differ-
en t, even though sociologists
say we are converging in other
aspects of life. Mueller points
out that it's extremely odd that
we are still so different, espe-
cially with Japan, since this
comes "Even after thirty years
of cross country business, and
over 100,000 students and fac-
ulty involved in exchange pro-
grams."
The attempt five years ago to
find common ground with the
establishing of lAS has done
little to help matters, as the
continued on page 21
Profit Or Loss?
For Many Companies, It
Depends Who You Ask
By Dov Gertz~lin
Did it turn a profit or a loss?
This question, while so basic in
nature, had many investors con-
fused when Daimler-Benz was
listed on the New York Stock
Exchange (NYSE) in October
1993. Under German account-
in.g standards Daimler, the
maker of Mercedes Benz luxury
sedans, had a profit of DM168
million for the first half of the
year. However, when converted
to US GAAP (United States
Generally Accepted Accounting
Practice), to comply with SEC
standards for listing on the
NYSE, it translated into a mas-
sive DM949 million loss. Sud-
denly, investors didn't know
what the company was worth,
since it wasn't even clear if it
was highly profitable or a gen-
erator of massive losses. The
"1 absolutely believe
we will have a com-
mon [accounting}
standard, but not
within the next
.five years n
Daimler-Benz debacle occurred
because of no global accounting
standard.
There have been many at-
tempts at creating a world stan-
dard, with the most significant
one occurring five years ago,
when the International Organi-
zation of Securities Commis-
sions (IOSCO) and the Interna-
tional Accounting Standards
Committee (lASC) joined forces
to form a global accounting
standard called lAS. lAS was
expected to allow companies to
obtain listings on the world's
major stock markets. However,
lAS hasn't helped matters
much. Hoechst , after listing on
the NYSE a few months ago,
converted its income state-
ments from lAS to GAAP. Un-
der lAS, Hoechst had a DM 1. 7
billion profit for 1995. However,
after converting to GAAP it was
in the red by DM57 million. The
drastic changes that occurred to
the Hoechst income statement
stemmed mostly from differ-
ences in how lAS and GAAP re-
port goodwill.
Recently, The Weissman Cen-
ter for International Business
of Baruch College sponsored a
forum titled "Harmonizing
World Accounting Standards"
to deal wi th the accounting
problem that has turned income
statements inside-out. The
main speaker was Gerhard G.
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cancause severeIllness.or-even
death. So far there havebeen no
reports of illness from state
health officialseoncerning the
meat.·While lBP. did.. ofiteially
recall the meat, it does concede
that most ofthe meat has prob-
ably been consumed already.
Basketball great Magic
Johnson, music star Janet Jack-
son, and music industry execu-
tive Jheryl Busby, have ac-
quired a 51 percent stake in
Founders National Bank, a
black owned bank in Los Ange-
les. The bank has $100 million
in assets, and the trio paid $2.5
million for their majority stake.
The group says they want to
recruit their friends and busi-
ness associates as depositors.
Bumble Bee Seafood, a divi-
sion 'of San Diego based Inter-
national Home Foods, has
launched a marketing campaign
claiming their brand of tuna is
chosen by a 2 to 1 margin over
other tuna br.ands. The com-
pany said that a technological
breakthrough in their tuna can
processing has led to a superior
can of tuna, which is why they
have a 2 to 1 margin.
Ziff-Davis Inc., the publishing
Goliath, has sold 25.8 million
shares at $15.50 each, raising
$399.9 million. The initial pub-
lic offering by Ziff was the sec-
ond largest th.is year. The only
bigger IPO this year was per-
formed by Waddell &·Reed Fi-
nancial Inc., which raised $499
.million.. Ziff-Davis owns. tnany .
publications, including PC
Magazine, PC Week, and oper-
ates the nation's largest trade
show, Comdex.
First year pay for top law
school students has eclipsed
$100,000 at big New York firms.
Cravath, Swaine & Moore pays
$88,000 in salary and $12,000
in bonus. Latham & Watkins
guarantees first year associates
$101,000 in salary, and offers
up to $112,000 for "extraordi-
nary achievers." Mayor, Brown
& Platt offers first year compen-
sation up to $103,500.
••
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spacecraft.
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ATCrosf;' Cross Pen Computing
Corp., the maker of high end
pens, and International Busi-
The big Wall Streethouse.s M h.i h . d
h
.. . . . ,. B.es·s .. ·.ac.· IDes, av.: e join..e
. ave an'nouncedfhefr asset al-
location. models tor ,thenext..forees to produce anewhand-
... ' . . , ' ······held·electroniemessage,:pad.
quarter. The Lehman Brothers' The message pad allows you to
model has led all other broker- . take regu.ltir notesonplain pa-
ages illtermsot return: iii tbe per, but gives you the option of
past 12 months. The Lehman al- transferring it to a PC. The new
location'eonsistsof75p'ercent
,. message pad .: caltedCrossf'ad,
stocks, 25perceilt bonds.randno sells for $399, and has already
cash. Goldman Sachs & CO~, been shipped to retailers such
whose model ranked sixth 'in a s CompUSA and Staples.
terms of total return for the
past year, recommends 65 per-
cent in stocks, 25 bonds. 5 per-
cent cash, and 5 percent in the
Goldman Sachs commodities
index. The average allocation
was 60 percent stocks, 28 per-
cent bonds, and 6 percen t cash..
An all stock allocation would
h.ave produced a return of 177.5
percent over the .last :3 years,
against a 106.05 return for the
average allocation.
The Attorneys General from 13
states have planned to block
Microsoft Corp.'s issue of Win-
dows 98 with an antitrust suit.
Microsoft chairman, Bill Gates
has recently asked the US Jus-
tice Department to hold off on
any antitrust action, citing the
importance of software to the
American economy.
McDonald's Corp., the massive
fast food franchiser, has named
a new CEO. The company
named Jack M. Greenberg, who
currently heads US operations,
to the po.s1; oI'-presIdeiif arid
chief executive. Greenberg re-
places Michael R. Quinlan, who
will-retain the position of chair-
man.
IBP Inc., the nations Largest
beef processor, announced that
it has recalled 141 tons (282~128
pounds) of beef. The company
attributes the recall to a discov-
ery of the E.colibacteria, which
Columbia/HCA Healthcare
Corp., announced that profits
had dropped for the most recent
quarter by an astounding 53
percent. Furthermore, the
nation's largest operator of hos-
pitals announced that it is plan-
ning to spin off about 100 of its
336 hospitals. Currently, the
. troubled hospital operator is
under investigation for its Med-
icaid billing practices.
------_._-----------~-
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'7have seen
somepeople
from Ivy
League schools
that were not
as skilled as
Baruchgradu- ,
ates," he said.
continued on page 26
two years. After that, he noted
that GS recruited in schools from
which influential alumnus came.
At a certain point, Mr. Hall de-
cided to use his influence in such
a way that GS will come back
and recruit in Baruch.
It is clearthat the reason behindthis
move is not sentimental. As Mr. Hall
stressed again and again, he finds
By Shai Tzach that he saw students make while in- Oracle. System Professional is
"I am here, because I believe terviewing. the second. These individuals are
that as Baruch students, you Goldman Sachs was established trained to connect, operate, and
have special qualities," said in 1869, and today is oneofthe most integrate different systems. New
Franz A.' Hall, a Goldman, prestigious Investment Banks on recruits will go through a 13 weeks
Sachs & Co. Information Tech- Wall St. To demonstrate the inter- training program, which will be
nology Vice President, at the be- ests and scope of the activities in summarized with a team project.
ginning of his presentation at which thefirm is involved, Mr. Hall 'The people I went to trainingwith
the CIS Society meeting. The 'gave a few examples. "Our clients are now my best friends," said Mr.
topic of the presentation, held are the IBM's of the world," he said. Hall. "I can now call a pool of 30
April 30th, during club hours, "We took Microsoft public, we fi- people for help when I encounter a
was The Information Technol- nance dams in Mexico, consult totally new problem," he added.
ogy Industry and Goldman, governments, invest money for Currently, GS is in the midst of
Sachs & Co. (GS). However, a wealthy individuals, research the a global effort to connect all of its
great portion of the presenta- effects of'EI Nino',orpolitical insta- systems in such a way that it will
tion was dedicated to other top- bilities." be able to ron 24 hours a day, while
ics related to the recruiting pro- According to Mr. Hall, the part- managed from different locations
cess. ners in GS truly believe that tech- around the world. ''We noticed that
Mr. Hall, who is a Baruch Col- nology can give them an edge in we need to deal with one 24 hour
lege alumnus, class of 1988, improving the profitability of their global day," is how Mr. Hall de-
gave a general presentation firm. GS backs their beliefs with an scribed it. "As every stock ex-
about the functions that an In-~timateof 2 billion dollars a year. change is opened following the
vestment bank such as GS ful- That is why such an emphasis is put sun.wewant that the IT person-
fills. He also described entry- on the hiring process of those who nel in each IT center. around the
level pQsitjoris, .tr~hds in' the . would -be-utilizing this investlnent~··.. -glebe (Teky&,LoREkn,and NY-C}--- '. " .'. n._ --_. ,--.-_._-.__ .
field, and the services that the There are three types of entry-would be able to command the·' Baruch graduates to have the
Information Technology (IT) de- level positions to the IT depart- system when their markets are skills and qualities needed to
partment supplies to the other ment. However, the majority of active." succeed in the market place. "I
departments in the firm. An- Baruch students would probably An interesting side in the pre- have seen some people from Ivy
other message that Mr. Hall de- join only two. The first type is called sentation was related to recruit- League schools that were not as
livered related to the change in Programmer Analyst. The scope of ing practices in big firms and skilled as Baruch graduates,"
GS perception of Baruch as a re- this position includes writing pro- what influences them. When he said. "Baruch graduates
cruitment source. At the same grams. The languages, which are of Mr. Hall graduated, GS was re- have a blue color work ethics
time, he wanted to share his in- value to the firm, are Unix, COBOL, cruiting on campus at Baruch.
sights about common mistakes C++, Java, Sybase, and some They kept doing so for another
The Sustainable Business Challenge
.ByAlicia Gift ernment, and all sectors of society. We leadership and entrepreneurial ~or them to act, both phYSIcal and
AIESEC visited the United Na- achieve this through the International skills and the sustainable use of lntell~u.al.
tions for its 6th Session of the Traineeship Exchange Program their natural resources and envi- We mV1te.yo~ to bea~ of our
United Nations Commission on (ITEP) designed for companies and ronment. work by bnngI~g new Ideas that
Sustainable Development promoted extensively throughout the rbeSustahu!bkBwrinessChBI: could make a difference to a lot of
(UNCSD). This visit was aimed at Baruch community lens- a worldwide project where people .around ~he worl? If you
showing its projects and building AIESEC deeply emphasizes the need students are.able to test their would like.m~ infonnatIO? ~bout
a partnership towards the aevel· to contribute to the development ofna- knowledge and practical skills in our ~rganlzatlon,.please VISIt ~~r
opment of world leaders. The fol- tions bycultivating the skills, knowl- the field of sustainable manage- website at www.81esec.org or V1SIt
lowingdelegates:Albert Binda-Po- edge and attitudes ofyoungadults and ment and company decision mak- ~officeat 360ParkAvenue South,
land, Ayman Ismail-Egypt, Gary by creating an enabling environment ingon an internet based examina- Swte 1445, or leave a message at
Pupurs-USA, Melissa Andrade- for them to grow. The five global tion, accessible at www.wbsod.chl21z-B02-~906~=7=.~~~=
Brazil Renata Rubian-Brazil, projects to whichAIESEC aims to con- foundation. Finally, AlESEC Burn-, .
Ulrich Hoerning- Germany, and tribute with its exchange programs mer School which focuses on Cor-
our very own Susan Roopnarine and projects are: Cultural Understand- porate Social Responsibility and the
and Michael Mak represented ing, Corporate Social Responsibility, . many associated issues.
AIESECIntemational. .Theywere Higher Education and Learning, En- MESEC sees for the future the
geared to promote the AIESEe trepreneurship, Infonnation and Soci- importance of having a committed
Worldwide Mission: to contribute e~ Hence, AIESEC delegates high- industrial sector-forsustainablede-
to the sustainable development of lighted the following programs from velopment and a much more 'in-
our countriesand their people with around the world that will serve to tense action for youth towards a
an overriding commitment to in- develop countries and their people: more sustainable way of living. In
ternational understanding.and co- _-whichaimstopro- theyear2010wewillseetheresults
operation. vide young adults and women from ofthis network which is beingbuilt
AlESEe continues to mobilize its Morata the opportunity to learn skills now with the participation of sev-
50,000 student-members in 600 10- and attitudes, fundamental to starting era! sectors of society. V~ry often,s
cal chapters in 87 countries to run their own small business venture. young adults do not take responsi-
global exchange programs in- DeyelQpment Miujon iii:; bili~ but we cannot blame apathy,
tended to develop responsible and_~-which butrather the lacltofopportunities.
visionary leadersfor business, gav- helps local young adults to develop We need to give people the means
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panel discussion, a sports tour-
nament, date auction, a party,
and an arts and crafts exhibi-
tion.
Said BASU co-executive pro-
ducer Jennifer Li, "The entire
. month was a great success.
.Hopefully next year the tradi- .
··tiOn:wiIl cont.inue,"
,
AcenSIAN, focu sed on
Asians ascending all as-
p.ects 'of life in today's
society. The ann-ual
Asian Heritage Month
began with the Opening
Ceremony which opened
the month off with a lion
dance - which tradition-
ally in the Chinese cul-
ture .means a new begin-
ning. There was also an
Asian film festival, a
A model in traditional VietntiJDese garb
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A group of models struttingtheir way down the runway .
The show was sponsored by
local businesses while the ap-
parel that was displayed was
provided by stor-es such as Club
Monaco, BANG BANG, Le Cha-
..teau, KAMA_ .~t~w ._¥QIk~__~~.!1.~.!:. _._ ..._._
Tuxedo, French Connection.and .
N aney Bridal.
As with every year's show,
there was a presentation of a
check to a charity from all the
funds generated from the
month. This year the money
was donated to the Committee
Against Anti-Asian Violence
(CAAAV). A check of $600 was
presented to a representative
from CAAAV in the middle of
the night.
Besides the evening show, the
month also had an array of
events that promoted Asian
awareness. This year's theme,
C8n I
Asians Take Center Stage
During Evening Show
The Vietnamese Students Association fash~onsegment and dance
By BASU
As April rolls around in the
calendar so goes Asian Heritage
Month. As always in the Col-
lege, every April is a celebration
of the Asian culture and an op-
portunity for non-Asians to
learn about Asians. The culmi-
nation of the festivities has al-
ways been the Asian Heritage
Month Evening Show which is
a four hour program put to-
gether by the Baruch Asian Stu-
dents Union (BASU), a collabo-
rative union of all the Asian
clubs and organizations in the
College, which showcases fash-
ion, cultural performances,
dances, comedy, and music.
Despite the rainy night, more
than 600 individuals packed
Mason Hall to watch the annual
extravaganza. To those who
braved the weather to witness
the show, they were not disap-
pointed.
"I always attend [the show]
every year because they [BASUl
always put together a good
event," said John Cheung.
"I enjoy watching cultural
shows and-t.his- one is usually
pretty good," said senior
Madelyn Tavera.
The show, hosted by Julie
Mae Dojillo, was delayed a half-
hour but once it started it was
a success. With more than 20
acts, there was enough skits,
contemporary and traditional
fashion scenes, dances, songs
and martial arts to please the
diverse audience.
"I liked the show. It wasn't
just about one Asian culture.
The show touched on Indians,
Filipinos, Vietnamese, and Pa-
kistanis," said Mer.ly de
Guzman.
• • •
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they will pick you for an audi-
tion. Last year I wasn't picked."
Mr. Joe has been playing since
he was 10 and has won several
medals. He performs at Grand
Central and Sheridan Square,
and during the summer, he goes
to Central Park where he can
make up to $20 an hour by pI ay-
ing the sounds of Beethoven,
Mozart, Bach, Mendelssohn, and
his favorite: "Bernstein's West
Side Story." .
He earns under. $12,000 but he
is not ready to quit. After all, he
has managed to travel a ndIive
in London for a year and to per-
form his music at Covent Garden
and Leicester Square, where he
plans to return soon.
"I wouldn't want to change this
for anything else in the world,"
he said. "Things would be harder
if I made a $100,000 a year and
I hated my job."
Tickernextthe
"Things would be
harder if I made a
$100,000 a year and
I hated my job."
Also, according to
Higginvottan, performers that
display MUNY's badges are ex-
empt from harassment and
tickets. According to MUNY, 1
10 musicians are already mem-
bers of the program with 15 to
20 to be admitted each year.
But performers aren't as op-
timistic about MUN¥'s pro-
grams as Higginvottan.
Mr. Joe, a 49-year-old violon-
cellist at Union Square, who is
not a licensed by MUNY,
thinks the program is an
outrage."That is bull. ... It de-
stroys the arts," he said. "They
want to get credit for giving
music to the subway when we
are the ones that are doing it
all." Mr. Joe, who declined to
give his real name but asked
to be called Mr. Joe for this in-
terview, recalls having been
fined up to $75 for playing his
violoncello on train platforms.
But luckily enough it doesn't
happen too often.
On behalf of MUNY's defense,
Higginvott.an said thatva lot of
people feel that way, but many
others prefer to have our per-
mits because they feel safer."
Lockwood, the guitarist at
Grand Cen tral, shares Mr.
Joe's pessimism about MUNY's
program. "It is difficult to get
a permit," he said. "You have
to send in a tape and hope that
•ln
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"I make $30 to $100 for a one-
hour set during peak hours,
3:30 to 8:00 p.m.," he said. "But
in the summer, you can play on
the streets and make more
money."
Like other fellow musicians,
Lockwood enjoys giving out to
the public and connecting with
people via his music. Aside from
playing in the halls and corri-
dors of the subway, he plays in
a friend's band and forms duos
with Carolina Slim, another
subway guitarist, "to do really
well."
Subway performers have been
presen t at stations for years
and many of them have been
victims of police harassment
and recipients of fines that
range from $25 to 100 dollars -
mostly given for performing on
train platforms and in corri-
dors; but in 1988, things
changed.
The Metropolitan Transit Au-
thority (MTA) formed an agency
that licensed subway perform-
ers. Currently, Music Under
New York (MUNY) issues 20
permits a year and holds audi-
tions every May 18. "We look for
talent and suitability for the
subway," said Gina
Higginvottan, a consultant for
the program. " They can't be too
loud," she added.
Ideal candidates are those
who can convince a professional
panel -cornposed of other ·per~
formers and station crew mem-
bers - that their music can
charm subway folks.
Higginvottan explains that
MUNY is the only program in
the world that assigns sched-
ules for musicians to perform at
certain stations. "That is what
makes us unique," she said.
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By Ivan Castano
Sounds of the Under
If you have ever gone to the Stu-
dent Life Office, (and I know you
practically live there -;.fyou -
hold a' club officerpositiori)
then -you may have seen this .-face.
S~e is always smiling- and'--ready
tel,offer her assistance. Her face
has matured some but she doesn't
look like she has one foot in the
grave. Who is she?
Afternoons at 42nd Street /
Grand Central Station are often
annoying and unpleasant. Hun-
dreds. of cranky and rushed
commuters bump and push each
other as they wai t on platforms
or as they enter the already
crammed trains.
But today, travelers can get
some respite from the usual
hustle and bustle. Pierre,
Daniel Jr., and Jessica Con-
stant, three kids' from Queens,
are cheering-up the day. Their
engaging performance of
Beethoven's First Symphony
draws a large crowd around
them and people are charmed.
"They help the time to go faster
while you are waiting," said
Monique Flenroy-Brown, a 49-
year-old paralegal and part-
time student at Baruch College.
" They give you peace of mind."
The kids play the violin and
they are here today for exposure
and to help pay for their $4,600
yearly tuition at the Guilliard
School Of Music," said Daniel
Constant, the children's father,
who enrolled Pierre and Daniel
in the academy last year.
But unlike Daniel Jr., 13,
Pierre, 11, and Jessica, 7, who
have their parents' support in
achieving their musical goals,
most musicians at the city's
subways perform with other in-
terests in m in.d and music is, for
a lot of them, their sole means
of support.
Yeremiah Lockwood, a 1 9-
year-old guitarist from New
York, claims to earn $700 to
1,000 a month from playing
blues and Middle Eastern mu-
sic at the Western wing of
Grand Central Station.
/
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TO OUR FRIENDS IN HILLEL!
OUR BEST WISHES ON THIS
SPECIAL ANNIVERSARY.
FROM THE
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER AT BARUCH COLLEGE,
OFFICE OF CAMPUS MINISTRY.
Put on )'our ~1 70's threads. and ~JCt
read)" to boogie all Bight long!!
PLACE POSTERS
ON NYC COLLEGE
CAMPUSES!
Get advance pay
& commissions later.
E-mail:
info@:>ptimigration.com
International Students
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DRAFT PICKS WANTED!
AGE:
STAll
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so: FEMAlE
As much as we hate to rub It In, it's almost timeto get a job-you know. enter the rat
race--pav back those student roans-Deps! We realli didn't mean to remind you about that
Reality bites. But check out this reality We are looking for real smarties, like yourself. to jom our
winningteam 'Nhy us? Well. noIndustry IS enjOYing faster growth or offeringbetter salesoPP,or·
tunrtres than tocav's copier/printer protessron And no company is benefitingfrom this revolution
more than AOE RICOH. the $85 million. wholly owned subsidiary of $11 billion Alcoh
Corporation'
We are seeking tlighly mouvatec grads, who have t~e determination and relationship-building
skJlls needed to sell these Incredible systems to medium size and fortune 500 clients. We offer
complete and continuous training, along With growth opportunJties,. Our bU~iness has grown
100% In the last 3 years because we promote on ability, not seruontv. You" be making r8(l1
money in no time
We offer a competitive base salary, bonuses and
full benefits package (Includmg 401 k) To apply,
Call 1-800-TEAM-AOE. Or visit our Website at:
WNW aoencon.com We are an equal opportUnity
employer andsupportdiversity inthe workplace.
CLASSIFIEDS
Earn Serious Money
From
The Technology Revolution·
Build your own business FIT or PIT and be a part of
a billion-dollar' company specializing in technology
service. Partner up with WORLDCOM, IBM,
NETSCAPE, ORACLE, and many more... VIle are
NOT looking for investors. Learn more by calling
(212) 613-1695 (recorded message), If interested call
(212) 779-0852 for further information
IIIADOrno.. TOWAlKIIIG, I c.uVOWIITEEI TO IIElP PRODDaTHE MNT. PlWE CAll ME.
I CAN'T COllI TOTHE AIDS WALK. HERE ISMY TAX-D£DUCTIIU CO,mUBUTlOIi OF $ (PLWE MAKE (IIECK PIYULE TO AIDS WAIJ( lEW,on OIlWIlY').
PLWE SEJlD ME Ayom IHISTIATlON FOI1I. I lEEDTO (RE) REGISTtR TO Yon.
lAME &.
EVttfING 'HOllE (
an
COMPAIY ISCHOOl/TlAM IIAME (IFAllY)
C tiCkets aVailable at: 1. Student center(15th FlJ60 p~!
2. Caribbean Club Room (rm 1435,360 pAS)
Cultural JVill.ht Is Back
i *Reggae Artist: Red Rat, Goofy & Hawkeye
; *Soca Artist: Denise Belfonte
,
i *Spoiled Brats *Fashion Show *Calypso Dance
i *Fashion Show *Hip Hop Dance *Comedians
*Haitian Dance *Latin Dance *Reggae Dance
. *AND MANY MORE!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!! !!1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1!!!! !!!! !!!1
AluDlDUS
---..-n· Week Is Here!!!Caribb-...
continued [rom page 23
quality, which is appreciated by our group."
At a certain point. GS realized that they
were flying potential recruits from all over
the nation when there is a good source of
recruits right here in the Metropolitan area;
their work force was not diversified enough.
That can explain the fact the GS recruited
about 10 CIS graduates from Baruch, as re-
ported in the previous edition of The Ticker
by Elaine wo.
It is also important to note that Mr. Hall
represents a new trend in the business world.
These days professionals are expected to be
- . .
socially involved. nOI only wo r rv about their
0\\-11 financial wealth. NIr. Hall is not a profes-
sional recruiter, yet he puts time and effort
to help establish first iriterview opportunities
in Baruch. He shared with the audience his
insights about the job-hunt process. mainly
its interview section, as it seen by recruiters.
Have a strong start and a strong finish. be
goal oriented, show your enthusiasm, learn
about the firm and the position you apply
for, were some of the points he discussed. He
stressed that, "this inrmation is publicly avail-
able, use it."
A question that was raised by the audience
was whether non-CIS majors or students who
take CIS as a minor should apply for IT posi-
tions. Mr. Hall said that even Math and Chem-
istry graduates were recruited by his depart-
ment, yet they had to work harder to prove
that they possessed a strong computer apti-
tude.
Raymund Chau, who is the president of the
eISS, and also one of the students who was
recruited to GS, summed the presentation by
saying, "It was a huge success." Since it is his
last semester in Baruch the next meeting of
the club will be dedicated to elect new club
officials to this less than a year old club.
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Thursday May 14, 1998
THIS S~RING'SFINAL OPEN HO'USE FOR THE NEW BS
DEGREE IN REAL ESTATE AND METROPOLITAN DEVELOP-
MENT & YOUNG PROFESSIONALS CAREER EVENING
5:30-7:00 pm
(Over sandwiches and sodas:)
Come to hear about the new BS degree in real estate and
metropolitan development and join a roundtable discus-
sion on real estate management
Newman Institute Young Professionals Career Evenings
A series ·of eight monthtynour-tonq 'presetrtetionssmd discussionsiover
refreshments, with young leaders of the real estate industry in New York.
These evenings are especially planned. lor Baruch/Newman Institute stu-
dents considering careers in real estate. Each presentation highlights a dif-
ferent component of the metropolitan area's real estate industry.
-Leern about different kinds of real estate jobs
-Ask questions about what you would be doing on the day you start work
-Meet both recent college graduates and the prime young leadership of the
real estate industry
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YOUNG PROFESSIONALS CAREER'EVENINGS ..
• ;*.;~ .. ~.
.' -'<~;~:. ":-.r::MonthIY;.:~~f:'.:.···- .
.5:3Q-7:0tJPM,$eptember 1~7-Miil.·t~ ..'. .
.- . . .... . ~ ". '. 1:"~-'-~;'" '.. . .•. " ' ...
At ·theNewman·Library Confersiiliii:Qmter:, "... .: ».: . .:
- .. .':.', . . . '. '.~ifi/}·.~ .: .~' . ,.. ','.' ." " ' . _: .
151 East 25th Street (between LfifJifrtjton ilnd·..rhicd1Wenues} Boom :763
. - "'. . .' .' . ' .·~ ..t.t~~: .....: t " • :", .. ~. ...)t... .' ~~. : ... ' ..", ."
. Watc~ for dates on 'each month~~$fer ~nnoUI)f?8ineilt:. . .
. . . . '.: '. . . ;,:~~~~:~. ~~.:,: : -, , . '. .. .', .: . '~":';: '. -. '.' :.
:", .
. 'For more information 'and to RSfe~:'
. Contact Sara Hi/skaat 802-5940':!J~Y.
Young Professionals
Career Evening 8
THE STEVEN L. NEWMAN
REAL ESTATE INSTITUTE
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Continued on page 32
"God is a living man." ("Get Up, Stand Up"
- Burnin', 1973).
Ifwe define.all our genres from the origi-
nal man's descendants, or better said,
diaspora, we see that each musical form
has developed to what hip hop. culture's
current ideology and spirituality is today.
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The Foundation Behind Hip Hop's Spirituality
By Edward Rodriguez
There are manyMCs, b-boys, grafartists, etc., who
become quite upset when one tells them that the
culture they helped create and build has incredible
social power and spiritual significance today; They
become defensive when one tells them that their
culture is an ever-growing faith or religion. While
they cannot escape the aforementioned truths, their
apprehension and anxiety towards them are rea-
sonable and expected.
When one looks forone particularmessage ofspiri-
tuality; there is one that has literally fought its way
to our realization, has been present in other musi-
cal genres and been shunned by the majority This
idea that we are God is one the most important
themes ofhip hop. The lessons taught by the Na-
tion of Gods andEarths (also known as the 50/0
Nation, based on the 100% theory revealing that
85% of the people are dumb, deaf and blind, with
10% being those showing false truth and teaching
wrong fads. The ensuing 5% are those few poor ...
righteous teachers who teach the troth to the chil-
dreri) believe that theoriginalman isGod.v'I'hese
lessons are really an elaborate set of'historical teach-
ings that attempt to destroy the hypocrisies of op-
pressive documentation that excludes us.
These lessons show that the original man is the
first man ever on the planet Earth. Being that this
first man is Black means that today's original man
must be all ofthe Black man's descendants. 'Ibday;
we see the proliferation ofthese themesand lessons
in the works of Wu-Tang Clan, Gang Starr,
GoodieMob, 0utKast, Poor Righteous 'Ieaeh-
ers, etc.
The roots ofhip hop are heavily based on pre-
vious genres that have lent themselves to being
a guide to these powerful messages of spiritual-
ity. With the sound systems of reggae being one
of the more obvious examples, we may fail to see
that the ideologies ofRastafarisnism have also
enlightened hip hop culture with the realization
ofrevolution, exodus and that I and I means you
and I. However, as seen in the works of Bob
Marley and the Wallen, they; too, saw that
. --" "' ".' ... - . -' ...... ,.' .
..
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Study abroad can be a life-changing experience.
Learn a new language, make international
frfends, learn more about yourself and your own
culture, learn about your heritage and increase
your understanding of the world...all while earn-
ing CUNY college credit!
Semester programs in China, Ecuador, Greece,
and Italy
Summer programs in Denmark, Ecuador,
England, and Italy
For more information, please contact:
The College of Staten Island
Center for International Service
North Administration 2A, Rm 206
2800 Victory Blvd., Staten Island. NY 10314
Telephone: (718) 982-2100
Fax: (718) 982-21 08
Member of The College Consortium for
International Studies (CCIS)
The College of Staten Island/CUNY sponsoring
overseas programs for over 14years
FinancialAid Applies / Scholarships Available
SEMESTER
& SUMMER
A B R'Q-A .. D
PROGRAM
6:00PM - 10:00PM
7 DAYS A WEEK
CHINA
Cbinese Studies
Cbinese Language
ECUADOR
Intensive Spanish
laUD American Studies
General Studies
GREECE
Gnek language
Gnek Cililization &Culture
General Studies
ITALY
Art &Art History
Italian Civilization &Culture
InlaDSive llalian
International Business
ItalianSIDdies
IlIIaraatioaal Relatioas
TJae College ofS!at8n Island
CitJ University of New Yori•
WITH COLLEGE ID AND A PURCHASE OF A BUFFET
S EN
FINE PAKISTANI AND INDIAN CUSINE
99 LEXINGTON AVE.(CORNER OF 27TH AND LEX)
212 - 683 - 2323
11:00 AM - 3:00PM
7 DAYS A WEEK
Treatment cycle monitored at
Reproductive Medicine Associates
on the Upper East Side.
REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE AsSOCIATES, LLP
58 East 79th Street, New York, NY 1002]
•
For more information on being
an egg donor. please call
I (800) 824-3123.
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FREE SOFT DRINK
Associated with
The Institute for Reproductive Medicine
and Science of Saint Barnabas Medical Center
Livingston, New Jersey
ALL YOU CAN EAT
Lunch Buffet Dinner Buffet
Only $5.95 Only $8.95
AS AN EGG DONOR,
YOU CAN GIVE
THE GIFT OF LIFE.
Seeki ng healthy women.
ages 21-32, to donate eggs to infertile couples.
$5,000 compensation for your time and effort.
•
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slaves, as was in the 1800's, or aren't orce segregation, during the
1920's. It's only advanced into more sophisticated stages. Unfortu-
nately, for many to admit this they must accept that our oppressors
have manipulated the gains that we have made. That's certainly
true, though.
Check this out, though, baby. I've read that racism is really a so-
cial aspect that dragged from the feudal society. Now the brother
that wrote this did so in 1926, making it a good example of lacking
foresight. He says that a highly developed, completely pure capital-
ist society would be able to eradicate any racial discrimination. How-
ever, capitalism is just an elevated form of feudalism so oppressive
remnants of the prior must exist. Now, if we realize that pure com-
petition takes place for the attainment of capital-c- today, that trans-
lates to money - it is quite normal that this system would promote
any and all measures of survival.
Racism is a tool of race hatred yet its purpose is ultimately the
surviv.al of its.user who feels threatened. Capitalism supports greed,
thus, mcreasmg the actual creation of racial divisions and other
unified factions to survive, for those who normally couldn't do so
alone...
What? Ohh, I thought I answered that already. You know I love
you. I'm just telling you this 'cause you should know this ..."
"How can I promise you forever / when I can't even promise the rest of
the day / All I know is we started thi.sjourney together. .. "
Goodie Mob - "Inskal'ah"
"I told you that I love you. You never need to question if it's true.
Haven't I shown you this, too? I know I did, I ain't no fool. This time
I'll write it with the blue tool. I'll say that my mass forum may be a
word-limited-space, but my true born power is the refinement that
you've given my life's pace. Still, for us to love each other, knowl-
edge must give to wisdom. Understanding each other, we can al-
ways love each other with enlightening freedom. When you don't,
we can never make love eye to eye, chest to breast. You know that
the most money ain't the best, that one shouldn't follow the blind
path of the rest, so I know you'll always see through this mess. There
are things I need to show, experiences I need to share and emotions
I must relate to you, baby. I suffer that sacrifice of the poor righ-
teous teacher, being misunderstood by more than many. I've swept
the duties of the fare court slave in a family farm, and gotten from
sick to healthy in your arms. With Method Man as our priest, some-
where in '96, we got married, and when the time's right, you're the
Earth I want my seeds carried. In the love I'm in for many reasons,
'cause you fine as...well, right for all seasons. Most could not even
fathom, they be lookin at me like I'm 85 dumb. I thought these feel-
ings were only imaginative fiction and optimistic dreams, but the
soft hands holding me are as real as it seems. Zig-Zag-Zig, let every-
thing revolve, there's only one way it all will solve. I can't and won't
do this without you with I. I just know I love you, lady, beyond the
day that I die.
What? You understood all that? Of course you did. You always
do... I miss you, too.
"How can I promise you forever, / When I can't even promise the rest
ofthe day / All I know is we started this journey together, f and hope-
fully we can make it the rest of the way... "
Goodie Mob - "lnsha"ah"
"Well, I say / You're my beginnin', my end / You 'remy sista, lover and
friend / God is your light from within / It shines from your beautiful
skin I There's no me ifthere is no you / I hope that you understand...•
Goodie Mob - "Beautiful Slein"
Goodie Mob· "lnsha"ah"
"Hour-can. I promise you forever. .."
Goodie Mob - "lnshallah"
"Ahh, shit. Ahh shit. Fuckin' NBA. Niggas in the Bubble of Ano-
nymit~,just a bunch of bald, super athletic slaves buying toys, hoes
and bliss. Lost Brothers. They connected to the community 'cause
all the kids got they jersey and they plant trees in the suburbs. Fuck
the game if it ain't sayin' nothin', Chuck... Vengo de la tierra de gran
dulzura, la sabrosura... Damn, all these cats use to tell I to fuck the
old school, but then they got Puffed out. 'It's all good 'cause he's
bringing it back.' Niggas fuckin' stealing it now.
Manana por la manana, me voy pa Borinquen.... It's my time to
shin~ when I rhyme up in Sunset - what's goin' on with my man,
Ras?...1heard that -- Some people can't elevate above the six... Garvey
was a capitalist who did some good shit so that's why we should un-
derstand Selassie's importance... To the studio gangsta with the
metaphors in the punk magazines with the bitch editors...
What? Oh, baby, I wasn't sayin' anything. I was just talking to I.
What'd you wanna ask me? Do I love hip hop more than you? You're
not worried about other hoes; you're worried about that? .."
Theymet in the spring of 1995 as they were taught the simple
science of the mind. Introduced through a mutual friend, they
both would wonder the thoughts in each other's inner mind's His 10th jewel missed him just like he did her, yet he seemed
eye, with their psychology texts being left behind. He would to react differently. He became swallowed in books, music
walk her to the train and hear her stories of a dog named and more work. He'd visit her after class but it became too
Tiguere and tasty Dominican food. Though she would tell difficult to arrange to meet. Trips through Harlem, the South
him that she 'knew nothing about hip hop, his love, he said it Bronx and Brooklyn's Sunset could not fit into a day of a thou-
didn't matter. He felt lie could teach her all about the cuI- sand duties so weekend visits were all that could be accom-
ture, the connected spirituality and the meaning of actually pUshed. Each weekend he would be reminded of his inspira-
being hip hop. You see, the times were reflected in him so he tion and purpose only making midnight train rides, back to
wasborn-thepowerto-'Write-hismeDtalmRR.ifestatieu8 -yells. BK,..morit.llainfgl~_.... .._.._..,.. '_~ ... ' __ "_'._.
for change;poeticrighteou8iu~Ssand thegifts-totmder8tand" '. S years·~ago,-he found her and he woUldu'iIetlove·slip-away;"'·
ably explain the environment around him and us. never. He just knew this•..
Eventually their ciphers would merge underground between
the paths of the R train and the 1 train uptown. That day, the
C cipher Powers were in disguise so his boombox playing
Mobb Deep's "Right Back At You" was their excuse to harass
him. He eventually was given a ticket to madness that threat-
ened to lead him farther into the jaws of the beast. However,
she tried her best to redirect his anger with a rose.
She tried to take his mind off the $60 ticket and the cop-
pers' rudeness with a sweet kiss from her luscious lips. Mind
you, she was a woman he labeled as one-whom-one-can-marry.
If the natural revolution of life took place he would eventu-
ally fall for her. He didn't want to have this, though. It was
neither due to a cliched fear of commitment or a lack of in-
tense physical attraction as opposed to the feeling of not hav-
ing things to offer her. He had no money to take her out - in
fact, he hardly could afford train fare to see her uptown.
But he kissed her anyway and kissed her the next day and
the next. They fell in love with each other because they could
understand each other. They would meet after their classes
and teach each other more of themselves. They found out
that the truly consistent sadness in their lives were the cir-
cumstances that drove them apart with the ending of each
day. However, they would have to be apart longer, and more
often, when she transferred to another school. And although
it was only in another borough they missed that time dearly•••
"Houi can I promise you forever, / when I can't even promise the rest of
the day... "
"How can 1 say I love hip hop more than you when hip hop is a part
of me. It is also what I am. But you're not just a part of me, you are
my reflection. What 1 am is what you are. We are each other. Look,
forget about that 'cause I was thinking of something I wanted to tell
you.
Racism is really ill defined, if you think about it. The universal
definition of racism is not the particular actions taken by our op-
pressors during a specific time period; rather it is the level of pro-
portional intensity by which numerous and varying subtleties exist,
in each era of time, allowing inequality, subliminal stereotypes and
just fuckin' us up. Racism hasn't lowered because we are no longer
I
j
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know / "God is Every Man ofBlackness" / The Lord
has spoken through me / and the G-Mo-BF' While
they often stress a need for prayer to the creator,
they acknowledge that we are God and must take
the responsibility to reflect this.
Along with the wide acceptance ofthis across bor-
ders and waters, confusion arises to those who can-
not understand this knowledge and resultant wis-
dom. Many see MCs, particularly the Wu-Tang
Clan, as hypocritical, with their commentary show-
ing a duality of wrongdoings and new-found righ-
teousness. They fail to take into account hip hop's
storytelling tradition and portrayal of one's reality
making all ofan Me's life -- righteous or devilish --
part of their lyrical repertoire. In fact, the history
behind the growth of the Nation of Gods & Earths
has been through those most downtrodden broth-
.ers and sisters most affected by tricknology These
Mes telling us we are God are pointing to self for
strength, guidance and blame. A God isnot expected
to be perfect but it is mandatory that they strive for
it. '
Hip hopper's today, epitomized by the lyrics of
Gang Starr's Guru on Moment Of Truth, realize
that hip hop's spiritualitycomes withproperly merg-
ing the facts, ideologies and ethereal aspects of our
ancestors thoughts, work andstruggles. Itwill even-
tuallyprogress to the one themethatbinds us. Peace
to the Gods and Earths.
...:~ (left) and Big Hoi of0utKastbringreabs
of spirituality and self-savior seeking thinking
from Atlanta.
...q;-,.\.I .,. -.... :"; .. ".,. #. '::<..:N~..4/f .~.
, ".'. ..... "'.: .'. "..." . . ..,. . ," .~ . ... . . :.
Goodie Mob's debut album., Soul Food, acknowledges that "we are God" while their cur-
rent work, StiU Standing, builds on the responsibility of this empowerment.
Continued from page 31
A focus on the precedinggenres to hip hop, during
the 1970's including salsa, reggae, R&B/Soul, etc.,
we see and hearever emergingsocial, economicand
political issues of relevance, with a numinous foun-
dation. With the creationandensuingdevelopment
of hip hop we have the most sophisticated musical
genre in the history of the original man's music.
The structure of the hip hop song, itself: lends it-
self to a depth and content that just cannot be
achieved in other genre~.With rhyrningverses sp0-
ken to us, as opposed to being sung, it is possible to
say so much more than an average reggae song, per
say; The incredible detail that salsa'sRuben Blades
gave to his famous tale of a drug dealer, on "Pedro
Naoaja" tSiembra, 1978), becomes ordinary in com-
parison to the amount of content that today's better
MCs can offer on any given track.
In addition, hip hop acknowledges its direct and
indirect relationship with struggle and oppression.
The importance of this is seen in today's lyrics re-
vealing a clear understanding of who their oppo-
nents and enemies are. In realizing that the origi-
nal man is God, hip hoppers see who they are and
who their enemies are.
Again, "Get Up, Stand Up" is one ofthe most cru- tion. As we have seen, fighting through gangsta
cial songs in hip hop history, let alone reggae's, as rap, hip pop and the present day; disco pop rap, this
they pointed out a true enemy in our oppression - ideal has been brought out by the most stringent
our mental state. The lyrics reading 'Most people sellout-haters.
think great God toill comefrom the sky / Take away The magic of this statement that we are God, is
eo'rythirig, and make eu'rybody feel high / But ifyou that it has proven to be universal to all those MCs
hnoto what life is worth / Thu would look for yours who have developed their own distinct religiosity
on earth! And now you see the light / YOu stand up It thus, becomes impossible to dismiss the impact of
foryour right... ,"force a lot ofempowering responsi- this as a fanatic cult only affecting those thugMCs
bility to us. The impact of this is great as Bob from the NewYorkarea The music ofGoodie Mob,
Marley's ability to gain mass appeal positively af- OutKast, Witchdoctor and the rest of the Orga-
fected so many, now seeing the "guide" of spiritual- nized Noize crew support this, as well, despite get-
ity in a different way. tingto this ultimate conclusion in varyingways and
The first hip hop LP to enlighten on this theme, different circumstances.
along with theIessons of the Nation of Gods & On . OutKast's . 1994 -debut,
Earths, was Eric B &Rakim:'s Paid In Full. Like Southernplayalisticadillaamuzik, BigBoi acknowl-
Bob Marley; Hakim masterfully infused tight battle/ edges the mutant gene that spawned the Cauca-
party lyrics with subtle references to lessons and sian man and their resultant grafting process
points of the Nation. Hakim's legacy- as being hip ("D.E.E.P.''). In 1996'sAtliens,OutKast'sDrespoke
hop's greatest Me with one of hip hop's greatest al- ofr the grafting process and alluded to the lessons of
bums reflects today's pattern of hip hop's best ex- the white man's oppressive struggle for survival.
pounding on these themes. 'Thisembracingofmanymilitant ideologiesandrevo-
Hip hop music eventually would evolve through lutionary historical data leads to 1995's Soul Food
excellent social and political commentary, and revo- ,LP by Goodie Mob. Cee-Lo states on "Fighting"
lution, fighting the expected battles with exploita- that if "you. take away one "O~' and it will let you
",/:,. , t:;~~~>. ': ';>jtU~if~~"· ~(r"*}', ,.+"',~,:,:,,,;<-"~'" '" ',.'-;" "i' \, WIIi~~~r "%•..:i.~".""'.•. ..'~'<:, ~',._.-.--::Jt;..·•...,,; ,:.•' ' -~'..""_•.' ~~~';'~t.:·.?,.: ~ ;~~. ~~j.' ~ - .'_.~ ~ ,,.. ~~
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Hakim's knowledge of the Gods, on Paid In Full, made him the father of all 50/:
influenced Mes.
•.'.
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Sitting alone on the subway
train, barely audible, David re-
sponded:
"1 can't call it."
This negro speaks ofrivers, .
most speak ofdams.
gatekeeper. They have to go
through me to get to him, to get
to you. That's the process, you
can't breach that! Ya'll are too
f*cking sensitive. Your bleeding
hearts on the sleeve are gonna
get us in a bad situation. I'm
only trying to protect our best
interests!"
"I don't think she's out to harm
us." Dasun replied.
''You let her too close, too fast,
God. You broke rule # one. She
gotta follow procedure! You
showed her ya' ass! You opened·
up, and in return she slammed
the door on you!"
"I think she will be different. I
know she's worth the effort."
"It don't matter, God. She be-
longs to someone else. It can
never be," Krazo retorted.
"Never say never."
"Cliches is bullsh*t, God. They
mean nothing."
"Anything means nothing un-
less you give it meaning," said
Dasun.
"Whatever man. Dave, what'cha
gonna do?"
had you open! Did you REALLY
think that cupid was gonna
shoot you in the ass this year?
That's bullsh*t, all we got is us,
God."
"Misery loves company," re-
torted Dasun.
"What the f*ck are you talking
about? We're the three muske-
teers out this motherf*cker! We
don't need no female intruding
in on our cipher!," said Krazo.
''You know we need something
other than ourself. You know it.
I know it. You know it because
I know it. What good is the Sun
without an earth to receive it's
life-giving rays? We hold it
down, true, but that isn't keep-
ing us warm at night."
"All for one, one for all, cause
__ ~e.n..;;>·~~ ALL IS FAIR IN LOVE AND
'W~--=7;:'-- WAR.
................ .-...-.. ...~~
~"...,.,...: ......~~~ ...:....
~~::::;:2::.. ·~~EPlLOG(fflf·
.'~ I was fighting / out ofcon-
trol/ the wrong way! I was
rubbed / I was about to
::; crash and burn / until you
1;!(: showed me love / I was hate-
~ s>: ful / despiteful! A burningi ",.~<,>, 'btJball of rage / until you\. .N~~~~~:~l ~h=tt~~:~n~ ~fi~l;~
., .~ to the brim with grief/until
~you came along and turned
-c~ over a new leaf/ I was
o
" . - ..g calmer / ready to give up the
".-- ---. ~-~,~*-~ ~{i;:;~~~>?,~;~-i~~J):-- ~mayhem / Then you let me4.~~ ~'\~;;~~'~'<''';'"' ~ left
, . '.'Jf~ .', ' " " S. down / or betteryet / you
we all are one! Why do we need me hanging / I hope he
another?" treats you polite / Me? I'm
"She wants to help us out. She. . , .
feels for us. Empathy. Sym~" taking fligh: t you gottago
"We don't need no f*cking pity, through hell to come out
God. I can handle dis'. You right / so that I don't cry / I
heard that ya.ng she was t~lk- laugh I putting my weight
ing on the tram about us being on my staff/ I was ready to
antisocial, God?" k / AT r. b k
''That's not what she said, and ma e peace ivou: m ac
besides what do you expect her on war's path.
to think? She sees too much of
you in David. She hasn't really
seen me," said Dasun.
"Yo," began Krazo, "I can't be al-
lowing just anybody to know
sh*t just like that. I can't let
anybody hurt ya'11, God. We're
all we got. If they hurt you, they
hurt him, and if they hurt him,
they hurt me! I ain't trying to
hear that. I ain't trying to be
hurt... I have to cover for ya'11.
I'm doing it for our own good.
I'm the guardian. I'm the
-"-,-,~,~~"~,,,,,;.'~
whenever you can, wherever
you can, however you can, and
fu *k trying to be some bit*h's
man!"
''What is sex without love," said
Dasun, "intercourse without
passion. It'll leave you empty
when you need to be filled. I
think she can fill you, I know
you can fill her. You can quench
her thirst and she can feed your
hunger. I bear witness to this,
SHE HAS THE ATTRIBUTE!"
"HULLO!," shouted the first
voice. "Were you listening?
Mothaph*cka, can you HEAR?
SHE GOT A MAN!"
"Yes Krazo, I heard her. You
called her O.P.P., ifmy memory
serves me correctly," said
Dasun.
,~
"And after you wrote her all
that BULLSH*T. Always want-
ing to take chances 'with that
pitiful ass bleeding heart of
yours. I told you to do the
knowledge. I told you f*ck that
Shakespeare sh*t, say and do
nuthin' and peep the shape of
things first, you'd see what the
dilly was. BUT NO! One conver-
sation and your ass is up on
cloud nine, telling her your life
story, pouring your guts out,
having thoughts of doing the
impossible. That's why I in-
sisted on that escape clause in
that Psalm. I knew you were
going to play us with that sh*t!"
"KRAZO!, you never give me a
chance to work things out before
you start jumping the gun try-
ing' to override 'me. Let me
handle the situation for a
change."
"That Valentine's day bullsh*t
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By David Blanks
OPENING THOUGHT:
Some wonder why / I don't
walk around with a grin /
When they don't know where
I'm going / or even where I've
been / L don't wear sh*t eat-
ing grins cause I don't like .
eating sh*t / I do smile when
I'm happy / but not to be a
phony hypocrite I I don't
carry myself in that way or
fashion/ I'm a builder by
nature, check my ways and
actions. / Instead of con-
demning me and trying to
make me ration / my ener-
gies / try to understand, em-
brace me in mypassion / let's
stand side by side and to-
gether make it happen
EPISODE IX:
THE LONG RIDE HOME
David took his seat quietly,
exhaled, and stared out into
the nothingness which met
his gaze as the train made its
way through the tunnel. He
knew they wouldn't remain
silent much longer. He sa-
vored the precious moments
he had left to reflect on what
had just occurred. Time ran;·'~'~r.zM"""""'_
out. " .., ~"i-"-- -.......--.. ..".........~~.
. . . f~~-:s:
"You should've known 1t was too ;" ..._...__...~_;.>--=.:..-=--L:."''-
good to be true. You should have:
known she was taken. She was:
too kind, too open, too receptive, 1
too tender, too feminine. She lis-
tened to you. She seemed in-
trigued. You have common in-
terests. You should have known
it was all an illusion," said a
voice.
"Don't listen to him!," said an-
other voice, "Hear what he ac-
tually is saying! She did listen.
She was receptive. Where there
is hope, there is a will, and if
there is a will, there is a way.
Even if there is ~o hope, if there
is a will, there is a way! Listen.
She will show you the way. Do
the knowledge to what the wis-
dom says. The wisdom is the
way. Listen to her just as she
listened to you. Listen to her
and she will listen to you even
more. Soon she will hear the
cries of your inner soul. When
that happens, she will respond.
You know this. I know you feel
·t "1 .••
"Dasun is full of sh*t, duke,"
said the first voice. "She's a car-
rot on a string attached to a
long stick, and you, my friend,
are the ASS following behind it!
But you'll never get it: No mat-
ter how hard you push up, or
how fast you trot, you'll never
catch up to her.
How many times have you got
on this pseudo-spiri tual soul
mate crap that Dasun be pimp-
ing and how many times has it
caused you grief? Get tha' pus*y
Patrick :Was he a Judas Priest
fan before?
continued on page 40
obsessive compulsive behavior,
and just banged on the door of the
studio. The door opened and I
said "Hey, can you show me
around?" Dave Ogilvie was there
to answer the door and showed
me the place. Trent came around
30 minutes later and that started
our friendship.
Rob: If my memory serves me cor-
rectly, he never told me anything
about him being a Priest fan. I
mean, he was a die-hard Kiss fan,
but not a Priest fan. Maybe he liked
some of the elements, but it wasn't
important. The new material,
though, he did like. There was some-
thing there that made him want to
become an additional writer and an
executive producer. All of these
amazing things started to happen,
so I really don't know if we are an
industrial, modern rock or cutting
edge band. I guess we will have to
wait and see how we are perceived.
Rob: Right, and to some I'm a
new artist. The whole baby band
persona is what I'm going
through right now.
Living Legend, Rob Halford.
with next.
Patrick: Are you worried about
being labeled industrial or
electronica?
Rob: I don't know, I don't like
those words. The latest terminol-
ogy I saw about us in the press
was neo-gothical. Its difficult to
pin us down and that's because
of what Trent Reznor and Dave
Ogilvie of Skinny Puppy con-
tributed. There was a before and
after with the music because
when I met Trent two years ago, .
all the songs were already writ-
ten. That chance meeting...
Patrick: Which happened In
Mardi Gras, right?
Rob: Yeah, I had just stopped by
his"studio there when my friend
pointed it out while we were driv-
ing around New Orleans in the
pouring rain. I Just jumped out
of the car, a good example of my
Patrick: That's my honest opin-
ion, but how did you feel long
time fans to adjust to it? .
Rob: That's nice of you to say so,
thank you.
Rob: Yeah, you think so?
(chuckle)
Rob: Well, the only way that I
can gauge it so far is from the
mail that we get from our web
site. I got e-mail from people who
have been following me and my
career-since the start and I would
say what I'm getting is 99.9%
cool, its been very encouraging.
It makes me feel great that there
is a portion of people who stick
with me in taking thejourney and
adventures together and they
have been just real supportive.
Also, recently I got this e-mail
from a kid in Minneapolis who
said he' heard the record and the
single on the radio and liked what
... - .
he heard. He had no understand-
ing about who I am and where
I've been and where I've gone.
Patrick: Really, that must have
been very uplifting.
Rob: It's a great feeling because
you are connecting purely on the
real and only source that we're
about and that is the music.
Patrick: Rather than the curios-
ity of what you are coming out
'Patrick: Yes, it blew me away
when I first heard it.
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Confessions of a Priest
Metal God Rob Halford talks about his new band TWO
34
By Patrick Eves
Through many years of being a
metal maniac, I was deeply up-
set when Rob Halford decided to
leave Judas Priest in 1992 to pur-
sue-other musical adventures.
All I could do is spin Painkiller
on my C.D. player and hope for
that "reunion that may happen
one day. But five plus years down
the road, I can hold off on that
reunion tour. You see, Rob
Halford has a new band together
that has a massive sound along
with a mind blowing album. The
group is Two, and the album is
Voyeurs. The talent behind
Halford on this album are no
other than the man himself,
Trent Reznor, and a legend in his
own right, David Ogilvie of
Skinny Puppy.
Recently, I had the honor to talk
with Halford about his new direc-
tion, his coming out of the closet,
and why he likes the Jerry
Springer show so much. This is
how it went...
Patrick Eves: So, how's your day
so far?
Rob and John Lowery, dressed for a night on the town.
Rob Halford: Pretty good, some-
thing about Mondays where ev-
eryone is recovering from the
weekend. So its always a good
way to start off, making new
friends and talking about the
music. Its always an exciting
moment to start talking and ex-
changing information.
Patrick: Your new album is dif-
feren t, in sound and lyrics.
I.
i '- -.~
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PART-TIME JOB
OPPORTUNITIES
Available As
Package Handlers
LOAD AND UNLOAD TRAILERS'
$8.50 & $9.00/hr. To Start
Plus Tuition Assistance
IMMEDIA TE OPENINGS
Evenings & Overnight Shifts Available
Apply In Person Weekly
Mon. and Fri. from 8:00am-11 :30am
Wednesdays from 1:OOpm - 4:00pm
RPS, INC.
55-90 47th Street
Maspeth, (Queens) NY 11378
(next to the Dept. of Sanitation building)
For subway directions call 718-456-7510
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.New York City Employees' Retirement System
220 Church Street
New York, NY 10013-6301
Attn: NYCERS Job Opportunities
or fax us the information at:
(212) 442-5118
. ..~.
We're looking for currently enrolled full-time.
students to work as College Aides now and next
school year (12 to 17 hours weekly) and to work
full-time after graduation.
If you are what we want - send your resume and
letter of interest to:
NYCERS offers good pay, great benefits for full-
. time employees, and an amazing opportunity to
sharpen the skills you already have in a workplace
that needs you.
TAKE THIS TE5TNOWI
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-DESSERIS
- CHEESE TAN FS '
-CANAPEs
ASK ABOUT OUR DELIVERY
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:Most castles are made ofsand: Ours are made ofsugar!
r;[j our .. 1"17(,il1]/ art:zstU; ~es ... .. .Let us catergOUTparty.
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10-. DISCOUNr TO INSDRmONs, a.IIBS, AND CHURCHS
- HORS cr OEUVRES
EMPANADAS
- SMALL PASTRIES
--GRACE1S FOOD EMPORIUM--
RECEPTioNS ". ARTiSTic CAkES
- 8IIFFE1 FROID & HOT
SMALL AND LARGE Q.IIAN1I1ES
I Aced Every English Class I Ever Took
• True or False
Numbers Don't Scare Me -- Check My
Transcript
• True or False-
I Know More Than My Professors About
computers and the SoftWare That Runs Them
• True or False
I Like to Work and Eam
• True or False
., .
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JUNIORS AND SENIORS:
If you answered -True to every question.. you just
SCORED 100% on the pre-employment qualifying exam
for the New York City Employees' Retirement System!
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lithe and striking Casper Van Dien)
at oncea Britishgentleman and a child
of the African jungle is viewed as a
curiosity and a potential threat by the
British. Tarzan's allegiance is to the
native Africans and the integrity of
their land. He also has a love interest
in the comely Jane (Jane March) who
is a not the shrinking violet Jane has
beenportrayed as inpastTarzan films.
The story is not a revelation. This
film deserves appreciationfor stylishly
updating a genre, good acting by its
leads, and above "average special ef-
fects and and photography oftheAfri-
can landscape. Ifyou want to swing
on a vine with the ''Lord of the ApeS'
its there and the animals won't bite.
Meanwhile back at home..~r
League: Back to the MinorS can
really only be recommended to die
hardbaseballfans, fans ofthe "Major
League"seriesofwhich this is the third
film, orchildren.
There's nothing terrible about this
mild tale told with slapstick macho
humorofa minor leagueball club (The
Buzz) and its new manager (Scott
Bakula-best known for ~s
"Quantum Leap). ·In fact all the ac-
tors are likable. It'sjust that the story'
(incompetent ball club gathers forti-
tude despite theirshortcommings just
. in time towin the biggame) is getting
a little tired. Remember, most fans of
Abbot and Costello didn't see their
22nd film either.
Ifyou can't get enough of the Yan-
kees and Mets, want to take the kids,
or live for Jock Jainsyou should enjoy
"thismovie.
In a completelydifferentvein is TWo
GirlsAnd a Guy from Fox Search-
light Pictures. Writtenand directed
by James 'Ibback this film, set more
like a play with three characters asks
the question: What is the limit ofone
man's capacity for deceit in his rela-
tionships?
Robert Downey Jr. is Blake
Allen a talented actor, singer and la-
diesmanwitha beautiful Soho loft (the
film takesplaceamong its sumptuous
interiors). When Carla, (Heather
Graham) and Lou (Natasha
Gregson Wagner), two attractive
youngwoman meet outsidehis loft and
find outhehas been seeingthe both of
them the trouble begins and the film's
action is set in motion.
When Blake returns to find the two
women in his home the psychologieal
safari begins. 'The characters are vari-
ously, angry, abusive, and loving to-
wards one another. We also learn of
Blake's obsessive tendencies towards
his mother.
The three actors are superb.
Downeyhasseveral scenes thatcould
become classics. Wagner's Lou is
street smart and has many dimen-
sions as shepressesBJakerelent1essly
to reveal his boorish behavior. Carla
appears softerbut she too does not let
up as the two girls peruse the psyche
of the talented lout who has led two
women to believe each was his only
love.
Two Girls andA Guy is an excel-
lent look at the awkwardness of love
in contemporary times. More than
that it is that rare film of which you
can say nothing else around looks or
feels like it.
Gregson Wagner) meet.
Blake<ROberi~·Jr~)·With·}ili;'~
tricks in n"o GirlIl.antlA """-..:.-
By Josh L. Mellon
Ifbridgingthe gap between now and
the end of the semester seems an im-
possible task, if the summer with its
freedom (orhopefullyat least a change
ofpace) seems a distant and cruel mi-
rage you might want to consider one
of the time honored American escap-
ist routes-no not the -Ierry Springer
show, or the NBA play-offs, though
theyeachhave their, ahem, merits. No
go to a movie! Yes, first run films are
expensive and yes the time to video is
now brief. But there are several new
releases in theaters now that are re-
ally worth seeing on the big screen,
however each one really speaks to a
certain kind of movie goer, allow me
to explain:
Warner Brothers offers a roman-
tic love story with an old premise but
a undeniablymodem feelingwith City
ofAngels starringNicolasCage and
Meg Ryan.. Ryan is Maggie Rice, a
surgeon who upon losing a patient
feels incredible pain and guilt, Cage is
Seth, the attending angel who greets
the patient at the time ofcrossingover.
Cage is taken with Ryan's beauty and
sensitivity Why dohumans feel these
things? What would it be to touch and
feel a material substance? What
would be like to touch the lovely Ms.
Ryan? Seth can't, he's on a different
plane.. Should he take the fall to ex-
perience human love? It's a dilemma
that must be resolved in the course of
the film.
Cage, who is proving to be one ofour
most reliable leading men gives a
strong' performance showcasing his .--
unique hunky/quirky combination.
MegRyan isa sweetheart, the viewer's
heart goes out to her. Helping Cage
and Ryan are two very different
though equally likable angels, Andre
Braugher (of TV's Homicide: Life
OnThe Street) lendshisusual grace-
ful presence as an angel whois Nicolas
Cage's friend and confidant. Dennis
Franz (NYPD BLUE) is fallen angel
NathanielMessinger. Franzotrers lev-
ity as an angel who has takenthe fall
and has been leading an earthly ex-
istence. Hediscusses thepro's and con
ofearthly life with Cage's Seth.
City OfAngels has much to offer.
A sincere, touching love story; fine act-
ing, a beautiful look thanks to John
Seale, thedirectorofphotography; and
a soundtrack with songs from Jimi
Hendrix,PeterGabriel, and Sarah
Mel.acblan among others.
City of Angels, is highly recom-
mend, especially for those looking for
a post-modern celestial boast orjust a
good old fashioned love story:
1\vo other offerings froin Warner
Brothers are also enjoyable fare al-
though each probablyhas a more spe-
cific audience that would appreciate
its efforts.
Taram and The Lost City is the
most recent cinematic take on Edgar
Rice Burroughs' tale ofthe English
lord who grew up in thejungles ofAf-
rica. This luscious looking film shot
with great skill in SouthAfrica is cer-
tainly the most modem, accurate de-
piction of the African climate to be
found in any film ofits genre.
The fairly simple story line consists
of British explorers who want to dis-
cover and plunder the mystical city of
Opar for their own gain. Tarzan, (the
+39·
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Album: Rated Next
Label: Arista Records
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Songs like "Sexitude," "Taste So
Good" and "Phone Sex". are as
silly and cliche as the last ten
By Edward Rodriguez
There are many reasons why
R&B has been stripped of respect
throughout this decade. Nowhere
is this disrespect seen better than
within hip hop circles. It seems
that everything that hip hop cul-
ture and its reflective accompa-
nying music represents, R&B is
quite the opposite.
With Keith Washington's KW,
we see exhibit A of what hip hop
hates. The image of anyone who
contributes artistically to hip hop
culture 'is a complete, truthful
portrait· of their .realrty, beliefs
and talents. That being said,
great hip hop acts. However, as-
piring R&B acts never face this
dilemna today as their beliefs fit
into the industry's need for frivol-
ity and an absent essence.
While Marvin Gaye's struggle
for artistic originality, after 1970,
was often impeded, the success of
the Al Green's an d today's
Badu's and D'Angelo's becomes
puzzling and contradictory. This
may all have changed ifhip hop's
principles were able to reach the
third eyes of more people. How-
ever, the struggle that R.L.,
'lWeety .and T-Low have had in
bringing their soul all the way
,
from the Minneapolis/
St. Paul area to a mass
audience reveal our
. progress better.
They've sang,
'shopped their demos,
sang, persevered, sang
and hoped for a record
deal. When Next was
finally signed .by
Naughty By
Nature's KayGee,
they still had to have
patience as his Divine
Mill/Arista Records la-
bel imprint was still
awaiting finalization.
With Rated Next, Next
~st: Keith Washington seems on their way to commercial
Album: .KW success as the beginning of a
Label: MCA Records happy ending is brewing.
t· ~ However, this great story be-
mge '.:-If comes sad when one actually
Keith Washington must be the hears their music -- exhibit B of
Bizarro of this. He is a smooth, what hip hop hates. They are a
experienced playa who knows trio of above average vocalists
nothing of life aside from getting whose music is best described as
his' freaK on":- .-- '. _.. - - f@C"krn'-tnirsic: '-'TI1ey-are~rlottring
Regardless of that, the hatred more than the next R&B act to "hit
comes from his quick shift in his Hot 97's hormone-filled playlists.
image. While Nike
sneakers need only
cheap labor and
sellout endorsers to
sell, the resurrec-
tion of an R&B ca-
reer needs only a
bright wardrobe
and played out
breaks. In the tra-
dition of the latest
sellout, Brian
McKnight, KWhas
this and more with
the jacking, stale
beat crew of Fred
Jenkins and vari-
ous others.
While most sore- .
throated R&Bers do well over
fast breaks and slow jam snares,
the former General Hospital
crooner's glaring weaknesses be-
come apparent often. The shift
in image proves more than fake
,as he sounds uninspiring over
these cheesy funk basslines and
R. KeHy~like lyrics. His worst
moment is his remake of l\larvin
Gaye's "You Sure Love To Ball"
(Let1s Get It On, 1973). His voice
'is comically not up to par and the
hard bass drums over Gaye's
original melodies reveal what a
bad career remake KW is.
The principles of integrity
naturally do not fit the goals and
purpose of any capitalistic indus-
try. This is easily proven with the
commercial failure of so many
J
~ist: Tito Nieves
Album: Dale Cara A La Vida
Label: RMM Records
Rating: 000
,,~,
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Does he perform the formula well? The success of
today's salsaisdependent upon a favorable response
to this question. Each musical genre created'by
Blacks and Latinos in the U.S. has been modified
and diluted to fit the tastes ofa mass audience.
Sadly; salsa has lost a lot ofits essence and power
due to this. There are no more Ismael Rivera's .
greeting us "Ecua Jei" and showing love para. "Las
Caras Lindas de mi gente negras,"no more Hector
Lavoe's composedofJibaro, Tainoyche andno new
Willie Col6n's telling the real about "Calle Luna,
Calle Sol" with politically incorrect thoughts about
"El Gran Varon." There really are no messages of
struggle and Puerto Rican independence dreams
that were found in the recordings of Ismael
Miranda,Ray Barretto and Ruben Blades.
Thday's salsa has superior singers like MareAn-
thonyandlndiayet lacksanyincrementalthemes
portraying our lives. Aside from dissing una
bandolera and la ausencia de una mujer, salsa is
plain Puerto Rican pop music. Nevertheless, with
TIto Nieves, we have a well traveled salsero who
bas had four gold records as. a solo arti~. since his
'80'sdayswithCoquntoClasico. WithDole Cam
A La Vula, he is assisted by producer Ricky
Gonzalez to give us another above average record
in this stale salsa era.
While this record has today's monotonous feel to
it, the percussion with George Delgado on con-
gas, Ray ·ColOn on bongos and Pablo Nunez on
timbales give this record a tight sound The prob-
lems with the formula are seen in the lack of track
variety; asall are salsawithno son montuno, guarija,
etc, as Latin Music Online's Nestor Louis
pointedout, leavingonlyTitoNieves'interpretations
ofrepetitive lyrical themes to add the unique flavor.
The lyrics cover all the realms oftypical love imag-
ery; yet Tito flows nicely with a relaxing voice that
makes one want to dance or chill. Yes, Tito Nieves,
ultimately does perform the formula well.
-Edward Rodriguez
ment ("Science Project"). "Blessed Are Those,"
"Atoms 1b Adam"and "One Step"highlight Priest's
talents to use historical data to show how we got
lost up to this present point. Though he does battle
onsome tracks ("FakeMCs,""It'sOoer"), Priest lacks
the talents needed ofa soloMe to reinvent himself
freshly over each track. This hurtsashis content is
too dense to take in at once, twice or numerous lis-
tens.
Hisproduction team led by 4thDisciple (9tracks
done) withV-Kim the Illfigure, Truemaster and
TheArabianKnight contributing, createWu type
tracks thathover behind Priest's words, often mak-
ing it difficult to take" in each rhyme. However, the
tracks are certainly DJ worthy with 4th Disciple's
"Ifs Over"being one ofthe year's best tracks, being
a perfect creationofaural chaos. There are fewguest
appearances yet they are quite noteworthy as they
break the unvaried flow of Priest. GZAlGenius
and Inspectah Dek shine on "Cross My Heart"
while 01' Dirty Bastard lends a fat chorus to "If
lVu Don t Know."
HeavyMental is just that: an intense lyrical com-
position deserving of respeet and our time to deci-
pher, understand and build with.
-Edward Rodriguez
ornerICS
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i e t roug teo trac s sue as"T ey
Don't Dance No Mo'," "Ghetto-ology" and "Just
About Ouer:" While the latter is an interest-
ing rock track, the former two cuts have off-
beat breaks similar to Miami bass and
freestyle songs.
Lyrically, Cee-
Lo epitomizes the
infinite amount of '"
~'":(:
flows the Mob~"
delves into. Cee-
Lo travels from the
conversational
flows of "The FJ¥,pe-
rience" and "Gutta
Butta, " the speedy
flows of "Ghetto-
ology" and "The
Damn" to the su-
perb chorus-like
verses on- "Just
About Over,"
"Beautiful Skin"
and "Still Stand-
ing. " In additon,
Gipp, Khujo and
T-Mo all have im-
proved consider-
ably. Gipp seems
to have mastered
precise timing,
Kh . , .
',""' ~ ",' " ,,, ",',,«, " > 'C-,;"';"' .«-~<'M%.'~ UJO S enunCla-'''i~/'::~~t~:::-'\>?~:''~'~>~;~~:~;·;~~~~:?f''~:;~i:0;;.k=''''''' :,><>~f.:: ••".~~;;;;::ik~~~(:~~k~' ,. tion allows every-
A very risky option taken by few artists one to hear his deep slumtionary, while T-Mo
coming off a classic album is to experiment. alters his emotions 'skillfully, mirroring the
It is risky as it was certainly proven that ghetto brothers' mindstate.
they've found a perfect pattern that allows Goodie Mob is today's most progressive hip
you to excel. However, those who choose to hop group with the ability to make tracks that
experiment feel they would be repeating a truly inspire all its targeted listeners.
style they have already mastered. Goodie Backed by the equally advanced music of
Meb's Still Standing reveals they choose to OrgaDized-Noize,.their,rhym.esalways con-
experiment after their legendary debut in tain a well matched backdrop. It is very dif-
1995, Soul Food. ficult to make 15 hip hop tracks that sound
Soul Food was a complete book of the nothing like each other yet this is exactly
realms of ghetto life, struggle and search for what makes this album ·so remarkable. The
identity through knowledge of self. However, unifying theme of Still Standing, thus, be-
Still Standing explores with a variety of comes the really in-depth commentary on our
beats, tempos and lyrical flows one basic faults in acting like n*ggas ("The Experi-
theme - knowledge of self. ence"), the roles we play in our demise ("Gutta
By concentrating a whole album onjust one Butta"), the need to see our limitations to
theme they show incredible, foresight. Most destroy false ones placed on us ("I Refuse
quality hip hop artists attempt to make a Limitation"), the search for our power and
complete, varied volume of their thoughts in spirituality ("Distant Wilderness"), the envi-
each album. The lack of commercial support ronment that impedes righteousness ("Greeny
and various forms ofplaya hating, make most Green") and the acknowledgement of survival
artists rightfully see an immediacy that does through tough times ("Still Standing"). Still
not allow them the time to build on one spe- Standing will be one chapter of Goodie Mob's
cific theme. long book of our lives in musical rhymes.
Still Standing's experimentation is first vis- -Edward Rodriguez
:Artist: Killah Priest
Album: Heavy Mental
Label: Geffen Records
Rating: 0001/20
Lyrical content is the most valued asset in an as-
piringMC. While there are many elements needed
in anMC's packageto succeed, qualitycontentearns
instant respect and validity From the Wu-Tang
Clan, which extends into thousands of soldiers,
KiJJab Priest emerges with well earned props. As
an MC, Killah Priest is gifted with clear enuncia- .
tion and a distinct powerful voice. This is almost
necessary as his lyrics have an extrernelyhigh con-
centration ofmaterial spoken to us in a monotone,
conversational flow.
Killah Priest seems to be babblin' biblical refer-
ences andghetto slangto those unbeknownst. How-
ever, he really is a God who subscribes to the les-
sons of the 5% Nation. He speaks as a poor righ-
teous teacher who deciphers history, including the
Bible text, to find the original man's place in society
today and our prospective future.
This interesting perspective allows him to see
the strategies used by the powers-that-be to
control our lives C'Information") and environ-
..
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BESTDRUMMER: 1) LARS ULRICH 2) JOEY
KRAMER 3) TOMMY LEE 4) VINNIE PAUL 5)
PETER CRISS
~rJ.I:L.~~.1) METAlLlCA - RE-
LOAD 2) AEROSM1TH -lvINE LNES 3) MOT-
LEY CRUE' - GENERATION SWINE 4)
MEGADETH - CRYPTIC WRITINGS 5) KISS -
CARNWAL OFSOULS
BESTGUITARIS7: 1) KIR.KHAMME7T 2) JOE
PERRY 3) DIMEBAG DARRELL 4) ACE
FREHLEY 5) MICKMARS
BEST..BASSISJ} l)JASONNEWSTED 2) GENE
SIMMONS 3)MKKI SlXX.4) TOMHAMILTON
5) 7WIGGYRAMHlEZ
BESTFEMALE~ERFORMER: 1) UTAFORD
2) SEAN YSEULT 3) FIONA APPLE 4) JEWEL
5) GWEN STEFAN
!ICIIl::~~L-6"""I..-.4..;l~u:!.1) KISS - JUNGLE 2)
MOTIEY CRUE - AFRAID 3) AEROSMITH -
PINK 4) MEGADETH - TRUST 5)METALLICA
- THE MEMORYREMAINS
BEST VOCALIST: 1) JAMES HETFIELD 2)
STEVEN TYLER 3)PAUL STANlEY 4) VINCE
NEIL 5) MARILYNMANSON
A!.6i~~~WAiII!:...-A...AitA~~~it.l!I'~.1) 0 ZZY
OSBOURNE 2) STEVEN TYLER & MARILYN
MANSON 3) JAMES HETFIELD 4) PAUL
STANLEY5) PlHLANSELMO
GACY 2). DA.VID BRYAN 3)DEREK
SHERINlAN 4) JOSH S,LVER5) .TRENT
~OR
r.w:.~'-li&I.. 1)
METALLlCA 2lKlSS 3)AEROSMl7'll4) MOT-
LEYCRUE 5)PAN7ERA
--.._~~ 1 )SEVENDUST 2) COAL
CHAMBER 3) IIAlB OF 1'HE DOG 4) JACK
.OFFJILL 5) DAYS OF 7'HENEW
• I)OZZY
~URNE-TllEOZZMANCOMETH2)1OSS
- GREATEST KISS· 3) P.ANTERA - OFFICIAL
LlVE4)ACIDC-BONFIRE5)DAVlDlRRBOTH
- BEST OF & CINDERElLA • ONCE UPON A
TIME (tie) '.
~ 1)PANTBRA- "3:WATCHITGU'
2).KORN -"WHO THEN NOW" 3) OZZYAND
OTHERS -"OZZFEST 96'"4) JONBONJOW -
"DESTINATION ANYWHEIlJr 5) NINE INCH
NAUS -.'O:OSURE"
.
it's reality; and it's how life is and you exploit it like
we do, it feels right. You're damn right we're num-
ber one!"
After finishing 'The Great Southern Trendkill
Tour" in earlyFebruary; Pantera took some time off
before delving into their new material and solidify-
ing some of the music they've been working on in
preparation for thenewalbum. Havingalreadybeen
invited to Ozzfest and with South American and
European dates looming ahead in Ma~ guitarist
Dimeremarks, "The last Ozzfestwas a hell ofa good
time. There were a lotoffriends that share the same
values, integrity and music, and it was awesome."
As for the new album, "we're gonna sit at home and
work our asses off, and when we get it like it should
be, that's when it's gonna come ouL"When asked of
Pantera's rapidly growing importance in Heavy
Metal history, Dimebag replied with his theory of
metal: "I think. metal had to take a duck, just like it
always has in the past. It had to take a duck to let
everythingelse pass through, but the serious thing
about metalis to.look at everyone else
.that CIlts in and Pulls'.saJIJ1e~:leI:JgJaa..,"­
ofbullsh*t-offTheirsh*tmi'l1esinand·..·:-.·
lasts for a maximum ofone and a half .
to two years, and it's gone and then
everyone's like, 'F*ck, here it comes,
that same old steel rod right up the
ass again, it's that HeavyMetal!"Gui-
tarist Dimebag Darrell further ex-
plained that the secret to Heavy
Metal's longevity is loyal fans and de-
pendable bands who exist together
with no end in sight. As Dimebag re-
assures, ''1 know our band's never
gonna change."
07ZY OSBOURNE:
Heavy metal icon Ozzy Osbourne Proud cmJmmerLars Ulrich loaded!
claimedthe Reader'sChoireAwardfor
BestCompilationAlbum,TM~Cometh,and
Best Conrert'Ibur • Ozzfest. OzzYs Victory inboth
cases is solid proofofhis longandsUOOgpopulari~
Generations have been brought up..listening to his
music and today's youth is more th8tijust enthusi-
astic about the annual Heavy Metal.festival. Ozzy
discla;edthatOzzfestwill beoomeinternationalwith
stages in cities outside the U.S.
Ozzy is thinking about his next studioeffort with
bandmates Zap Wylde, Mike Inez·and Randy
CastiDo. Ozzy also reunited with~ Black Sab-
bath companions for a pair ofconcerts in Birming-
ham, England on December 4 arid 5, which Ozzy
th~twas"phenomenaI...magicaL..awesome."
Both concertswere recordedbut the secondonewill
be used for an album tentatively set for a May re-
lease.
METAL EDGE MAGAZINE'S "READER'S
CHOICEAWARDS":
~~~~Ul&~~~. 1) METALLTCA 2)
AEROSMlTH 3) MOTLEY CRUE 4) KISS 5)
PANJ'ERA.
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i. REST .METALiHARV ROCK BAND: 1)
.~ 'METALLICA 2) AEROSMITH 3) KISS 4)j ·PANTERA 5) MOTLEYCRUE
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Pantera BecomfngGeeater Than Large!
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METAI,IJCA:
Metallica garnered five band awards and four in-
dividual honors with proud drummer Lars Ulrich
accepting them all on behalfofthe band who were
on vacation until late March. Lead guitarist Kirk
Hammett with wife Lani, rented a house in Ha-
waii. Lead singerJames Hetfield prowled.his way
around Tahoe where he has a house nobody really
knows .about and bassist Jason Newsted is ru-
mored to be in Michigan. As for the awards Lars
Ulrich commented, 'This is really cool. I love it. It's
pretty amazing because as much as people are de-
bating or wondering what the hell is going on with
us as they do, and whatever sh*t people say about
us to this day; it's still great that they secretly vote
for us."
Metallica won't be doing anything in the month
prior to the U.S. tour which begins on June 24 in
Florida because they are on ''baby hiatus." Lead
singer James Hetfield and wife Francesca
Hetfield are expecting the birth of their first child
this summerand. according to Lars, James is "so
psyched he's floatingvHi-teeh video projects await
Metallica who expect to release a concert filmed in
.1997, in Dallas, on video and DUD this June. An
lMAX Metallica movie lasting approximately forty
five minutes is also in the works.
By Hameem Kader
Widely recognized Heavy Metal magazine Metal
Edge had their readers dictate 1997's band ofthe
year, song ofthe year, best male perfonner, best fe-
male performer, album ofthe year, best metallhard
rockband, best vocalist, best guitarist, best bassist,
bestdrummer, best keyboardist, best newband,best
concert performance, best video, best compilation
album and even best songfrom a movie soundtrack!
Clearly, the bands were judged for every possible
activity and their fans' eyes responded to all they
saw in every band The following is an insight into
some ofthe winners:· .
METAL EDGE MAGAZINE'S ~~JEA.I[))ER~a
CCJEIOJICJE AWARJD)S~ SUMMON THEIR BANDS
.PANlERA:
Devastating decibel per-decibel, onstage and off-
stage, these Texan ''Cowboys From Hell" are get-
tingtheirdue. Theirvideo "3: Watch It Go"amassed
enough votes to win theBestVideo of1997 category
"3: Watch It Go" captures the life ofPantera through
the eyes of Guitarist Dimebag Darrell's video cam-
era. Drinkingsalad dressingand hot sauce straight
from the bottle for money, tearing up hotel rooms
for sheer joy; wrestling with each other and an in-
credible Hulk nmningunrestrained wreakinghavoc
are all revealed with other obscenities. Guitarist
Dimebag Darrell states, ''We (Pantera) work at it a
lot harder than anybody else. I think a lot ofpeople
are bored when they're on the road and they don't
spend much time doing anything that's even worth
videotaping. I've seen a lotofbands and I knovv. But
we always have a goodtime with anytxxlywe come
out with, and there's some classic sh*t goin' down
all the time. We might as well blow it up and show
it to evetybod:yYoucanalwaysplansomething, haW
a script, follow it through as a whole storyand make
somethinglike a movie (come out) good. But when
continued on page 42
Patrick: So, Judas Priest. Do you
still keep in touch?
Rob: We really haven't communi-
cated since 1992 and some days, for
the life in me, I can't figure out why.
After so many years we kept our
distance. But they have a new
singer now and a new album,
maybe there is a good chance that
we can sit down and have a good
time like all those years we've been
in Priest.
Patrick: That'll be great to see.
And speaking of the new lead
singer, Rip Owens, is imitation flat-
tery, with him being from a Priest
cover band?
Rob: Yeah, exactly. Helped him
find the truth about himself,which,' .
for some people, isn't that comfort-
able.
Rob: Yeah, because I think there's
nothing better than working with
someone who really loves what
they are doing and I think its great
that they found someone who was
so honored in playing in the band.
Patrick: Your new album is full of
imagery, trains being one of them
(the cover, artwork, ''Stutter Kiss"),
any meaning behind that?
Rob: We kind ofwent with the sub-
way idea as a metaphor for life.
The train speeding through and life
moving so fast, it goes by like a blur
and you can't make sense of it all.
Patrick: Getting back to the MTV
thing, how did it feel when many
ofyour fans said that they weren't
surprised?
Rob: I feel that MTV handled it in
a great way, even though I did not
see it since I don't watch MTV But
supposedly the camera crew went
up to people and the majority was
a) we already knew and b) we don't
care, and...
Rob: Yeah, well, these are the
people who need help. Its hard to
realize what-about it that they feel
uncomfortable about. I ts either
like, "Shut up already and get on
with the music" or "Oh my god, I'm
homophobic."· So, that I kind offeel
good about. If I made a guy who
was a Priest fan all of his life real-
ize that he was a homophobic, then
I feel good about it.
Patrick: Yeah, the people who
weren't happy with it.
Happy! Happy! Joy! Joy!
youcover the elements of music
that deal with the aggressive,.ma-
cho hard type of music. Then
there's theR.E.M. element that
deals with the intelligent, liberated
crowd. Having said that, I don't
want straight-bash (chuckle) be-
cause there might be as many gay
people at a Pantera concert than
there are at an R.E.M. concert.
Well, probably not, but I'm just try-
ing to shed a human perspective on
it. That's the way it is.
Patrick: Yeah, you taught him
something about himself.
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its like ''You can't handle the truth!"
(Thank you Jack Nicholson.) It's
like, "Oh my god, now what are we
going to do!" Its inescapable. When
I made the statement to MTV a few
weeks back, it was a very sponta-
neous moment. It wasn't
preplanned at all.
Rob: No, not at alL I would never .
make it out to be a big thing be-
cause .I understand the ramifica-
tions of making this sort of thing .
public. So I would never demean
or belittle it for the sake of public-
ity or attention. Itjust so happened
that the whole thing came out
through interviews I was having in
Europe. But I have since been talk-
ing seriously about being a gay
man. If the question had never
been levied at me like it has at
M~ I would never have said it.
But it happened in such a way
where the message got out to as
Patrick: So, it wasn't like ''Let's do
a press release aboutmy sexuality"
Rob: Yeah, I feel great. I tell ev-
erybody that its just another part
ofmy personality that I always con-
ducted myself with. I'm just very
grateful and honest with every-
thing I do. So, itsjust a part ofme,
part of the innuendo, part of the
smoke screen that I wanted to clear
up. Now its up to the people to
choose how they want to handle it.
Patrick: Do you feel the music in-
dustry is homophobic with bands
like Pantera promoting gay-bash-
ing, or the opposite with guys like
Michael Stipe and bands like Im-
perial 'Ieengetting a lot of spot-
light?
Rob: I guess it depends on the ter-
ritory because in one broad sweep
40
Rob: Oh, I could care less about
peoples conceptions about that. I
just count my blessings that Trent
was excited about workin
gether. If it wasn't Trent,
where would we have
gone? It would have been
a different ball game. But
naturally, when you corne
from a background like I
did, from playing MSG to
playing little clubs that fit
250 people, critics tend to
look at me in an analyti-
cal way. "The aging fad-
ing rock star attempts.
make a huge comebac
with Trent 'The God'
Reznor," that type of bit-
ter statement, you live
with that.
Patrick: So, it doesn't sound like
you are worried about being per-
ceived as someone who jumps on
the industrial bandwagon.
Patrick: Basically, you're a band
who likes to write and play music.
Rob: In its simpler term, exactly.
That's how it all began in '95 when
I met John Lowery iand Bob
Marlette. We were three guys who
had a love for music and enjoyed
each others company. We started
to hang out with each other and
write songs that made us feel good.
We just sat down in a studio garage
with beat up equipment and acous-
tic guitars and wrote songs to-
gether.
continued from page 34
Patrick: So, did it bother
you, going from a huge
band like Judas Priest to
a mediocre success of
Fight to starting all over
again?
Patrick: Now for more personal
matters. With you coming out (he
recently admitted to the rumors
that he was gay on MTV) with your
sexuality, are you worried that
writers will focus to much about
that rather than what its all about,
the music?
Rob: No, because I have
an understanding of the
works. If you can't take Rid' C bovl
that or understand it, you e em ow y.
are here for the wrong reason. many people in the shortest
Naturally, you want to connect with amount of time. I'm kind ofglad it
as many people and hope they ap- happened that way.
preciate it. But at the end of the
day, it is the people who decide Patrick: So, do you feel liberated?
where to go.
Confessions of a Priest
. . . -
Rob: Yeah, as a member of the gay
and lesbian community, I consider
my sexuality as a small percentage
of my makeup. If the role was re-
versed and all the press ever talked
about was a musicians
straightness, it would be nuts. But,
as a public figure, who has been
successful, who was associated
with being straight his whole life
and then hits people with the truth,
..
..
.....
Confessions of a Priest
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CENTRAL PARK. WEST
AT
Day Session Student Government
and
Evening Student Senate
INVITE ALL SENIORS TO ATTEND
TAVERN ON THE GREEN
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT LIFE
15TH FLOOR PARK AVE. S.
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at
.. .
212-802-6790
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Patrick: Open mike, shoot...
Rob: Uh, no, no, I don't think so,
no.
Patrick: So, we won't see you
riding on stage with a Harley any-
more?
Rob: Well, the best way to conduct
yourself is to work with no limits
and no blinders and to really ex-
periment and explore. Go places
to where your creative spirit takes
you. Don't get discouraged or boxec
in through perception or by worry
ing about pleasing people. Thinl
about yourself and keep it pure!
Two's album titled Voyeurs is cur
rently out on Trent Reznor':
Nothing Records label. It'll rocl
your nuts off...
Two is currently on tour.
'.-:--:.... ~..."......
. ..: ~:-:-'.
.. ~.'" -.:
JoJm·Lower)\ 8triDg picker.
Patrick: Tour plans...
mouth because you can't commu-
nicate. I feel good about using
those words so graphically.
Patrick: So, are we going to see a
simple idea or a theatrical set up?
Rob: Yes, we have a five piece to-
gether. We are recreating every-
thing you.hearon.the record.from
the format to volume and power
without loosing the recording ele-
ments. We also just want to bang
it out with volume and aggression.
Can't wait to get out. The first date
will be in Phoenix on April 23 and
then we go on a 25 date tour that
will take us over to Europe and
then back over here.
Rob: The cool thing is that the
band itself has a lot of personality,
and a lot of individuality. The dis-
tinctive look of the members will
work its way into the sh w.
JamesWoo~ ivory tickler.
Patrick: And the album also con-
veys a claustrophobic image.
Rob: Especially with songs like
''Bed of Rust" which is about shed-
ding guilt and self turmoil, and
with the mud pouring out of the
Two, all four of them.••
Patrick: You ruined my last ques-
tion!
Rob: (Laughter) Yeah, I love that
show. I believe we live in a voy-
euristic society, and that draws
people to his show. ss, I kind of
brought that together with the
name of the album.. .
Rob: They are songs that we all can
relate to. I think we all can say
"leave me alone" to someone in
some situation.
Patrick: Very strong lyrics. Songs
like "Leave Me Alone" and "Stut-
ter Kiss," are they directed at any-
one?
Rob: I really stretched on that. I
didn't want it viewed as a sexual
thing. Now, I hate to tell you this,
but I'm a hu e Je S rin r fan.
Patrick: The choruses in each song
jumps out at you.
Rob: Well, that comes from my love
of melody. The band loves hooky,
melody songs that stick in your
brain. It comes from waking up at
4:30 in the morning with music
playing in your head...
Patrick: ...and then trying to find
something to write it down on...
continued from page 40
So we liked that silly abstract about
it and the figures inside the com-
partment are doing strange things,
you can't figure out what they are
really doing. All of that is wrapped
up into life in the modern, techno-
logical world, and the music obvi-
ously revolves around these issues, .
the usual things that we talked
about in the world of Rock-n-Roll.
The pain, angst and the emotional
turmoil of self discovery. But hav-
ing" said that, I can listen to the
music right now and listen to it
without tearing it apart, and that
makes me feel good. Its a very up-
lifting positive part of stuff that's
happening lately. Take a song like
''Wake Up" which is about any type
of addiction. On the musical level,
its an upbeat song. But basically
its talking about addiction in any
light.
Patrick: Now Voyeur's, which
means someone getting sexual
gratification by watching sexual
acts, is the name of your album.
Does that concept play into the
music?
Sid Rigs,stiek shuffler.
Rob: ~ .. if you-frnd something.
Many complex bands like Pink
Floyd wrote many hooky songs.
And Tool, who I was hanging out
with a few weeks back, and I love
their sound. Complex songs held
together by hooky elements.
•
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happy sound with her capturing voice..
"Seems Like Yesterday" by Goldfinger is
the album's best track, as Goldfinger man-
... ~g.~_s. ~~ mixIn .~<?~l1_.s~a and punk .~nd 1.this
succeeds in the chorus Iine.. "Seems .so ong
ago, seems like yesterday." The Cherry
Poppin Daddies' track, "Dr. Bones," is a
swingin' 50's type of ska sound and welcomes
fans to this new form of ska sound. Gary
Hoey's "Psycho Gremmies,"is a guitar instru-
mental that wants to belt out the phrase,
"Surf's Up Dude!"
The track, "I Can't Wait, "by Hepcat, is an-
other ska track that is a dancy touch to it.
Other fine tracks on the album include "High
School, "by The Skalars, "Falling and Leav-
ing, " by Radish. and "American Girls," by
Homey featuring Rivers Cuomo ofWeezer
and Matt Sharp ofThe Rentals. In closing,
the soundtrack is a ska delicious album that
really gives a boost to the ska genre of music
and is a very audible disc. Ska lovers will
enjoy this album immensely.
-DavidLo
orner
Title: Meet The DeeenesSoundtrack
Label: Mercury Records
Rating: 000
.Ska- is-eJive-·-iG-this U!e:Meet."The:.DeedJes
Soundtrack. The soundtraCk is arranged for the
ska-ish tracks to appear at the very start run-
ning to the more rock oriented tracks towards
the end. It seems that the artists chosen for the
album have to be appealing to the teenage crowd
because the film tries to do the same thing with
its promotions. The movie itself from the ad-
vertisements, looks like an Encino Man meets
Bill and Ted~Excellent Adventure kind ofcross-
over. The soundtrack's producer did a quality
job rounding up a collective group of artists to
keep with the theme of the film.
Opening up the soundtrack is The Mighty
Mighty Bosstones with a never before re-
leased track, "Wrong Thing, Right Then. " This
track presents a more mellow side of the
Bosstones. Throughout most of the song,
Dicky Barret's voice goes down several
notches, but then picks up with the traditional
sound of the
Bosstones giving
us that recognizable
Barrett voice.
Next up is Save
Ferris, an up and
coming ska band
from California,
that broke through
by winning the
Grammy Showcase
last February -in
New York City's Irv-
.ing Plaza. The. fu-
ture ofSave Ferris
looked bright ever
since and continues
with the track, "For
You." Lead singer,
Monique Powell
does t& more than
formidable' job
pounding out a aka
-tIe: Lost In Space· Soundtrack
Label: 'lVI' Records
Rating: ~.~
...Ifit were up.to -0 "-in_Sp1J,C£~..
we'd all be listeningtothumpy ambient·techno
whilst trying to find a way home...maybe throw
in a bit of classical for good measure. This al-
bum is split in two. The first eight are a whirl-
wind of cutting edge "'electronica," while the
remaining eleven are courtesy ofthe film's score.
Of all the songs on the album, I was most
anxious to here the Juno Reactor/Crea-
tures collaboration "I'm, Here ...Another
Plant. " The song is actually a remix ofa track
from the Creatures long-delayed and highly
anticipated album Mount Venus - it's also
legendary punk pioneer Siouxsie' Sioux's
first release since the break up of her band
Siouxsie and the Banshees a couple of
years back. The vocals are trademark
Siouxsie, along with an eerie echo for good
measure. However, the song is totally for-
gettable, and not the creative endeavor I ex-
pected. Rather than merging their sound and
talents, Juno Reactor and the Creatures
create a song that tries to fit in, instead of
standing out. Generally speaking, an aura of
science fiction is present in each ofthe tracks,
either it works or it doesn't. The worst of
which is Space's "Lost in Space, "which I sad
'cause I really love Space. The song is mere
a parody of their previously excellent work.
If this is a hint of things to come, I think I'll
skip the rest of their career. .
But alas there are some good tracks as, . .
well. The Propellerheads bring a new di-
mension to dance music with their contribu-
tion "Bang On!" The marriage oforganic and
synthetic instruments is too wonderful to ig-
nore. Apollo 440 provide the album's two
standout tracks though, "Lost in Space
(Theme)" and "Will and Penny's Theme."
The last eleven tracks which comprised film
score put me to sleep, which is okay I guess,
but this is the point when I·passed the CD on
to grandpa.
.Syed A. Bokhari
·Syed A. Bokhari
Frozen Charlotte is quite an impressive
debut from Dolls Head. Each song is delicious
and seductively sinister - melodic, yet tastefully
disturbing. And despite her youth, singer
Sierra Swan delivers a raw and mature
performance, time and time again.
As good as they are, I wouldn't regard the
band as completely original. Dolls Head falls
into the same category with bands such as
Garbage or Curve - electro-rock sprinkled
with a bit of Goth for good measure.
However, it is unfair to compare the duo to
others' as such, they've got many unique
characteristics. Although they use samples and
drum loops extensively, tracks like "It's Over,
It's Under" have got some killer bass lines,
courtesy of Graham. Edwards. Sierra, a
California native, gives the whole project a very
American feel - and she's not light and wispy
as her European counterparts - her vocals have
a strong presence.. She's doesn't seem like the
kinda girl you wanna mess with, not even on a
good day. The combination of the two is strange
and wonderful. ..kind of like Reese's Peanut
Butter Cups.
All in all, Dolls Head presents us with an
eclectic mix of dark ambiance and catchy
beats. They make you move and they drag
you down in the depths of the human psyche.
Sassy!
II
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bum: Scream 2 Soundtra~lt
Label: Capitol Records
Rating:0000
IE°un rn~ 11 ~~(fciJ CDlXj<it 18ci1 rD CD rrriJ (lj tJ
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With the re-release of Scream 2, it
makes sense to review one of the best
soundtracks of 1997. The success of
Scream is the reason how many well-
known artists came together to ensure
that the Scream 2 Soundtrack sold ex-
tremely well. All genres of music came
forth together for this projects as it blends
it rap, R&B, alternative, rock, and ska.
The 15 tracks on this disc is a very gener-
ous package displayed by Capitol Records.
The disc starts' offwith "Scream," by rap
artist, Master P featuring Silkk The
Shocker. This is a smart choice as it fea-
tures the chorus of "Scream!," and also
brings back the Nightmare On Elm Street
ever famous chant, "One, Two ... Freddy's
Coming For You. " "Suburban. Life, " by The
Cottonmouth Kings is the album's only
single and video released, but it's a House
of Pain-ish track combining mostly rap
with a touch of rock.
"Rivers" by Sugar Ray is one of the
album's best tracks, as it features Sugar
Ray lead singer. Mark McGrath pays
tribute to Weezer. In the line, "When it
goes away" I didn 't go," the task or trying
out if the singer is either McGrath or
Weezer's lead singer, Rivers Cuomo is
daunting Sugar Ray's hit single, "Ely".
and now "Rivers" are their finest tracks
to date so far.
The Dave Matthews Band's track
"Help Myself," is one which breathes life
into itself Matthew's unique voice and his
twangy guitar. The title of the song also
Iends . itself to th.emovie's e ver' flowing
theme of-fright and horror. "She Said" by
Collective Soul is another solid song by
the band best known for its popular tracks,
"Shine" and "Precious Declaration." In
"Right Place, Wrong Titne," by The Jon
Spencer Blues Explosion, the song re-
ally is a call to Spencer's band filling up
the track with a raw and generic rock
sound.
Dave Grohl is at his best in leading
The Foo Fighters through the track,
"Dear Lover.' Grohl, best known for his
drumming role in one of the most influen-
tial bands in alternative music in Nirvana ,
is turning out to be a great lead singer as
he can easily change his voice from such
hits as "Monkey Wrench" and "My Hero"
to "Big Me" which resembles "Dear Lover."
- ,
in a way where Grohl's voice is at its best
when it is soft and mellow.
"The Swing" by Everclear gets my vote
as most outstanding track on this
soundtrack. Art Alexis and co. gets its
due credit in perhaps, Everclear's best
song ever. The song does an excellent job
in giving the listener an addictive loop
that keeps your ear in check by craving
more. "Eyes of Sand"· by Tonic is a good
old fashioned rock and roll song that lives
up to rock's standards. Less Than Jake's
contribution is "I Think I Love You," a ska
song on speed, in that it runs up your spine
so fast that you don't even know what hit
you until the song comes to a close.
"Your Lucky Day In Hell" by The Eels
and c'Red Right Hand" by Nick Cave and
The Bad Seeds round out the soundtrack.
Overall, the soundtrack is very listener
friendly and is a must buy
-David Lo
orner
Album: Half Baked Soundtrack
Label: MeA Records
Rating: 000
Is it true that films that bomb at the box
office have the best soundtracks? If it is, then
the saying is true for the Half Baked
Soundtrack. What the soundtrack presents
is a tale of two cities. The first half of the
soundtrack is a group of songs that can be
hailed as top notch. Unfortunately the sec-
ond halfof the disc is nowhere as close to the
quality as the first seven tracks presents.
Everything about the first half of the
soundtrack is a wonderful blend of songs that
tie in to the movie's theme of comedy and
drugs. This is why the soundtrack's produc- .
ers should have found some more appealing
bands to the teenage' crowd.
The disc starts off with ''Along Comes Mary'" by
Bloodhound Gang. This is a song that has a feel
of the hardcore rock band, The Deftones. Blood-
hound Gang is best known for its song. "Fire, Wa-
ter, Burn"as well as the video to it putting a parody
spin onMTVVJ, MattPinfield In the line, 'Sweet
as the punch," is an anthem ofrock pride. The "Eh
hey" line by the female chorus is well done also or-
chestrated
"Virgin Girl' by Smash Mouth is a stupendous
choice to follow, because of its similarities to Sub-
lime and 311~ It parallels Sublime because of the
strong reggae sound it delivers. The same can be
said about its ties to 311, especially to 311'shit song,
''Prisoner.''The drowrringsound of~ll'sleadsinger,
Nick Hexum is clearly evident by his distinct mi-
crophone static technique muffling out his voice.
Luscious Jackson's 'CUJve That's Real Suite" is
a far departure than LJ's previous works. The song
starts off with LJ's Jill Cunjff playing her usual
style along with a rhythmic pattern ofeves beating
drums in the background, then turning into apunk
band. Ctiriiff'svOiresudden1jbangs out headsalong'
the wall as if she is taking us along the punk ori-
ented, Warped. Thur. It is somethingunexpected from
Luscious Jackson, but this unusual formula
works.
One of the finest tunes on this disc is "Season.s
Change" by Days of the New. This tune is a 360
degree turn from their previous track played to
death on K-Rock. This is by far, Days of the
New's best track to date. The guitar solo at the
very beginning of the song is a must listen for
future guitar players.
Other notable tracks include "Farmyard Con-
nections" by The Specials, "We Know' by DJ
Milo and Tricky, and "(I'm In Love ffith) Mary
Jane" by Coolio. Recapping the album, if the
producers of this soundtrack had incorporated a
more rock themed soundtrack, the soundtrack
would have garnered a much higher rating that
it did.
-DavidLo
..' ~.
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Luscious Jackson appears on the HalfBaked Soundtrack.
ist: Blur
Title: Bustin' and Dronin' (2CD)
Label: EMI Records
Ratdng:~ 4It.....
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If Bustin' and Dron.in' was to go down in
history as the best remix album ever, it
wouldn't be an understatement. This al-
bum is unlike any other remix collection
I've heard in recent memory. Usually, such
albums fall into the habit of butchering up
a track, removing all the instruments while
keeping only the vocals, and adding some
tired techno beats to fill out some space and
make a few bucks. Bustin' and Dronin' on
the other hand, seems to be a genuine ar-
tistic endeavor by the band. Rather creat-
ing a club atmosphere, these mixes are
quite experimental, whilst faithful to the
original tracks. In fact, most of the guitar,
bass and even some drum lines remain in-
tact. Thurston Moore's (of Sonic Youth)
mix of "Es sex Dogs" is quite an interesting
little ditty. Moore sprawls the song over
into a nine-minute landscape, at one point,
turning it into a cappella. Producer
extraordinare William Orbit, fresh off pro-
ducing Madonna's Ray of Light album,
spreads his magic dust over four tracks.
Unlike his previous work, his mixes for
"Moo i n J On" and "On Your Own" sound
almost ... industrial: "Movin , On" sounds
reminiscent of Atari Teenage
Riot ... perhaps t h ats only my fucked up
op i mo n.
I'm really glad that the band didn't con-
centrate on remixing the hits. In fact , none
of these songs, except "On Your Own" was
released as a single. Thank goodness "Song
2" didn't get the remix treatment. .. "Woo
hOD! I feel that thumpy club shit baby!" No
thanks.
"Song 2" does appear on disc two, though.
The second CD of the two CD set is a live
recording from Peel Acres, home of UK ra-
dio legend John Peel. These tracks have
an almost bootleg sounding quality to them.
I think it's 'cause the guitars are a bit too
loud ... that's all right. It serves as an ex-
cellent contrast to the first disc. A well-
rounded effort ... all around!
-Syed A. Bokhari
-
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Seashell
Oh! -Broken Seashell
Those edges sharp incisors.
}OU just cut my toe!
Once intact,
pink hues from your polished surface
reflected luminous in the sunglight,
but now lies dimmed from exposure.
Tenderly,
1 hold your fractured hull to my ear
and still I can hear traces of the sea
roaring from within. ~
-Maureen McKeown
Buried beneath the damp sand
your outer spiral ca,sing's cracked.
. Remnant shards litter the beach.
THE BALD EAGLE.
In youreyes
I see the struggle ofa race
The agony and mirthofan Eagles'plight:
Graceful in its flight andgaze...
Impotent in its quest for might.
-PATRICKOKWUEZE
mthyour wings
Youcarryyour blackamooreaglet
Through creations'lobyrinths
And like a phoenix, you shall rise...
Arisefrom the ashee ofHistory.
In your claws
1see the oeins ofhistory's remains
Deeply-rootRdin, legions of'plantations:
Where theplanter~punch 'uruieiis
Theregicide ofyour supreme creation.
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THE CREATIVE FORUM FOR BARUCH ARTISTS
~'UNTITLED"
IN THE HEIGHT OF THE MIDNIGHT HOUR
I FOUND LOVE PLASTERED AGAINST MY TOWER
MY TOWER OF HUMANITY
MY TOWER OF SANITY
IN THE TORRENTIAL WAR OF DARKNESS
I WAS PRICKED BY LOVE'S BRIGHTNESS
THE BRIGHTNESS OF FLUCTUATION
THE BRIGHTNESS OF REVELATION
IN THE CRADLE OF OUR EXISTENCE'
I POURED MY HOPES FORTH - AT YOUR INSISTENCE
INSISTENCE, THAT ON MY DESPAIR, HAS RAINED
INSISTENCE THAT IS NECESSARILY A LOVER'S -SINCERE AND
PAINED
IN THE COLDNESS OF THE HEAT
I HEARD THE CHATTER, THE LULLABY OF YOUR TEETH
.
'. ,
.
TEETH THAT HAVE LOCATED MY NECTAR
TEETH THAT HAVE ERODED MY TAR
IN THE SLOWNESS, YET SUDDENNESS OF THE NEW
·fDELIGHTED AS LOVE PRESSED AGAINST MY NOSTRILS AND
.
-
..
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_..
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-MOUTllANDBLEW .
BLEWBACK INTO ME THE PRECARIOUSNESS OF LIFE
BLEW BACK INTO ME THE BEAUTY OF LOVE~SDIVE
IN THE SOLACE THAT HAS BECOME HOLY
I ROLLED OVER AND PUT MY ARM AROUND YOUR BODY
YOUR BODY THAT BREATHES AS MY EXTENSION
YOUR BODY THAT ENTICES WITH CHARISMATIC TENSION
IN THE MAYBE OBVIOUS PAIN OF LAUGHTER
1 KISSED YOUR EYELIDS AND BEGAN TO WONDER
TO WONDER ABOUT YOU AND I
TO WONDER IF WE'LL EVER DIE
1
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The timing was wrong
we had the right .. .
.. -. ....
combination
It wasn't all a waste
just a bad situation.
Now there's
a creepy feeling
eating me inside
I'm staring at the ceiling
my heart grieves
Tmreeling
my life took such a push
A bird in hand
always beats
two in the bush
ADIEUS CUPID
-DASUNX
A rollercoaster
that I didn't
wannaride
is taking over
causin' me pain inside
It's always hard .
the ones you
love
the ones you
alwayshwt
By releasing
the dark inner self
where demons lurk
Broken hearts never mend
I don't forget...
so I keep
it deep
within
but can't cast a hard look
or pretend
cause we all lead
lives ofsin
From the windows ofboth North and South poles
The booming vow oflaughter fills the air with din
And from the horizons ofthe East and sunset West
Figures...cuddling and hugging kissing and smoching
With gibberish utturances; spreads as faras eyes can see:
These hearts has been delicately poisoned by Cupids arrow.
But hark, hark, hark...for from the hamlets ofmissisippi
10 thegrea;t cities oflights, Earthquakes, and Liberty statue
The odious spiritofthe Goblin has gone forth
And men~ true love lies not in their hearts but eyes
And Cupids anesthetic hypnosis has turned into wormwood:
The loudeessound are nothing but the clap-trap ofslaps.
-PATRICKOKWUEZE
When Cupid and his lads came into theiralxxle
The Cherubs and Seraphs trumpeted a hallelujah.
.And the rainbow shone in all the grace ofits colors
The Moon's illuminating rays ron across the sky
And the starry sky shone in their meteoric burst
And all elements were in accordance, gay and merry.
Explorers
often .
in >the name of'theirsponsor
Didn/t really explore
theyeruIedUptiying to conquer
check history
andyou'lla,gree
thata.settler
is rf!tilJy . .,.
betterterminology
I watchyou flirt
and.work
t1iePdwer
ofthe$kirt
with" no effort
anal wonder
1ww:man,yyoulefthurt
atullwonder
does·it·TTtatch
how. many.hurt..·.Y.OU
. . -
and ifyou have a clue
as to the pa;thsI pursue
-DasunX
I'm a fool to believe
lcanacheive
blii;,.d~""eaonl.decieoe~U;eiJrmyh.eart
on1JlY:~~lJf!. .
I diJnt-lifeetctgrieve
IjuSt wantto·li[}eanclbreathe.
. at the mere thought
ofthescdm
wheripeopleplay games
I feel like blOwing out brains
80 l)l('keepsitmoving .. ...
iind·simplj·i:tbstc#1is
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Should I become a raging bull...vicious
in my occupations, or horse around
like a fool to capture your attention,
Or meow in the manner,ofa cat to
have that subtle hand caress my head?
Nay. I shall neigh and gallop like a Tro~ar: Horse,
Allowed my passion to consume me religiously,
And like the all seeing Sun in its realm...
Consume and melt all opposition in mypath;
And;when my deeds are scrupulously done
}OurJericho's wall shall lay captive to me.
The long silky hair are ofMedus~
The complexion ofthe skin are ofVenus
The mooement ofthis frame is symmetric;
Wow!, my stomach chums, andpowerless
I become like a horse at the threshold ofwar.
PRAYER OF·THE
PRAYINGMANTIS.
Atfi,rstsig1# ...
it'was:wkOtrhe~rd
and·nofwh"at:l$itw·
tJwtrnaileineiiriipmy jaw
incaae-« ..
artdtkeJookin yourejes
not tketh,clughtOfwkOt
was.betW~n.jou,.thigh,s
you,.pers~ntdtt:Y .
me4Suredireater
I started.i'hinkUigabout·thephysical
muck later
in fact.'
it was 'recent
when my thoughts
turned indecent
Plus I hear tootyoureaplayer
when you feel the upper-hand
which 1 can understand.. '
butgeitingplayeti,with
isn'tpart ofmy plan
and: shouldn/zbe
for a real woman
and man
I feel unbridled RAGl!:
".- ;;.,":'.: .. ; : .:.. ;.,; ",.;;.;;" .
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you were outofmyleiJgue than mere-poetic .scrawl
That a woman as dominant as you the fact that you dOn't call
wouldn't Consider says it all
a guy like me
YOu know i:i$well"as 1
the physical.cannotsustain
or buildonamerito,lpia,ne I'oebeena whole lotto handle
or alleviate spiri:tiuJ,l.pain andatasksin,eebirth, .
cause tftey're'nott1te-same . DaSunwoilldprobO,blj scorch
and tkedifferertees amereeartn
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PmniJt.gomgt91ie. ..
aiid·~j·#1!it.j-Wa$lI/t attracted
to·w]uii<tcan:see··
withfn,y.tye .' .•
·.1:ilt:tl'kni:lUJ"tlwt..tllU8Wns:
···~II~···;····
one~~notrt!l:y:·
·caZ#,;#:IJe~, ... .. .
wh,(J,t~lUtjJ~TJ,$·when·tke well runs dry?
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The daughter
walks...
from the harshness
from the unresolved
from the confrontations
and from death.
The daughter
she runs;
weary...
her soul unrested
turmoil within
her mind blank.
The daughter
crawls. . .
she wanders off
a treacherousjourney
oftroubling revelations
Her knees are tired
The daughter
In the biting cold
ofintwining emotions
she starts to talk,
misunderstood-
She cuts her tongue
The dauAghter
in gloom
she's hungry,
deserted. . .
no 011£ around
to look over her
-Aprii
Untitled
Ok, Bla£k Skin
Oh, Black skin, Oh tainted 011£
The sun beats upon you
To warmyou from the chills ofacold world
That hates the hue bestowed on you
lOu are like a sombernight
The fears, the scream, a dream gone awry
The phantom, the loathsome one
The daughter
abandoned
in hercradle
wailing...
Inhospitable terrain
awaits her.
Oh black skin, how you sufferso
Sro17U!d like the leper
Thrown in the dungeon to rot
Maggots destroy yourmind
The thorns pierceyour body
Blooddripping from all the indignities you endure
Untilyou die
-Lisa Murdock
Oh, black skin, howyou cry for acceptance
1b be invisible, but seen
lOur wretched soul is tired
The struggle seems to waver
But a voice at the utmost parts ofthe heavens
Cry out to the mountains
Free at last, Free at last
Its echo like the sweetness ofhoney flowing unceasingly
Like manna falling to nourish. thepangs ofrejection
'Io be seen in the end as one ofthe rest.
2
A Lnnely Wo11Uln
Upon entering her room
She feels impending danger
As ifits claustrophobic walls
Are ready to engulfher in its rage
The emptiness wields up inside ofher
She has to get out
Before it crushes her heart
But its where she abides
She wants to escape
1b fly in the wide, open skies
Beyond the horizon
To run along long stretches ofgreen meadows
Todance in the sunlight
Tosleep in the green, dewy grass
But she is trapped by the loneliness ofher wretch being
She is a prisoner ofher room
She wants to escape
How long must she wait!
How long must she wait
-Lisa Murdock
I HATE THIS CHAIR 1MSITTING ON
COZ lVEBEENHERE FOR 122 MINUTES
I HATE THE CALENDAR I JUSTFUPPED
COZ THE YEAR JUST STARTED
I HATE THIS PENAND PAPER
COZ I SHOUWNTBE WRITING THIS ALL
I HATE MYDRYHANDS
COZ IT SHOULD BEALL OVER YOU
I HATE PERFECTDAYS
COZ I CAN'TSPEND IT WITH YOU
I HATE YOU
COZ I WANT YOU
I HATE MYSELF
COZ YOU'RE WITH HER
I HATE DAYSuss THIS
COZ ITS ANOTHER DAYWITHOUT U
I HATEMYBEDROOM
COZ YOUVE NEVER BEENHERE
I HATE THE TELEPHONE
COZ I CANT CALL YOU UP
I HATE MYRED-PAINTED BED
COZ YOUVE NEVER LAIN THERE
I HATE MYBODY
COZ IT NEEDS YOUR TOUCH
I HATE YOU
COZ I WISH YOU WERE MINE
I HATE MYSELF
COZYOU DON'T CARE
I HATE BELLE BLVD
COZ I BEG; "PLEASE GOD."
I HATE GOING TO THIS SCHOOL
COZ YOU GO SOMEWHERE ELBE
I HATE THIS BAG rMCARRYING
COZ ITS AS H.EAWAS MYHEART
I HATE MYCHAPPEDUPS
COZIT SHOULD BE KISSING YOU
I HATE COLD NIGHTS
COZ I KNOWIV NEVER HAVE YOU
I HATE YOU
COZIWVEYOU
I HATE MYSELF
COZ YOU DON'TWVE ME.
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Editor
Note:
(Sigh) My poets!
You make me
laugh, you make
lD.e cry!
48
The trees all the same
shape like factory plastic balls
tronsplanted for show
The tourists on the
lush green lawns were dressed in the
exact same uniforms
The birds that did sing
were so distant that I felt
it must be a tape
Versailles
The short blades ofgrass
perfect like a manS moustache
so clean and shiny
Seeing the art
the exclamations ofjay were
so forced I'd to laugh
The palace was the
best for at least it was meant
to have been designed
Ice cream the price of
a summer house in Ireland
not halfso tasty
-APRIL
Tke&bel
THE CREATIVE FORUM FOR BARUCH ARTISTS
I went horne because
I would have it enjoyed more
by dreaming instead
-Dermot Hannon
"Oh yah the race riots ofthe 80's were a riot,
a great chance to strike at the police"
The ex- student, memories foaming at his rrwuth
said to me on lunch break.
I saw hounds ofpanting students, uniformed in
dirty trench coots, chasing popularprey.
"Shouldn t you hurry back? The hour is nearly up"
He looked at me with the ease and comfort ofa city poodle
"Doni uiorry, they cant fire me. Its illegal!"
was the bark that came through his dentures
-Dermot Hannon
April 9, 1998
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Vasser Takes NazarethFrom Hometown Hero
Sl
"'/'"
Michael Andretti~
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The Fed Ex Championship
Series continues May 10t h
with t he Rio 400 from the
Emerson Fittipaldi Speed-
way at Nelson Piquet Inter-
national Raceway in Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil.
Whats at stake:
What s on the ballot:
* How much you pay in activity fees
* Who will represent you in College
affairs and budgeting
* Health Care Fee Referendum for all
Day, Evening, AND Graduate
Students
* Day Student Government (DSSG)
Officers
.
.'
"
By Michael R. Galicia
Jimmy Vasser drove to vic-
tory at the Bosch Spark Plug
Grand Prix presented by
Toyota in Nazareth, PA. Af-
ter a cold, miserable rain-
delay on Sunday, April 26,
Vasser took advantage of the
cool temperatures and clear
skies of Monday to capture
his sixth career victory.
Vasser with Target team-
mate Alex Zanardi and
Player's driver Greg Moore
took the top three podium
positions.
The hometown crowd of the
Andretti family of nearby
Bethlehem seemed to go limp
as Michael Andretti's car ex-
ploded into the wall of Turn
4 and burst into flames.
"I can't believe his luck, Gugelmin's contact with the
one minute he's leading, Turn 4 wall on Lap 207.
clearly dominating the field, Target/Chip Ganassi's one-
and the next minute he's two finish helped clear the
running out of his burning uncertainty of their perfor-
car." said Andy Schoelles of mance on short ovals. Vasser
Bayside, NY. and Zanardi may have won
At first it was believed the last two PPG cup cham-
that he just lost control pionships, but none.of their
when the field went green combined 15 victories in the For the entire
and he was on cold tires. It last two seasons had come on d
was later discovered that a. short-oval track before Mon- C.ART schedule an
tire was slashed due to some da~.. . the latest news and
debris on the track. . H'istor-ical'ly, we ·have al- . .... .. . .. .. .
Vas serTed the final 31 . ways struggled on short informationon your
laps and narrowly defeated ovals, but I think that with e. · dri · ·
Zanardi by a mere 1.400 sec- Jimmy's and my performance ~aV9TIte ver, VISIt
onds. Vasser needed only tc:>day, we p.roved. tha~ w~ . their website at:
two pit stops for the 225-1ap p icked the r ight direction,
race, making his last at Lap saidZanardi, who has fin- http://www.cart.com
165. The race stayed cau- ished third or better in nine
tion-free until Mauricio of his past 11 starts.
Student Elections will be held May 4-7
Day- undergraduate students vote ONLYat:
rear lobby, 17 Lexington Avenue
10:00 am-l0:00 pm
Evening undergraduate & Graduate students vote ONLY at:
lobby 48 East 26 Street
4:00 pm-lO:OO pm
* You must present your valid CUNYcard at the polling site to vote
I.,
PPG CUp
Points
Leaders
1 Greg Moore 51
2 Alex Zanardi 50
3 Adrian Fernandez 41
4 Gil de Ferran 33
5 Jimmy Vasser 31
6 Daria Franchitti 25
7 Bryan Herta 25
8 Michael Andretti 22
9 Tony Kanaan (R) 22
10 Paul Tracy 20
11 AI Unser Jr. 16
12 Christian Fittipaldi 14
':-1
Mon.
'Iues,
Thurs.
Sun. May 3vs. John Jay Loss 7-5
,(Knickerbocker Playoffs'First Round)
. ..•.~~BeslJBS:·,-,: .
'Iues. April 21 vs.MberlUSM~uS Loss 8-5
wed:' '22vs.U.S:M]\I:A<lil~s·'lO~g'·""
'Fri.' 24vs~ C.S.I.(Double Header)
, "
Loss 14-5 Loss 14~2 "
, 27 vs~C.S.I. Loss 11-2 {CUNY, Playoffs
28 vs. Nyack Loss 9-6
30 vs. Stevens Tech Win 2-1
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Intramural Bask:etti'iiII"
",S"lemle·"F,'le,'n"""a'ds",' ...... ,'.; ....:.,
Thursday, May 7th 12 Noon 6th Floor
Gym ,
12:00 Notoz-Ious vs. Low Budget
Crew
12:45 Grim Reapers vs, Perky's Boys
1:30 Deja Vu vs.'TBA (Winner of
12:00 Game)
Finals will be played, the ,following,
Thursday May 14th @ 1:30
•
SAC: CLERKIN (4),LIEBERMAN (2),FERNANDEZ,WENTWORTH,VITALE
HBP: WENTWORTH (5),VITALE (2),PONCE (3),LOIZZO,OCASIO,ALFREDO,LOUIE,ZAHEER
FERNANDEZ,LIEBERMAN,FLORES
PUYfR)~HHfWfH ~
Rookie of the Week
Gerard Lieberman
As a Baruch third baseman,
ieberman has continued to play a
ositive role at the plate, batting .583
last week (7 for 12) with 9 runs bat-
ed in, three doubles and a homerun.
n the 11-7 loss to St. Joseph's, the
'1 Midwood High School product
(Brooklyn, NY) went 2-2 with 5 RBI's,
11 coming in on two daubles for the
reshman.
Pitcher of the Week
Greg Clerkin
The Madison High School prod
uct earned Baruch's first conferenc
DP win since 1994 as he pitched a com
ple'te-game5'=S- win OTer h6St-'~lHDElRf­
5 Clerkin (Brooklyn,'-NY) hurled 'seve
1 strong innings, scattering six hits an
4 striking out six. The win pushe
1 Clerkin's record to 4-1 on the seaso
5 with a minuscule 2.13 ERA. Th
o Baruch ace allowed just 13 batters t
8 reach base via hits in 25 plus inning
2 of work while fanning 27 batters an
o walking just 10 in the process. Baruc
o has reached the 10 win plateau forth
1 first time since the 1970'8.
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TEAM: BAITING G AB R H 2B 3B HR RBI BB SO SB-A AVG PO A E
2B Ricky Ocasio 16 52 21 22 7 1 3 15 9 6 12-13 .423 24 23 0'
3B Gerard Lieberman 22 62 12 24 ' 7 1 2 20 4 16 1-1 °8- 12 29 10• <.J {
1B George Tamayo 16 40 9 15 2 0 4 11 1 5 0-0 .375 51 14 5
OF Mike Vitale 24 79 18 29 8 3 0 24 5 3 3-4 .367· 37 12 8
IB Greg Clerkin 23 71 17 26 r-« 0 3 27 8 8 1-1 .366 84 12 7,
OF Dam Loizzo 24 66 18 22 6 5 2 12 r- 16 4-4 .333 24 2 4(
SS Shawn Ponce 24 90 29 28 ,... 2 1 3 5 9 8-8 .311 49 62 11o
OF Peter Park 22 49 14 14 1 1 5 18 13 13 6-6 .286 42 9 3
OF E.J.Flores 21 62 14 14 1 0 0 6 6 7 5-6 .226 16 9 8
C Glenn Fernandez 13 30 5 6 3 0 0 4 3 5 0-0 .200 34 6 2
C Mayo Wentworth 21 45 13 9 2 2 1 9 9 15 5-5 .200 78 9 12
IB William Class 6 5 2 1 1 0 0 1 0 2 0-0 .200 10 2 1
OF Sulman Zaheer 17 13 2 2 0 0 0 0 3 7 2-2 .154 11 2 2
3B Alex Alfredo 10 7 3 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0-0 .143 4 4 1
2B William Louie 7 11 1 1 0 0 0 2 0 2 0-0 .091 4 4 0
OF John Hickey 13 20 2 1 1 0 0 1 2 14 0-0 .050 8 2 1
2B Georgy Vladimirov 5 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0-1 .000 1 0 0
Others 4 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 3 3
-TOTAL 24 709 182 216 51 15 21 153 78 129 46-50 .305 489 204 78
OPP 24 724232 237 50 17 11 162 119 124 89-93 .327 492 154 57
